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Prologue
Note on Permissions
With the nature of a compilation such as this, with sources as
divergent as YouTube conversations, published books, audio clips,
emails and first hand witness accounts, the job of trying to obtain
permission to publish all such prophetic utterances, is an ambitious
project in itself. All possible efforts were made to secure permission
and to insure proper credit was given for every entry within this
compilation. As a reader, should you be aware of an error in such
credit given or you are able to assist in locating and obtaining any
permissions lacking or may have been overlooked, please do not
hesitate to contact the author and we will happily remedy it.
Note on titles of prophecies, using bold font and use of excerpts
In Part II, which contains the 40 selected prophecies for this
compilation, I have, in the absence of a title given by the author or
for the sake of continuity, taken the liberty to give it one as I felt it
fitting, attempting to capture the essence of the message.
I have also bolded what I think are crucially important parts of the
word.
For the sake of focus, I have used excerpts extensively, if the reader
wishes to read the whole prophecy, full source locations are given.
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Part 1
Introduction
“He said, "Hear now My words: If there is a prophet among
you, I, the LORD, shall make Myself known to him in a vision.
I shall speak with him in a dream.” Numbers 12:6
Since I became born again in 1992 and joined a local church in
Somerset West, I have known of the legendary prophecy describing
a revival fire that will start at the Southern Tip of Africa. Is there any
other prophecy that is known and accepted more widely than the
one of fire starting at the Southern Tip of Africa? It is undoubtedly a
unique prophetic phenomenon.
Now, from where comes this legend? Is it all just smoke? Or is it
fire?
Questions, questions, questions
Who first spoke it? Where did it come from? When was it first
spoken? What is the fire? Where is the Southern Tip of Africa? Is it
authentic? If authentic, is some action required by the Church in
Cape Town (CICT for short)? How could so many different Christians
prophesy the same thing over so many years? Is the promise of
revival an un-conditional or a conditional one? Has it already been
fulfilled? Since every promise has a condition, what are the
conditions the Lord attached to its fulfilment? What must we do to
obey the voice of the Lord? Why is it so specific about the fire and
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the Southern Tip of Africa? The questions have troubled, even
tormented me for years. If we are to not treat prophecies with
contempt (1 Thess 5:20), have we, as the church, treated this
perennial and widely accepted prophecy with contempt?
I needed answers and my own spiritual hunger to know God’s plans
for Cape Town and my own spiritual thirst to see the prophecies
taken more seriously, as the scriptures teach, lead me to collect and
do the research which now forms the body of this work. I have no
doubt many have had similar questions and hungering’s and
thirsting’s. For those that can relate to what I am saying , I know you
will be blessed by this body of work as the hand of the Lord has
been heavy on me to get it out post-haste! I have had a veritable
fire burning in my bones while finally compiling and presenting
interpretations for these words. This is the fruit of my and many
friends wrestling’s. May the fire also burn in your bones to see
God’s move in his CICT as he has repeatedly prophesied for over 106
years.
Too specific, for too long to be man
All the words share these specific details; these are the common
and unique points of this perennial prophecy for the church in Cape
Town:
1.

The fire will originate from the southern tip of Africa

2.

The fire will spread north through Africa

3.

The fire will spread from Africa into the rest of the world

What is amazing is that Christians from all over, Reverends, Doctors,
Prophets, Pastors, Ministers, Preachers, CEO’s, businessmen and an
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angel are all saying the same thing. And they come from Asia,
Europe and the USA and all over Africa. That is an awful lot of
different people from different places over an awfully long time
saying the same specific thing!
It is a statistical improbability that so specific detail of a word be
given by so many different people of different generations by coincidence. I thought “It cannot be pure co-incidence”. How can so
many credible Christians and Christian leaders be saying precisely
the same thing? “Evidence demands a verdict”, I thought. “If it is a
true word for the church, then we should be repenting for showing
the prophecy contempt, and praying all the more fervently for it to
be fulfilled.”
Hunger leads to action
So in March 2006, prompted by my many questions (his questions in
me ) and a desire to collect as many proofs to the authenticity of
this prophecy I could find, I began prayerfully researching the
Southern Tip of Africa Fire Prophecy. If it were true, I felt it was
disregarded and shown way too much contempt and the Church in
Cape Town should be better stewards of the promise, be treasuring
the promise more and be making war with it as the Scriptures teach
in 1 Tim 1:8. But it was too fuzzy to do that. It was too vague a
prophecy on which to expect a whole army to be summoned by.
My journey started slowly and with difficulty because I was not
satisfied only with the anecdotal evidences and oral traditions as
sources – message accuracy tends to degenerate over time. But to
find verifiable and recorded sources of authentic prophetic
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utterance is like finding hens teeth. You cannot go to your local
library to find them. Additionally, in 2006 I also found a business
and co-founded a church, so with increase of pressure on my time,
the project got off to a slow start.
The file with all the fragments I collected stayed with me in my
briefcase for years and in some mysterious prophetic action from
the Lord, travelled with me to the four corners of the world.
Through my business I have had the privilege to travel to every
continent (including Antarctica) and most of the major cities of the
planet. That file went with me around the world many times.
The authentic words trickled in with some real “finds” being added
year by year. To find authentic words across all the streams over the
church proved quite a mission but in 2014 things really accelerated
and now we are finally able to publish the collection! Praise the
name of the Lord.
Global Day of Prayer – prophecy fulfilled?
Many have said that the prayer revival that started on 21 March
2001 in Newlands through Graham Power was the de facto
fulfilment of the Southern Tip of Africa Fire prophecy (STAFP for
short). “So what is the big deal? Why are you bothering with talking
about it anymore? It’s over brother?” are questions I faced and
asked myself.
I and many others feel there is more.
Through the Global Day of Prayer, it was as though the temple in
prayer was built but the fire still had not come. All this intercessory
prayer has created a thick canopy over Cape Town and Africa; we
4

are pregnant with prayer! We thank God and honour Graham
Power and his team for their obedience but there is more.
One thinks of the story of Andrew Murray’s father, who is reported
to have persistently prayed for revival for decades every Friday.
Then suddenly it came, and his son was almost single handily
responsible for quenching it! But divine fire cannot be stopped. If
our generation do not pray and obey the promise of STAFP now,
God will raise another to do it but it will be done! I believe this
scripture explains the time and season we are in as the CICT
accurately:
“When Solomon finished praying, fire came down from
heaven and consumed the burnt offering and the sacrifices,
and the glory of the LORD filled the temple.”
2 Chron 7:1
After completing the temple (only one temple) building, provision of
an offering and prayer, then only comes fire. After prayer comes
fire. After prayer comes fire. After prayer comes fire.
We have had much prayer but little fire. We want the fire but do we
want to build him a temple? Are we willing to lay down our lives
down as living sacrifices on the altar of God? Prayer can be quite
safe until it brings us to the point of obedience. Obedience is what
the Lord is after because it proves our love for him. After a temple is
built and there is a burnt offering on the table and after prayer then comes divine fire, unforgettable fire.
And that has not all happened in Cape Town yet.
5

I was thirsty to know more and searched through the body of
prophetic revelation given to the church to see if this STAFP is
already fulfilled or not. I wondered, “Why are so many well reputed
prophets still prophesying about the STAFP? Perhaps it has not been
fulfilled or not entirely fulfilled yet?”

Place of the Prophets in the STAFP
“Surely the Lord GOD will do nothing, unless he reveals his secret
unto his servants the prophets.
Amos 3:7
“Do not treat prophecies (the messages of the prophets) with
contempt.”
1 Thess 5:20

The word ‘contempt’ in the Strong’s Greek Lexicon properly means:
cast out as nothing; set at nought; "to count as nothing, to treat
with utter contempt, i.e. as zero; "set at nought, despise utterly"; to
regard something as lacking any standing (value).

Zero. Zero is a very strong word. Zero is not very much.
Andrew Murray said “God rules the world by the prayers of His
saints …” 2(see Notes) but “Surely the Lord God will do nothing” without
first telling his prophets. It behoves leaders in God’s church, as King
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David religiously did, “What sayeth the prophet?” Leaders of the
church take warning, beware should we walk without the light God
provided through the prophets. He who receives a prophet in the
name of a prophet receives a prophet’s reward. What is the
reward? Accuracy. Clarity. Confirmation. Direction. And most
important of all, timing.
Prophets should not merely be consulted, as they often have been,
as a sort of B-grade advisor, they need to be heard with solemn
seriousness. The danger of showing contempt to prophecies and the
prophets, by whom they come, is spiritual darkness and loss of the
spiritual map and compass of the church.
There is direction in the church, but is it the right direction? There is
power in the church, but what power?
See the loss Israel suffered for the disdain shown Jeremiah or the
loss of Saul’s crown when ignoring Samuels’s warnings! We may find
we err and stray off the plans of God and eventually walk in
darkness which is the absence of the revelatory light provided by
the prophets and prophetesses in the church. Prophets are the eyes
of the Body of Christ.
While this work is not attempting to equate biblical prophecy with
extra-biblical prophecy (God help us) it is primarily a call to re-look
at the STAFP with fresh faith and fresh eyes. We hope this work will
also become a clarion call for the Prophets of the Church in Cape
Town to arise and come out of hiding and prophesy and begin to
blow your trumpet fearlessly! Who goes to battle if the sound is
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mixed? Is God speaking corporately or not? If he is, we should hear
and obey corporately, period.
1 Cor 14:6-12
Now, brethren, if I come unto you speaking with tongues,
what shall I profit you, except I shall speak to you either by
revelation, or by knowledge, or by prophesying, or by
doctrine?
And even things without life which give sound, whether flute
or harp, except they give a distinction in the sounds, how
shall it be known what is played?
For if the trumpet gives an uncertain sound, who shall
prepare himself for the battle?
So likewise you, except you utter by the tongue words easy
to be understood, how shall it be known what is spoke for
you shall speak into the air?
There are, it may be, so many kinds of voices in the world,
and none of them is without meaning.
Therefore if I know not the meaning of the voice, I shall be
unto him that speaks a foreigner, and he that speaks shall
be a foreigner unto me.
The challenge to the apostolic leaders and fathers is to take the
prophecies and weigh them with all diligence and urgency as though
they were uttered by Christ himself. And let those who speak, speak
as the oracles of God!
Who can walk in a swamp? No more muddied water, God help us.
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40 piece Prophetic Puzzle
In April 2014, after assembling the many prophetic fragments that I
and many others, either stumbled upon, found or dug out of files
and cupboards, a picture began to form. I have now finally selected
40 of the best prophetic puzzle pieces. Put together correctly, a
compelling picture emerges. I hope you are compelled as I, and
others are, as you see the visions and hear the heartbeat and
dreams of God for the CICT and South Africa, to exercise our
corporate faith and corporate obedience. Truly Cape Town is a
prophetic city.
In this regard, my role is as a steward and collector of the preexisting revelations the Lord has graciously committed to His
Glorious Bride, the church. I have had a few words of my own to
add, as I have a great love for the CICT, but the vast majority is from
other seers, prophets, prophetesses, servants, apostles and lovers
of God from a broad range in the church and from all over the
world.
The power of the internet has certainly helped with this research. I
imagine even 15 years ago, such a job would have been almost
impossible. With the ease of self-publishing and internet search, this
work has taken shape much quicker than it could have since the
sources of info are so disparate.
I have organised this booklet into 8 parts that are standalone works
in their own right. I have done this as they can be distributed
separately if the reader wanted to rather send the whole 7MB ebook. Please feel free to forward the work as widely as possible,
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whether as a whole or in part. The important thing is to get it out to
the ears that need to hear.
October 2014 is the right time for this word to get out into the
bloodstream of the glorious Church in Cape Town and all the
Churches in all the Cities of South Africa and Africa!
This is really a word for South Africa and Africa because what is
started here will bless Africa. I hope you smell the tender and
beautiful fragrance of Christ as you read these prophecies. Amen
and Amen.
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40 STAFP Prophecies from 1908 -2014
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Eight criteria of selection used in this compilation
How do you select which prophecies to include in 106 years of the
Holy Spirit speaking to the church about God’s purposes for Cape
Town? No easy task. I have used the following eight criteria to
select prophecies for inclusion in this compilation. I found it
necessary to do this as the vast quantity of words out there, each
with its own focus, force one to select the best few per decade so as
to help in creating more accuracy, definition and focus and not add
to the already abundant prophetic noise in the Body of Christ.
It is a very challenging task to discern the fluff from the substance
but the prophetic ministry desperately needs to regain credibility!
Jezebel cannot be tolerated any longer and the prophets simply
must raise the trumpet and collectively blow with all our might
God’s prophetic word to the Church in Cape Town and South Africa.
But how urgent is the need for the prophetic community to say with
confidence: “This is what the Spirit is saying to the Church in Cape
Town.”
1.

Directly Relates to STAFP

They relate or refer directly to the Southern Tip of Africa Fire
Prophecy that has been spoken repeatedly since 1908.
2.

Jesus Focussed?

Is Jesus preeminent in the word? Does the word testify of Jesus?
Does it point the hearer to Christ? Is the spirit of the word bathed in
humility? Is it filled with hope? Is it founded on the person of Jesus
Christ? Rev 19:10b “Worship God! For the testimony of Jesus is the
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spirit of prophecy." Does the word sound like, taste like and smell of
our beloved Redeemer?
3.

Complete conformity to scripture?

Prophetic words must be in absolute conformity with the whole (NT
and OT) counsel of Scripture. It is a tall order given the various
schools and method of interpreting the Scriptures but scriptures /
concepts / doctrines taken out of context can be very dangerous.
Yet we need to concede, we need to be generous and loving in
accepting a wide scope of different expressions and interpretations
of the Bible. The famous quote of Saint Augustine of Hippo is helpful
here; “In essentials, unity; in non-essentials, liberty; in all things,
charity.”
4.

Safety in Paradox

Does the word pass the grace and truth paradox test? John 1:17
“For the law was given through Moses; grace and truth came
through Jesus Christ.” Is the word overly grace focussed or overly
truth/ judgement focussed? Mercy and truth meet only in Jesus. To
understand mercy outside of Christ, leads to license: to understand
truth outside of Christ leads to legalism. Psalm 85:10 “Mercy and
truth have met each other: justice and peace have kissed.”
Grace/mercy elements and truth/judgement elements must be
balanced. The scriptures are brimming with divinely authored
paradoxes. God’s logic is man’s paradox. We should find comfort in
the paradoxes of the Bible and not doubt. Does the prophecy reflect
one or more of the scriptural paradoxes or is its focus leaning too
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left of a truth or too right of a truth? Ps 119:160 “The entirety of
Your word is truth.”
5.

Accountability of the messenger

The source, date and authorship are verifiable in 90% of the cases.
The prophecy needs to be dated and the messenger needs to be
able to be located and be independently identified as the author of
the prophecy. This requirement prevents that when dubious
prophetic messages circulate, authors can be held to account. The
messengers must be known and have a fairly wide level of
acceptance in the church, global or local. That said, due to the often
eccentric and isolated tendencies of God’s prophetic people this is
not always guaranteed, especially with some of the lesser known
voices, who are equally valid and authoritative. All said we need to
maintain a high standard of mutual accountability.

6.

Weighed and Judged by the Church

Prophecy should ideally be weighed in community, hence the “two
or three others” in 1 Cor 14:29. “Above all, you must understand
that no prophecy of Scripture came about by the prophet's own
interpretation of things.” 2 Peter 1:20. Truth is multi-faceted and
requires a whole community to best unlock it. The prophecies have
been weighed and judged by a broad spectrum of Christians. The
words are re-quoted and re-prophesied fairly broadly by the church
and others.
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7.

Encouragement and inspirational value

Does the prophecy build up? (1 Cor. 14:3). Does the "word" have a
tendency to exhort and encourage and console (1 Cor. 14:3) or does
it lead to despair?
8.

Authentic and Original

The words have an original, authentic edge to them. They are not
echoes of truth but original voices. They present angles and aspects
of truth that are unique. A well cut diamond looks different from
every cut facet. There is a lot of truth to be seen in one diamond.
These seers and prophets each ‘have an angle’ they are seeing and
describing what they see to us. The number of facets are infinite,
because Christ is infinite, his riches unsearchable. Bless God for the
gifts amongst us, the seers and hearers anointings powerful in their
ability to express in memorable and colourful ways. How
wonderfully visual the prophets are! Their imaginations activated by
the Holy Spirits inspiration produces such lucid images which really
stick. Think of the vision of the map of Africa catching a light! Who
can forget it?

Why from 1908 and not earlier?
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Our prophetic journey begins in April 1908 in Indianapolis where
Lake is called to Africa and sees a “wonderful illumination of God’s
glory coming to South Africa”. Then in August 1908 a mysterious
and obscure boer prophet named Bee Quarles van Ufford steps into
our story to tell Lake all that God was going to do through him in
South Africa.
It makes sense that God would begin speaking of his plans and
purposes for the nation, just before the British formed it into the
Union of South Africa in 1910. This was the founding of the country
with its current borders. 1908 was just two years away to the
forming of the Union of South Africa. The country was in its birth
canal as a nation, it was a critical time in the birthing of the nation.
It therefore seems a fitting time for prophecy to begin, just before
the birth of a nation. Prophecies before 1908 would have addressed
the separate Boer republics of Transvaal, Orange Free State, the
Cape and Natal.
In comes John Graham Lake from the USA to lay apostolic and
prophetic foundations into this new union in 1908. The whole
nation, black and white were hungry for peace and desperately
needed hope after the physically, spiritually and emotionally
devastating Boer Wars of 1899-1902. So on our stage of
hopelessness, God sends hope in the form of Lake.
Please read the prophecies carefully, they are jam packed with
useful, informative, guiding detail that you can easily miss if in a
rush.
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List of 40 STAFP prophecies

1900s
1
Title:

God’s Glory Lighting up the whole land of
South Africa

Type of message:

Vision

Messenger:

John G. Lake

Nationality:

American

Date Prophesied:

April 1908

Place prophesied:

Indianapolis, USA

Publisher:

n/a

Date Published:

n/a archive material

Sources:

Transcribed from John G Lake’s personal diary
held at the AFM Archive in Johannesburg. See
Note 5, in Extended Notes and References,
Part VIII www.afmetd.co.za

Comments:

Excerpts taken from the description of Rev
Lake’s commission as a missionary by the Holy
Spirit to Africa.
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One day, about April 1st, 1908, I went to Indianapolis, Indiana for a
10 day visit with Bro. Tom who was preaching there. Then I assisted
in the services and work. While visiting at the home of a Bro.
Osborne, as we prayed before retiring, the Spirit of the Lord came
upon me and God talked to me concerning Africa. From my
childhood, I had been much interested in Africa, especially South
Africa, and for years I had felt that one day God would send me to
Africa …
As we knelt to pray, my soul was in such anguish I felt myself being
overshadowed by the Holy Spirit, then commenced the most vivid
spiritual experience of my life.
Then the Spirit said, “Will you go?” I said, “Yes Lord, any place,
anywhere. But, Oh Jesus, the burden must be yours, the
responsibility is yours.”
Then a series of visions of different cities came before me:
Then, Johannesburg, South Africa, and a wonderful illumination of
God’s glory lighting up the whole land. My soul continued to pour
out in a stream of prayer.
Note: underlining Lake

2
Title:

Remarkable Manifestations of the Spirit in
South Africa

Type of message:

Revelation and word of knowledge
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Messenger:

Bee Quarles van Ufford 1 (see Extended Notes and
Reference, Part VIII )

Nationality:

Boer (Burger of the Transvaal Republic)

Date Prophesied:

August 1908

Place prophesied:

75 Hamilton Road, Pretoria, South Africa

Publisher:

Roberts Liardon/ Whitaker House

Date Published:

1999

Sources:

Roberts Liardon, John G. Lake: The Complete
Collection of his Life Teachings. Whitaker
House, 1999, p. 901-902
http://www.openheaven.com/forums/printer
friendly_posts.asp?TID=26361

Comments:

This is transcripted from a sermon delivered
by Lake about his experiences in South Africa.
A spectacularly accurate prophecy, in the “Old
Pentecost” fashion, is given to him by Mr Bee
Quartes van Ufford, a former Acting Secretary
of State of the old Transvaal Republic of Paul
Kruger.

About 4:30 a gentleman called and inquired of Mrs. [name does not
appear] if an American stranger was at her house. She replied, “Yes.
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Revered Lake has just arrived this afternoon from Johannesburg.”
She told him I was an American and had recently come to Africa. He
asked for an interview.
In the course of this interview he told me that he had been
secretary to Dr. Leyds and acting Secretary of State for the old
Transvaal government under Paul Kruger, the last Dutch president
of the Transvaal Republic. He told me that when the Boer War
closed, because of what he considered faithfulness to the cause he
had represented, he refused to sign the agreement recognizing the
authority of the British and in consequence had been blacklisted as
an incorrigible.
This prevented him from obtaining employment. His family had
been sent to Europe during the war, and he had no money to bring
them back. His property and money had all gone in the cause of the
Boers, and he was impoverished. He did not have proper clothes to
wear, nor sometimes food to eat. He said that notwithstanding
these conditions, his soul was consumed with the problems of state
and the desire to alleviate the condition of the Boer people and see
the people restored to happiness. And in the agony of his soul he
had been in the habit of going into one of the mountains for prayer.
After several months of this practice, one day the Lord revealed to
him that a great deliverance was coming: that a man would arrive in
Pretoria from America on a certain date, and could be found at 75
Hamilton Street, at four-thirty P.M.
He said, “This is the date, and I have come in response to the
direction of the Spirit, as I received it.” He welcomed me as a
messenger of the Lord and proceeded to give me the details of the
revelation as he had received it. His revelation included political
20

changes that were to transpire, a religious revolution that would
grow out of my own work, and many events of national importance,
which became historic facts during the next few years.
He further gave detail in prophecy of the European war, and
Britian’s part in it. This was in August, (1908).
It was only after I witnessed event after event come to pass, that I
became deeply impressed with the real significance of this
revelation. He told me that the present meeting I was about to
conduct in Pretoria would be marked with extraordinary
manifestations of the Spirit. That these manifestations of the Spirit
would eventuate in a profound impression of the majesty and
power of God upon the minds of the people of South Africa and in
later years would create a stimulus of faith in God throughout the
World.

1910s
Apparent prophetic silence during World War I years 1914-1918

1920s
3
Title:

The Glory will Return

Type of message:

Angelic visitation
21

Messenger:

Angel (unnamed)

Nationality:

Citizen of Heaven 

Date Prophesied:

May 1920

Place prophesied:

Mount Tabor Park, Portland, Oregon, USA

Publisher:

Renewed Hope Ministries

Date Published:

unknown

Sources:

www.rhm-net.org/resources/
john_g_lake.htm

Comments:

An excerpt from the words of an angel given
in a vision to John G. Lake while he was
pastoring in Portland.

The angel addresses Mr Lake regarding Johannesburg’s future:
The heart of Jesus was once gladdened here through the glory, the
grace and the power of God manifested here. But human pride,
formalism and lack of faith have brought disappointment to the
heart of Him we love. But the glory will return, and the tried and
true, those who have suffered and laboured and prayed, will be
rewarded. But all self- seekers shall be dethroned.

In answer to a cry from Lake's heart, the angel took the bible and
opened to the book of Acts. He called attention to the outpouring of
the Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost, and then proceeded
22

through the book pointing out the great, outstanding revelations
and phenomena in it. Then the angel spoke these words:
"This is Pentecost as God gave it through the heart of Jesus. Strive
for this. Contend for this. Teach the people to pray for this. For this,
and this alone, will meet the necessity of the human heart, and this
alone will have the power to overcome the forces of darkness.”
As the angel was departing, he said: "Pray. Pray. Pray. Teach the
people to pray. Prayer and prayer alone, much prayer, persistent
prayer, is the door of entrance into the heart of God.

1930s
Apparent prophetic silence during build up to World War II years
1939-1945?

1940s
4
Title:

Cape to Cairo

Type of message:

Preaching

Messenger:

Rev Nicholas B.H. Bhengu

Nationality:

South African
23

Date Prophesied:

1946

Place prophesied:

South Africa

Publisher:

Linda Gobodo, The House of Prayer for All
Nations

Date Published:

20 May 2009

Sources:

http://www.kwikwap.co.za/ vukaafricafou/
docs/Prophecies%20for%20South%20Africa%
20and%20Africa.pdf
http://www.nuparadigm.co.za/Bond%20Book
/Government%20and%20Politics.html

Comments:

n/a

In 1946 a message came through Rev Bengu saying; “Africa back to
God from Cape to Cairo”
The theme song of his campaigns:
“Africa back to God, Africa back to God. We are singing, we are
bringing, Africa back to God.”

5
Title:

Revival starting in the Southern Tip of Africa

Type of message:

Vision

Messenger:

uknown
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Nationality:

Swedish

Date Prophesied:

1948

Place prophesied:

Sweden

Publisher:

Bennie Mostert, Jericho Walls International
Prayer Network.

Date Published:

January 2005

Sources:

Jericho Walls Prayer Guide, Bennie Mostert
http://www.jwipn.com/msword/articles_eng
_decjan2005.doc - inactive link (it was the
historical source)

Comments:

Excerpt from the prayer guide.

In 1948 a young man in a very prominent church in Sweden stood
up in the middle of a morning service and started to tell about a
vision he was having that very moment; a revival starting in the
southern tip of Africa, spreading over Africa!
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1950s
6
Title:

A Burning Candle

Type of message:

Dream-vision

Messenger:

J.R. Gschwend

Nationality:

Swiss

Date Prophesied:

1950s (‘many years prior to 1965’)

Place prophesied:

South Africa

Publisher:

J.R. Gschwend, All Nation Publishers

Date Published:

1965

Sources:

Gschwend JR. A Burning Candle. All Nation
Publishers. Pretoria. 1965. p 136-137

Comments:

n/a

Many years ago I was awakened through a short but very clear
dream vision. I could see a map hanging on a wall showing Africa
and Europe with adjoining parts of the world. Below the map, near
the wall, stood a small table.
There was a burning candle upon the table held in a candlestick,
throwing its flickering light on to the large map. Just then, a gentle
breeze blew the flame of the candle towards the map causing it to
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catch alight, at the lowest point of Africa. Flames flew upwards
across the African continent, on to Europe as well as to India and
other parts of the world.
I awoke and, deeply impressed by this short clear vision, I uttered
these words, "This is a revival fire." Falling on my knees, I prayed, "O
God it is wonderful that a small burning candle can set a whole
continent like Africa on fire.
May I be such to Thee! If I cannot be a famous preacher or
missionary, may I, Oh Lord, at least be a burning candle, burning for
Jesus wherever I may be!''
I realized that a candle that is burning is of more use than the most
luxurious lamp that does not burn, even though it is full of oil. It was
the fire of cloven tongues that descended upon the 120 disciples on
the day of Pentecost that set the church of Christ ablaze and made
it to be the ''Light of the World.''
“May the whole of Africa be set on fire for God with a vision for the
salvation of precious souls throughout the world. It is not impossible
that God may graciously use South Africa as the starting point of a
worldwide revival. Let us pray, and let us be burning candles placed
by God, in the right place, maybe the earth's darkest corners."
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1960s
7
Title:

The Jesus People in Cape Town in the 70s

Type of message:

Preaching

Messenger:

Brian O’Donnell

Nationality:

South African

Date Prophesied:

1960-1970s

Place prophesied:

Sea Point and Kenilworth, South Africa

Publisher:

Jessop Sutton and others

Date Published:

28 February 2010

Sources:

http://capetownforjesus.wordpress.com/
http:/www.hippyrevival.blogspot.com
jessopsutton@icloud.com Jessops email

Comments:

This excerpt is from the blog above, compiled
by Jessop Sutton and others.

The move of the Holy Spirit in the Churches in Cape Town in the late
sixties and early seventies had a lot to do with the vision, testimony
and ministry of Brian O’Donnell, a converted leader in the Hippie
world of the time, concerning a vision given many years ago to one J
R Gschwend.
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Brian is now powerfully under the conviction of the Holy Spirit of
God that the time is now ripe for a great resurgences of the Spirit,
commencing in Cape Town and extending throughout our country
and upwards into Africa in accordance with that vision of The
Burning Candle.

8
Title:

Three Fireballs

Type of message:

Vision

Messenger:

Petra Bouwer

Nationality:

South African

Date Prophesied:

1969

Place prophesied:

Pretoria

Publisher:

Grace Family Church
https://www.facebook.com/pages/GraceFamily-Church-johannesburg/
386106408165407?fref=ts

Date Published:

1972

Sources:

bennieduk@gmail.com - Bennie Duk

Comments:

n/a
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I saw a single fireball falling though the sky towards the African
continent and came down upon the southern tip of Africa,
specifically the Cape peninsula. The fireball then, upon impact, split
into three separate fireballs; the central one then continuing up
northward through South Africa and further afield into Africa. This
central fireball then continued northward into Europe. The other
two fireballs on either side then moved sideways, the left one going
north-westward towards the Americas and the right one going
north-eastward towards Asia.

1970s
9
Title:

Fire of the Holy Spirit

Type of message:

Vision

Messenger:

Lonnie Frisbee

Nationality:

American

Date Prophesied:

1976-1978

Place prophesied:

unknown

Publisher:

Fathers House Christian Fellowship, Bellville

Date Published:

28 May 2010

Sources:

http://www.fhcf.org.za/
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franco@wasteplan.co.za – Franco Visser
email
Comments:

Excerpt from a compilation by Franco Visser
of Fathers House Christian Fellowship

Lonnie Frisbee, shared a vision at the Assemblies of God Bible
College in Cape Town. The vision was that the Fire of the Holy Spirit
would ignite at the Southern Tip of Africa and move across the
continent setting the world alight.

1980s
10
Title:

Tiny speck of fire that engulfs the whole
continent of Africa

Type of message:

Dream

Messenger:

Pastor Theo Wolmarans

Nationality:

South African

Date Prophesied:

1984

Place prophesied:

Kempton Park, Johannesburg

Publisher:

Fathers House Christian Fellowship, Bellville
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Date Published:

28 May 2010

Sources:

franco@wasteplan.co.za Franco Visser email
http://www.fhcf.org.za/

Comments:

This is an excerpt from a compilation by
Franco Visser of Fathers House Christian
Fellowship. Franco Visser gives this first hand
witness account, as he was in the audience at
the time Mr Wolmarans shared his dream.

In 1984, Pastor Theo Wolmarans of Christian City (now CFC) nearby
Kempton Park, Johannesburg, South Africa, had a dream about
South Africa. The Spirit of God showed him the map of the world.
The map was completely covered in darkness. A very small fire
started in Cape Town, at first it was a very tiny speck on the map.
The little fire started to spread and grow bigger and it became so
huge that it later engulfed the whole continent of Africa. This
enormous fire then spread to the other parts of the world and also
set them alight. He then said that revival will start in Cape Town, it
will spread through South Africa and Africa and then to the rest of
the World.

11
Title:

Streets of Cape Town on Fire with the Holy
Spirit

Type of message:

Open vision
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Messenger:

Mel Tari

Nationality:

Indonesian

Date Prophesied:

1986

Place prophesied:

Lentegeur, Cape Flats, Cape Town

Publisher:

Fathers House Christian Fellowship, Bellville

Date Published:

28 May 2010

Sources:

worldmission@cox.net – Mel Tari
http://www.fhcf.org.za/
franco@wasteplan.co.za - Franco Visser email

Comments:

Excerpt from a compilation by Franco Visser
of Fathers House Christian Fellowship Bellville

In 1986 Indonesian evangelist, Mel Tari, on a visit to Cape Town in
Lentegeur Civic shared what he saw as he flew over Cape Town. He
saw the streets of Cape Town being on Fire with the Holy Spirit and
revival would break out at the Southern tip of Africa.

12
Title:

Southern Africa and God’s Ring of Fire

Type of message:

Vision

Messenger:

Rev TA Ralekholela
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Nationality:

South African

Date Prophesied:

1986

Place prophesied:

Sea Point

Publisher:

Desmond Rose, Desmond Rose Ministries, Inc.

Date Published:

2009

Sources:

Dr Desmond H. Rose, Write the Vision.
Desmond Rose Ministries, Inc. 2009. p 51-52.
You can download the e-book here:
http://drdes.org/WriteTheVisionDrDes.pdf
http://whoswho.co.za/oupa-mamabolo60373
gospelfire@gospelfire.co.za Rev Ralekholela
email

Comments:

n/a

I was in Cape Town ministering at Mitchell's Plain and staying in Sea
Point. I had been preparing for the meeting, and it was about
midnight when the Holy Spirit gave me a vision. I saw fire starting in
Sea Point and spreading through the whole of Africa until it was
covered with fire. And the Lord spoke to me at that moment and
said, '"There is going to be a visitation of God in South Africa, but
not just for South Africa, but for the whole of Africa.''
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And again I saw in the vision the fire come down on the bottom of
the map of Africa then going up in the direction of the east, in the
direction of Kenya, then covering the western part, then going up to
Nigeria, Ghana, and suddenly that fire was covering the whole
continent of Africa. Once again I heard the voice of the Lord saying,
''Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire!'' In the vision I saw the fire coming like
drops, drops, that is, like sparks, and then it came up until the whole
continent was under fire.

Again the Lord said, ''This is end-time revival that is coming in your
continent.”
As you can see on my logo the ring I have put there.
I saw the ring surrounding this continent, and then as I prayed to
the Lord, the Lord said to me, ''This ring symbolizes that I will cover
the whole continent with fire. Not only Africa, but this fire is going
to touch the whole world.''
The ring showed me what the Lord had started is going to be
completed. The whole continent will be surrounded by the fire of
the Holy Spirit, the fire of the gospel of Jesus Christ will spread from
where it started to the rest of the world.” That is where my vision
and ministry started.
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13
Title:

Fire moving Cape to Cairo

Type of message:

Preaching

Messenger:

Reinhardt Bonnke

Nationality:

South African

Date Prophesied:

mid 1980s

Place prophesied:

South Africa

Publisher:

Fathers House Christian Fellowship, Bellville

Date Published:

28 May 2010

Sources:

http://www.fhcf.org.za/
franco@wasteplan.co.za Franco Visser email

Comments:

Excerpt from a compilation by Franco Visser
of Fathers House Christian Fellowship,
Bellville

During this time evangelist Reinhardt Bonnke was sharing in his
meetings about the Fire that will move from Cape Town to Cairo.
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14
Title:

The Cape of Fire

Type of message:

Vision

Messenger:

Swedish team (unknown)

Nationality:

Swedish

Date Prophesied:

c1987

Place Prophesied:

Sweden

Publisher:

On Solid Rock, His People Magazine

Date Published:

c1999

Sources:

On Solid Rock Magazine 1999, pg 2

Comments:

Paul Daniel recounts the vision that led him to
start His People and the story of the 100 year
old letter

Seeking God in prayer more than twelve years ago, I knew I was
ready to go anywhere in the world to minister for God and to serve
Him with my life. During that period, while reading a book on
revival, I clearly saw a fire break in Cape Town and spread to the
nations of the world. I knew that God was calling Jenny and I to
Cape Town to be part of this fire.
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Two weeks after we got here, a team came out from Sweden and
distributed pamphlets to all the churches in Cape Town saying that
while interceding in Sweden, they saw a fire break out in Cape Town
and spread to the nations of the world. Again two years later, a man
who had a business tuning organs heard me repeat this vision. He
described to me how he had gone to a little traditional church in the
southern suburbs to tune their organ. He found that the organ was
too old for him to tune without the aid of a manual, so the minister
directed him to the dusty storeroom to search for the missing
manual. While he was scratching around among old papers looking
for the organ manual, he found a letter dated to the first decade of
the last century in which a women had written to the minister of
the church. In the letter, she described how she was in prayer and
saw a fire break out in Cape Town and spread to the nations of the
world.
Over the last hundred years, God has repeatedly been speaking
these words over the city. The question is whether we are able to
enter into this destiny. Are we able to seize what God is saying for
Cape Town?

15
Title:

Prophecy to South Africa

Type of message:

Prophecy/ vision

Messenger:

Rev Jan van Rooyen

Nationality:

South African
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Date Prophesied:

9 December 1988

Place Prophesied:

unknown

Publisher:

Rev Jan van Rooyen, Rain International

Date Published:

9 December 1988

Sources:

http://www.apostolic.co.za/prophetic/ southafrica-prophecy-02.php
office@rainmail.co.za

Comments:

This prophecy given to Jan van Rooyen on 09
December 1988 during evening prayer and
intercession.

Vision
I saw a vision of the map of Southern Africa. The subcontinent was
covered in darkness and I could see the outlines of the coast. My
vision was drawn to the most southern tip of Southern Africa
towards the area of Cape Town and the surrounding area. I saw a
fire bursting forth and spreading towards the north. At the same
time I saw many small specks of light all over the subcontinent,
including Botswana, Mozambique, Zimbabwe and Angola. These
little lights were small fires that continued to burn brighter and
brighter, and it seemed as if somehow all of the fires were linked
and burning in concert with one another.
Interpretation
As I continued to pray about the vision, the Lord gave me the
following word for South Africa: South Africa is serving false gods
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and idols and she is hiding behind religion. She acts as if she is
circumcised but she lacks the true circumcision of the heart. Pray
and intercede that the Fire of God will strip away these facades and
show us the utter sinfulness of our hearts.
The Father says that He will wait for a season, but there will come a
time when the intercessors will not be heard and the nation will be
forced to turn and listen to Him. God is going to strip away, from the
government down to the lowest citizen, and reveal all corruption
and evil. All that is hidden in government and business will be
revealed. If the nation does not repent soon, things of utter shame
and horror will be revealed.
If we turn to God with all of our hearts, and seek Him like a precious
treasure, He will restore seven times more and this land will
become an example to the rest of the world. This land will be used
as a springboard for evangelizing the world. Great missionary effort
will go forth from this land and God will reap a great and generous
harvest both spiritually and materially on behalf of this nation.

16
Title:

The Fire Vision

Type of message:

Vision

Messenger:

Wessel van der Merwe

Nationality:

South African

Date Prophesied:

late 1980s

Place prophesied:

South Africa

Publisher:

APOSCO Ministries
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Date Published:

July 2008

Sources:

http://apostles.co.za/prophecy/2008.htm
aposco@apostles.co.za – Wessel van der
Merwe email

Comments:

n/a

I was reminded at the end of June of a vision I had in the late 80's.
I saw a map of South Africa. At the southern tip in Cape Town a little
flame was burning being lit by someone with a match. The fire
spread all on the coastline to all the coastal harbour towns and
cities to the east and to the west of Cape Town. Then I saw like
strings from all these little flames attached to Pretoria and the
flames were starting to burn inwards - towards Pretoria.
When it reached Pretoria I saw a round cartoon-like bomb with a
piece of string where the bomb is ignited. The bomb caused a huge
explosion in the Spirit and reverberated into all directions.
I still remember the warning for those in South Africa – you might
seek this revival by traveling to and fro and many will miss it
because it will reach those who earnestly seek the Lord and who
want to do His will.
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Many will go here and there and will not find it. They will not see
the wonder of it and will not find it but those who stay put and seek
it and then do His will – they will certainly experience it and its
wonder and its glory because it will be the work of the Lord.

1990s
17
Title:

Southern Africa and a Burning Matchstick

Type of message:

Vision

Messenger:

Pastor Danny Fisher

Nationality:

American

Date Prophesied:

October 1991

Place prophesied:

Somerset West

Publisher:

Desmond Rose, Desmond Rose Ministries, Inc.

Date Published:

2009

Sources:

Dr Desmond H. Rose, Write the Vision.
Desmond Rose Ministries, Inc. 2009. p 45-46
You can download the e-book here:
http://drdes.org/WriteTheVisionDrDes.pdf

Comments:
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n/a

In 1991 during the month of October, he travelled to South Africa.
He was part of a group from America which went to the Cape
Province to minister in a church in a coastal city called Somerset
West.
The group had just returned to the home of Kobus Swart, where
they were staying. The house had an upper level and a lower level
or basement where he had his guest bedroom.
Once they all retired for the night, Pastor Fisher not being able to
sleep, decided to spend the time in prayer, as he was the only one
in the basement, and he would not be a hindrance to those who
were sleeping upstairs. After going from room to room he found
one that had a beanbag chair in it, and he decided this was the
room to pray in since there were no other distractions in it.
In the early hours of the morning, while praying, he suddenly had a
vision, seeing a giant open map of the world, suspended in the air.
While looking at the map, suddenly a giant hand appeared holding a
matchstick, and something caused it to ignite. The hand holding the
burning match made its way down to the southern-most tip of
South Africa and set it ablaze.
The fire spread up the African continent consuming it in its entirety
and at the same time spread to all the continents around the world.
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18
Title:

21 Year Vision for South Africa

Type of message:

Vision

Messenger:

Johan Boot

Nationality:

South African

Date Prophesied:

1993 & June 1998

Place prophesied:

South Africa

Publisher:

Johan Boot

Date Published:

August 2005 on blog below, earlier by email

Sources:

http://journeytools.wordpress.com/
prophetic/21-year-vision-about-south-africa/
johan@iwebtec.net Johan Boot email

Comments:

This is an excerpt from the lengthy and
comprehensive prophecy which is available in
full from above website.

Third 7 years (2008-2014)
“The third seven year season is going to be a time of battle. A time
that My light is going to break forth. A time that My servants are
going to be trained in warfare; they are going to be trained to fight
with faith and by the word of the Spirit they shall overcome. And it
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is going to be 7 years that I will fight in this nation. No longer will
you fight like you do now, for the ways and schemes of men will
pass away. The darkness will be dark and the light, lighter. The
darkness will be utter darkness.
The world will say: ‘Yes, darkness has come, but My church will say:
‘Wait, wait the light of the Lord has risen upon us’’. It will be seven
years that I will press into this nation. No longer will they fight, but I
will fight for them. As long as My church and people will walk in
unity, I shall fight for them. As long as they all go forth with one
purpose and mind to fulfil the call that I have placed upon them and
walk in unity and boldness I shall bless whatever they do. And truly
there shall be a purity that will shine from My servants. Men shall
come and fall down on their faces, because of the purity and power
that will radiate from My church and people in this nation.
Truly this redemptive work, the fighting in the spirit and the
conquering of the land shall not stop on the borders of South Africa.
It will cross like a flood and flow to the rest of Africa. It shall flow,
flow, flow. The darkness will be scattered and it will flee as the light
and power of God comes. This will be supernatural, but remember
the battle that is at hand will not be fought in the flesh, but in the
spirit, with My power and grace. I shall send my angels and Spirit
forth.
If My servants and church will humble themselves, walk in love,
humility and unity, I shall bless them. I shall conquer for them. I
shall break down the walls and places of captivity. I am raising up a
Joshua generation that will take the land.
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Revival is not going to be in isolated places. Revival is not going to
be in one denomination or amongst individual groups or amongst
certain ethnic groups. Revival will be all over. It is going to spread
from the south and run like a fire. My spirit shall burst like fire as I
release My apostles and prophets. It shall burn like fire; it shall burn,
it shall burn. Even men in authority shall tremble when the servants
of the living God enter their presence. They shall fall down and cry
because of the light and the power that they will see. The power
and wisdom of God shall blind them. They shall not be able to
comprehend My work and power, but it shall blind them. They shall
not know where to go, for I shall strike the enemy with blindness in
that day. I shall break forth in this country. I shall break forth in this
nation. I shall come and establish what I have purposed from the
beginning of the earth to be accomplished in South Africa.
“From here it shall spread like fire into Africa. From the south to the
north it shall burn. Now is the time that I am preparing My people,
those that are faithful today, and I am releasing into the continent
of Africa. I am preparing the highways and by-ways. I am linking up
people and establishing relationships.
I am doing this for a purpose, because when the fire falls, it will run
on the highways. It will spread like a wild fire into Africa. No longer
will one place burn and they send out a couple of people to go and
plant fires. No, the revival that I am bringing is going to burn here
and tomorrow it will be a 1000 kilometres away and burn just as
bright. And it will come in a moment. I will break forth within a day.
I will do the things that need to be done within a short space of
time. I will do it because it is My plan and purpose.”
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After the 21 years
The Lord says, “After that time I shall come and flood Africa with My
grace. Those that are first shall be last, and those that are last shall
be first. And I shall do such a thing that has never been done on
earth. It shall not be a thing that will be in one country. It shall not
be one country that will be turned around, but it shall be a whole
continent that will burn with fire.

19
Title:

African Bushfire

Type of message:

Vision

Messenger:

Alison Papenfus

Nationality:

South African

Date Prophesied:

30 March 1997

Place prophesied:

unknown

Publisher:

Alison Papenfus

Date Published:

prior 2002

Sources:

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/
AfricaProphecy/info
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www.africaprophecy.co.za – no longer
available (historical source)
eap@tiscali.co.za - Alison Papenfus email
Comments:

Alison lives in Johannesburg, South Africa. Her
ministry, AfricaProphecy, works closely with
Storm Harvest Ministries (www.stormharvest.asn.au) amongst indigenous African
churches in 8 African nations.

At the time I saw this vision I was isolated from the prophetic word
for Africa, and had no idea that others were seeing the same things I
have transcribed this from my Notebook, it is dated Easter Sunday
1997.
I was in prayer when I found myself looking down on a map of the
continent of Africa. One by one faces came up before me - some
were past and present rulers in Africa who have been responsible
for oppression and corruption; some were ordinary people, trapped
in witchcraft and occult practises; some were children forced into
various forms of unpaid labour, some were bodies hacked up with
pangas as was, at the time, being done in the Rwandan war - one
scene of evil after another - I had been reading the scripture in
Jonah 1:2 (speaking of Nineveh) "their wickedness has come up
before Me (the Lord) and it seemed that I was seeing something of
the evil in Africa.
Then as I watched a thick black blanket, shaped exactly like the
continent of Africa, fell from heaven and seemed set to settle over
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the continent. I found myself saying "Lord, please, don’t do that.
Your children are under that blanket!" but a voice said to me
"Watch!" The black blanket settled on the continent. For a while the
blanket seemed to have smothered everything. Then, as I watched
tiny bubbles began to appear under the blanket. One here. One
there. Two some places. Some bigger than others. Some widely
separated. Sometimes two or three close together. The bubbles
turned white. Then they began to smoke, and holes appeared, the
smoke turned to flames, and the flames began to spread outwards.
One hole burned, and enlarged, and joined with the next hole - the
blanket of evil which had covered the continent of Africa was
aflame!
Interpretation:
I understood that God had allowed a blanket of evil to cover Africa.
That the church, caught under this oppression, had begun by
substituting righteousness for evil. Then they had begun to pray,
and the smoke had ascended to heaven. The prayers of the saints
released the fire of the Holy Spirit in believers, and burnt holes in
the evil that had sought to smother the church. The groups of
fervent believers began to reach others close by, and join up with
other groups of fervent believers. All over the continent this was
happening in isolated pockets.
Application:
There are three steps in what God wants to do in His church in
Africa;
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First - reject evil and substitute righteousness - even where the
community has embraced ungodly ways
Second - begin to pray; this is where many churches now find
themselves
Third - catch the fire of God and begin to spread the Gospel - When
these steps are in place we will see a "joining" - "working together"
of previously divided Christian groups as the fire unites them and
the gospel spreads.

20
Title:

Vision of Fire in Train window

Type of message:

Open vision

Messenger:

Dr Christo Nel

Nationality:

South African

Date prophesied:

April 1997

Place prophesied:

Touwsriver area, South Africa

Publisher:

Dr Christo Nel

Date Published:

November 2013

Sources:

nchristo@lantic.net
http://www.nuwewyn.co.za
https://www.linkedin.com/pub/christonel/33/113/b5
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Comments:

Dr Nel’s amazing prophetic experience on a
train heading towards Cape Town.

During April 1997 we’re invited to Ceres in the Western Cape, to
minister over there.
As a family we decided making a holiday out of it and decided
coming by train to the Western Cape. We departed late one
afternoon from Potchefstroom, slept on the train and on our way to
the dining room on the train the following morning; I suddenly had
this vision of revival.
Let me say immediately that I don’t see visions and don’t even
dream dreams. Up to that moment I saw myself as this very logical,
rational, unemotional person that could never ever have an
experience like this.
Coming from Matjiesfontein, just outside Touwsriver, on a farm
which I later understood was called, Konstabel (Constable), I saw a
vision of revival going on in the pane of the window, as in a movie.
And I heard God saying, “Do you see, its revival!”
I said, “Yes, Lord, I see.”
God said, “It is as in the revival of 1860-61, in the time of Andrew
Murray.”
To which I responded, “Yes, Lord, You know I know the detail of that
revival.” (Because I’ve read at least three books on the detail of that
revival at that stage).
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God said, “There is another revival similar but bigger than this one
coming, and it will also start in the Western Cape, flowing all across
South Africa, Africa and the rest of the world.”
I responded, “Lord, I will pay You a million rand to be there!”
God said, “I want you to be there, but it will mean that you need to
go back to Potchefstroom, sell everything and come in faith to the
Western Cape to be here when it start.”
As suddenly as the vision started it was gone.

2000s
21
Title:

Bushman’s Fire

Type of message:

Vision

Messenger:

André Baard

Nationality:

South African

Date Prophesied:

2 Feb 2001

Place prophesied:

Lighthouse Church, Parow, South Africa

Publisher:

André Baard

Date Published:

August 2005 on blog below, earlier by email
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Sources:

http://journeytools.wordpress.com/
prophetic/2001-2007-meeting-on-themountain/bushmans-fire-andre-baard/

Comments:

This vision I received before the Newlands
Gathering on 21 March 2001 and was before I
had a more intimate understanding of the
prophecy of fire coming to Cape Town.

I saw a man like a Bushman crouching down and rubbing a stick in
his hand on a piece of hard wood like the Bushmen do to start a fire.
They use the friction of the hard wood against the soft wood to
start a fire. I saw the movement of his hands starting slowly but
increase in pace to an incredibly fast rubbing action of his hands. I
saw a little pile of material next to him; bits of twigs, grass, moss,
leaves and feathers etc. The man had earlier gone and looked for
the right bits of material which he carefully selected because of
their dryness and brokenness. He added the dry material as the
friction caused by the very fast and hard rubbing became very hot
until it began to smoke, then the first spark was seen. Very quickly
all the material around the hotspot caught fire and began burning.
Interpretation:
The man is the Holy Spirit beginning to make a fire which will spread
like a wild bushfire; all consuming, divine, violent, pure and very
effective. The material is different people specially called to this
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special task of burning because of their dryness and desire to know
Him.
I see two dynamics at work in the vision; one the Holy Spirit doing
the work of creating the fire; the second, us being available as dry
and broken people in desperate need for a genuine, lasting move of
the Spirit where Christ is present in all His glory.
The Holy Spirit will do the work, our part as dry and broken people
is to be willing to be consumed completely for Him. The friction of
affliction is necessary to start the first outbreak of God in Cape
Town. I believe all the fires the Cape has been experiencing are the
Lord’s prophetic pronunciation for the coming renewal. I believe we
are to understand the work of Meeting on the Mountain in this
context. Those that are closest to Him will have been used to the
purging fire and therefore will be able to withstand the intense heat
that is necessary to incubate revival. It will be impossible for the
natural man to endure the intensity of this burning.

22
Title:

Concerning the Purposes of God for Cape
Town – Fires!

Type of message:

Prophecy

Messenger:

André Baard

Nationality:

South African
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Date Prophesied:

1 April 2001

Place prophesied:

Lighthouse Church, Parow, South Africa

Publisher:

André Baard /
http://journeytools.wordpress.com/

Date Published:

August 2005 on blog below, earlier by email

Sources:

http://journeytools.wordpress.com/
prophetic /2001-2007-meeting-on-themountain/purposes-of-god-cape-town-andrebaard/

Comments:

Excerpt from the prophecy which is available
in full at above blog.

I believe there are going to be more citywide meetings. God will call
the church to repent and make public confessions of her sins –
things such as compromise with the world, lack of love, idolatry,
competition, pride and prejudices. But after this I see God calling His
church to hold love feasts in all the communities in the Cape
Peninsula. The church has been robbed of this blessing of true
community when we share in the Lord’s Supper. I see whole cricket
pitches and rugby fields dotted all over the Cape filled with God’s
people holding love feasts to Him, in true love and humility
esteeming others higher than themselves. I see a day long (or day’s
long) feast for which everyone eagerly awaits every year
(twice/three times a year?) because they love the gathering of the
saints so much.
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I see an annual Passover Event – with spit-braai’s and eating and
drinking making melody in our hearts to the Lord, singing
spontaneous songs of joy in the Spirit, dancing and celebrating the
Lord’s Passover. I see families dancing before the Lord, young men
and woman dancing to the Lord, children and the aged all rejoicing
in the feast to the Lord. “I am restoring true feasting to My bride,”
says the Lord. “No longer will you delight in the parties of the world
but you will learn that My joy is your strength. My bride does not
know how to feast before me and I am going to teach My bride as I
prepare My table for her.” I see God using these feasts in the
process of transforming Cape Town and to bring it in line with her
redemptive purpose. Because of our love for one another the world
will see and know that we are His disciples. I see these “love days”
as places of fire, lighting up the Cape sky, releasing a sweet smelling
aroma to the Lord- an acceptable sacrifice indeed.
We make warfare through our love for one another – the enemy
has turned the race groups against one another to hinder God’s
purpose here but God’s purpose will not be frustrated because
perfect love casts out all fear. I believe the Lord will do corporate
healing in the body of Christ: racial healing, class healing, family
healing, father-children healing, and mother-children healing. Here
God will build true unity of the Spirit. But this must/will start
amongst the coloured communities first and spread to the black,
white and other groups.
Therefore I see after the phases of corporate, public repentance the
restoration of feasting and building of true unity and love in my
church I will be ready to visit the unbeliever here as never before
and pour out salvation through my church. The Lord says, “I am
weary of the word ‘growth, growth, growth’! Who will build me a
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house to dwell in here in Cape Town? I seek a tabernacle to dwell in,
that I my dwell with my people. But all I see are you praying that
your churches become bigger. This wearies Me. Learn from My
servant David who had a heart after Me – he desired to build Me a
house and for this reason I have blessed him eternally.” True
transformation to the greater community will only come when my
church gets transformed by understanding Almighty Father’s love
for the city.

23
Title:

Volcanic Fire

Type of message:

Prophecy/ vision

Messenger:

André Baard

Nationality:

South African

Date Prophesied:

18 May 2001

Place prophesied:

Lighthouse Church, Parow, South Africa

Publisher:

André Baard /
http://journeytools.wordpress.com/

Date Published:

August 2005 on blog below, earlier by email

Sources:

http://journeytools.wordpress.com/
prophetic/2001-2007-meeting-on-themountain/dam-walls-breaking/
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Comments:

Excerpt from the prophecy which is available
in full at above blog.

And I sense this pressure all over the peninsula. There are these hot
spots that God is breathing His Spirit into and it’s gonna cause
unpleasant eruptions like a volcano (it’s magnificent, but unpleasant
because it’s also destructive), but it’s almost like God is doing that.
It’s like I see the whole Cape Peninsula specifically like red spots, like
little volcanoes with pressure release points and God is building this
pressure under the earth and blowing in His Spirit and these
pressure points are coming and from out of that God is going to
release life and He’s going to release blessing.

24
Title:

Vision of the Wind Bourne Seed

Type of message:

Vision

Messenger:

André Baard

Nationality:

South African

Date Prophesied:

2002

Place prophesied:

Lighthouse Church, Parow, South Africa

Publisher:

André Baard /
http://journeytools.wordpress.com/
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Date Published:

August 2005 on blog below, earlier by email

Sources:

http://journeytools.wordpress.com/
prophetic/2001-2007-meeting-on-themountain/vision-of-the-wind-bourne-seedandre-baard/

Comments:

n/a

I saw many seeds airborne like you see dandelion seeds that can fly
on the slightest breeze leave Cape Town and fly all over the country.
They seemed to go all over with some landing in the smallest, most
insignificant little Karoo dorpies. There in these unexpected places
they landed and found good soil and took root. The seeds were
found scattered all over the countryside and seemed to almost
avoid the big cities.
It is the seed of the word and it is a terribly small seed but it can
move very far wherever the wind wanted it to go. So it shall be like
with what God is going to birth in Cape Town. In its very nature it
will be terribly small but it will go very far and spread very wide –
wherever the wind blows it to there it will go and land on places and
people that God planned it to go – not by the media but by the
Spirit.

25
Title:

Feet in Cape Town
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Type of message:

Prophetic experience

Messengers:

Graham Power

Nationality:

South African

Date Prophesied:

February 2002

Place prophesied:

Stellenbosch

Publisher:

Jericho Walls

Date Published:

2007

Sources:

Jericho Walls

Comments:

This experience was shared by Graham Power
at the African Prayer Summit near Pretoria
from 19 to 23 February 2007.

The person who caused the biggest stir on the prayer summit was
Graham Power of Transformations Africa. His talk induced certain
members of the audience to withdraw from the Movement and
even to resign from churches which still support this action.
In his talk Graham again reviewed the vision that he had of
transforming South Africa, Africa and eventually the whole world.
He devoted much attention to an experience that he had in
February 2002 when he attended a prayer breakfast for men in
Stellenbosch. The speaker was a 28-year old Coloured man of Khoi
descent. He was a former gangster whose whole body is tattooed.
The topic that morning was “The Holy Spirit.” Afterwards, the
speaker invited the men to come forward and receive the Holy
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Spirit. One of them ran away but most remained behind to receive
the “blessing” of being slain in the Spirit.
Graham said that when he was touched on his shoulder he fell
down but rose again after a short while. He fell down two more
times. The third time he lay on the ground for 1½ hours. He felt an
electric-like current flowing through his body while having “an
amazing experience.” He also heard a voice speaking to him, saying,
“I am the spine,” (six times), “I am the head of the spine” (six times),
“I am the king” (six times) and “I am the king of kings” (six times).
Immediately afterwards, Graham had an experience outside his
body. He saw himself lying on the floor on his back with his arms
stretched out in the form of a cross. He then saw Africa forming
around his body with his feet in Cape Town and his head in Egypt.
His hands pointed towards East and West Africa. He felt a strange
sensation of pain rising from his feet and legs through his spine to
his shoulders and arms. He interpreted this as a revival and
transformation movement that will spread from South Africa to
central Africa, and eventually to the whole of Africa. He also saw his
arms becoming longer and reaching around the globe. This
indicated that the movement that has started in South Africa would
ultimately encompass the whole world.
Graham acted in terms of these mystical revelations and drastically
expanded the scope of the Global Day of Prayer. He says that in
2006, 199 nations participated in this prayer event on the Day of
Pentecost, and he hopes that all 220 nations of the world will
participate in 2007. He quoted Isaiah 66:18 where the Lord says, “It
shall be that I will gather all nations and tongues; and they shall
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come and see my glory.” Graham then added: “God’s plan will start
in Africa and encompass the whole world.”
He also quoted extensively from Isaiah 52:6-12, which actually
refers to Israel in the millennial kingdom of Christ. God says, “My
people shall know my name… How beautiful upon the mountains
are the feet of him who brings good news, who proclaims peace,
who brings glad tidings of good things, who proclaims salvation,
who say to Zion, Your King reigns! … The Lord has comforted his
people, he has redeemed Jerusalem… And all the ends of the earth
shall see the salvation of our God. Depart! Depart! Go out from
there [Graham added, ‘from the high places’] … for the Lord will go
before you, and the God of Israel will be your rear guard.”
Graham says that the true people of God should go to the high
places, such as mountains, to pray that His kingdom will come. He
then announced that he and a group of people will pray on top of
Mount Kilimanjaro on Pentecost Day, the 27th of May 2007. From
this highest point in Africa they will descend to be used by God as
instruments of His kingdom blessings all over this continent. He asks
that as many as possible people will join in the Global Day of Prayer,
preferably on mountains and other high places, but also in
churches.

26
Title:

Intercessions Rising up from the South like
Incense

Type of message:

Prophecy

Messenger:

Carol Johnson
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Nationality:

American

Date Prophesied:

prior 2002

Place prophesied:

unknown

Publisher:

Alison Papenfus, African Prophecy (inactive
presently)

Date Published:

prior 2002

Sources:

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/
AfricaProphecy/info (group exists but is
dormant)
www.africaprophecy.co.za – no longer
available (historical source)
eap@tiscali.co.za - Alison Papenfus email
Timpani2@aol.com – Carol Johnson email

Comments:

Alison lives in Johannesburg, her ministry,
AfricaProphecy, works closely with Storm
Harvest Ministries (www.stormharvest.asn.au) amongst indigenous African
churches in 8 African nations.

Carol Johnson picks up the Word of the Lord and gives us another
fascinating angle: I believe that the worship music from South
Africa, which often contains rhythmic blasts on a police whistle, is
prophetic in nature. This part of the African Body of Christ will
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literally "police" the move of God on the continent. Wisdom will be
given for even the Sudan, and other areas of danger and darkness.
Spiritual mapping of pagan altars and intense, fervent, corporate
intercession are key. I believe there is shown me in the Spirit a
concentration of this intercession rising up from the south like
incense, to permeate the whole of Africa after ascending to the
throne room itself!

27
Title:

South Africa, the Feet of Africa

Type of message:

Vision

Messenger:

Apostle Simon Kariuki

Nationality:

Kenyan

Date Prophesied:

2008

Place prophesied:

unknown

Publisher:

Linda Gobodo, The House of Prayer for All
Nations

Date Published:

16 December 2011

Sources:

http://www.kwikwap.co.za/vukaaricafou
/docs/Prophecies%20for%20South%20Africa
%20and%20Africa.pdf

Comments:

n/a

In 2008 the Lord showed a vision of feet in chains to Apostle
Simon Kariuki from Kenya who is now living in South Africa. When
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he inquired from the Lord the meaning of the vision the Lord said,
“Don’t you know South Africa is the feet of Africa? The enemy is
planning to demobilize South Africa so that the whole continent
may feel the pain if he succeeds. Go to every province in South
Africa and tell my people to pray to me for their nation for 12 days
from the 1-12 February 2009. If they heed the call and pray, I will
manifest myself to the nation, when I do everyone will know the
destiny of their nation and the chains will be broken”, then South
Africa will take the continent to her prophetic, divine destiny.
Apostle Kariuki and myself with a team, went from province to
province in the nation, calling South Africa to pray to God for the
12 days. We travelled 7000 kilometres in 21 days, the Lord helping
us. In February, South Africa prayed.

28
Title:

Warrior Angel with a Flaming Sword on
Table Mountain

Type of message:

Vision

Messenger:

various, penned by Mike Clarke

Nationality:

South Africa

Date Prophesied:

c2009

Place prophesied:

South Africa

Publisher:

Lead Africa / Faith Christian Fellowship
(http://www.fcf.org )

Date Published:

16 December 2011
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Sources:

temp@leadafrica.co.za – Mike Clarke

Comments:

This vision came corporately during a FCF
conference and Mike Clarke consolidated the
sub-visions seen into this compelling vision

“The LION was massive! His mane was dense and full. His sculptured
muscular body was covered with a skin that shone as if coated with
a sheen of oil. His tawny eyes were blazing with golden anger. His
whole demeanour was one of absolute authority as he stood facing
north on Table Mountain at the tip of Africa. Under the spread of
the pad of his broad right paw was a large rolled up scroll. The lion
opened his mouth, took a deep breath and roared. First to the west,
then to the east then to the south and then from the depths of his
being he roared to the north. As he roared the scroll starts to unfold
down the face of Table Mountain. Gradually the gigantic roar
choked down into a deep cough of satisfaction. All living beings in
sub-Saharan Africa were frozen to attention. As the last fold of the
scroll opened it covered the Rhodes Memorial and the wording on
the scroll came into stark and bold visibility to all in Africa. The
words read: “The Battle for the True Liberation of Africa has now
begun!”
The occupant of the chariot was a magnificently proportioned
majestic warrior dressed in a white linen robe with a purple waist
band. On his head was a burnished bronze helmet and in his right
hand held aloft was a flaming sword. As the last of the scroll
covered the Rhodes Memorial he released the reins. The white
horse leapt forward and the chariot and occupant hurtled towards
the earth directly to the southern-most tip of Africa where it
instantly reversed direction and then leaped forward as if struck by
lightning. The chariot then crisscrossed sub -Saharan Africa at
breakneck speed with the occupant leaning out of the chariot
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frequently touching the earth with the tip of his flaming sword. Each
place that he touched a small fire broke out. Small but bright, until
the whole of Southern Africa looked like it was on fire. Not with a
consuming fire but a life-giving fire of true freedom.
Suddenly the chariot stopped dead. The warrior held his sword
vertical and shouted the words “All Power and Glory and Majesty
belong to The King of Kings and Lord of Lords, KING JESUS!” With
that he turned his charger towards the heavens and with a mighty
crash of thunder he disappeared. Gradually the fires on the ground
started to die down as if being absorbed into the earth and an
unnatural light and a silence of awe fell like a blanket over all of
Africa. For a season all was frozen in time. Rivers stopped flowing.
Trees stopped growing. Birds and animals alike froze motionless.
Suddenly natural light returned. A bird in its nest chirped as if
testing to see if in fact a new dawn had come, a waterfall started to
rush and natural life started to reappear everywhere. Suddenly
there were lions all over Africa. Some large, some small, some thin
and battle-scarred. All appeared as if waking from a deep sleep,
woken by the roar of the Lion on Table Mountain. Some were
coming out of caves, some out of crevices in the mountains, some
out of the bushes and some from under river overhangs. Many were
wary of the others and some were totally hostile towards their
fellow lions. But all were walking proud. And a voice said, “It is time
to deliver, heal, restore and rebuild my Body in Africa. Go and
motivate, inspire and equip My lions of Africa to take dominion over
their God-given territory!”
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29
Title:

Prayer Trickling in the Container Africa

Type of message:

Trance

Messenger:

Pastor Henry Benson

Nationality:

unknown

Date Prophesied:

September 2009

Place prophesied:

Ghana

Publisher:

Linda Gobodo, The House of Prayer for All
Nations

Date Published:

16 December 2011

Sources:

http://www.kwikwap.co.za/vukaafrica
fou/docs/Prophecies%20for%20South%20Afri
ca%20and%20Africa.pdf

Comments:

Linda Gobodo recalls a trip to Ghana with
Pastor Henry Benson

In September 2009 while travelling to Ghana with Pastor Henry
Benson, he dozed off and the Lord showed him a vision. He saw the
map of Africa looking like a very big container standing on a ring
with 3 legs. Suddenly water was trickling inside the container from
the north part and dripping into the southern tip. The water was
gradually filling the container. Then he heard a voice saying Nigeria
and Ghana intensify prayer for South Africa. When he shared the
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vision with me I told him the vision is yet another confirmation of
the promise of revival that has been prophesied that it will start
from the southern tip and will spread to the whole continent.

30
Title:

Red Scarf and Seaweed

Type of message:

Corporate prophetic action

Messengers:

YWAM prayer group

Nationality:

Multinational

Date Prophesied:

2000s, year unknown

Place prophesied:

Southernmost tip of Arica, Cape Agulhas

Publisher:

Graham Power and Diane Vermooten,
Creation House.

Date Published:

2009

Sources:

Graham Power and Diane Vermooten. Not by
Might nor by Power. Creation House, 2009. P.
3-4

Comments:

A group of about fifty staff and students of
YWAM were gathered at the Southernmost
Tip of Africa, Cape Agulhas. They were a part
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of a prayer move that would be praying at all
the cardinal points of every continent.

The hours moved on, and as the clouds began to threaten rain, the
leader of the group grabbed a twisted piece of driftwood and
started drawing the shape of Africa on the pebbled beach. Others
soon joined the action and covered the outline with pieces of
seaweed. The long tentacles quickly resembled Africa, and the
young men and women moved along the borders praying for this
continent. Then as quickly as the storm clouds had gathered, they
moved away. Under the expanse of a grey, African sky, a voice
called out from the crowd, “If my people, who are called by my
name, will humble themselves and pray and seek my face and turn
from their wicked ways, then will I hear from heaven and will
forgive their sin and will heal their land” (2 Chron. 7:14).
No sooner had these words been prayed than an elderly lady moved
to the bottom of the map and stood on the place that denoted Cape
Town. She was wearing a red scarf, and taking the scarf off her neck,
she began to move across the continent. Wildly waving her hand in
the air, the red material moved in the wind like a flame. She was
enacting the vision that God had burned into her mind that a spark
would begin to burn in the city of Cape Town and very quickly would
become a holy fire across Africa.
This vision was not a new vision, because for nearly one hundred
years God had been giving this picture to believers all around the
world. The details may have differed slightly, but the core truth was
always the same. The message was clear – Africa would become a
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light to the world, and a new revival would start at the tip of Africa
and move across the continent.

2010s
31
Title:

Africa in the shape of a gun

Type of message:

Vision

Messenger:

various

Nationality:

Zambian

Date Prophesied:

2010s

Place Prophesied:

unknown

Publisher:

John Boerstra

Date published:

October 2014

Sources:

jboerstr@mweb.co.za

Comments:

This is an oral tradition in many Sub-Saharan
African churches when describing South
Africa/ Cape Town.
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Africa is shaped as a gun. The horn of Africa is the handle, Nigeria
the trigger, Zambia the bullet chamber and South Africa, the barrel.
Cape Town is where the bullet is released from. The fire comes out
from Cape Town.

32
Title:

Fire Trails

Type of message:

Vision

Messenger:

Elza Meyer

Nationality:

South African

Date Prophesied:

October 2010

Place Prophesied:

unknown

Publisher:

Goodnews Message Newspaper

Date published:

October 2010

Sources:

http://goodnewsmessage.co.za/
Afrikaans/Feb2011/Fire%20Trails.html
http://www.moreleta.org/

Comments:
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n/a

I had a vision in which I clearly saw South Africa with the outline of
Africa vaguely visible. Fire trails went up towards our northern
boarders. A trail ran along both the western and eastern sides of the
country, as well as the middle of the country. From above I saw that
all the trails were connected.
Interpretation
I believe the meaning of the vision to be the following: The different
ministries and spiritual leaders of South Africa are meant to take
each other's hands. We are called to cover the country with God’s
light through the unique purpose He has given each one of us.
When we take hands, we enable each other and lift one another in
love, prayer and commitment, resulting in a fire of God's Glory to be
released across our country. We will touch hands without absorbing
the different callings God has given to each one of us. We are called
to unite in turning this country to God and strengthening one
another in Christ. Behold, how good and how pleasant it is for
brethren to dwell together in unity! It is like the precious oil upon
the head, running down on the beard, the beard of Aaron, running
down on the edge of his garments. It is like the dew of Hermon,
descending upon the mountains of Zion; for there the Lord
commanded His blessing - life forevermore (Psalm 133:1-3).
I believe God has called us to send out Fire Trails starting from Cape
Town as from 5 March to 16 April 2011. The commissioning of Fire
Trails will take place in Cape Town, at Cape Town Stadium on the
weekend of 5 March 2011. The different trails will be led by the
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various spiritual leaders, going from town to town across our
country.

33
Title:

Blue Flame Fire Trails

Type of message:

Prophecy

Messenger:

Rita Marè

Nationality:

South African

Date Prophesied:

October 2010

Place Prophesied:

unknown

Publisher:

Rita Mare

Date published:

October 2010

Sources:

http://www.ruachkhahee.co.za/
http://www.fireablaze.co.za/menuprophetic
words/35-south-africa/46-fire-trails-prophecy

Comments:

n/a

I see the Son of Righteousness Jehovah-M’Kaddesh (Sanctification)
our Marvelous Refuge, standing in heaven.
Jesus is bending forward, His eyes are fixed and with an
outstretched hand He is touching the tip of Africa.
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For Jehovah has bared His holy arm in the eyes of all the nations;
and all the ends of the earth shall see the salvation of our God.
As the Fire trails, move over the land, ancient pathways and
forgotten wells will be opened once more and new ones will be
established. The seed of the Word that were sown even generations
ago will spring forth, like green sprouts bursting through the ground
after rain.
I see fires burning, they are not ordinary flames they are blue
flames. I see them burning all over the land, it is illumination fires
that will unveil the deep divine revelations of God. Revelation and
understanding of heavenly wisdom and hidden jewels is being
released right now. This blue fire carries the vehement passion of
God’s love and speaks of the essence of heaven burning under an
open heaven.
Many torchbearers will crisscross up the mountains and down the
valleys. Some will open up the old routes some will make new trails.
Some release an urgent trumpet and as they call - the people will
hear and turn.
Some will be carriers of the Blood and the message of
redemption. The Word will wash the people, transforming them,
bringing them into the Kingdom of Light and Love. As faith arise
resurrection and healing will break forth. Some will release the
Living waters that will wash the people, restore the people and
replenish them.
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There will be a gathering of the eagles and they will soar high –
higher than ever before and they will echo the sound of heaven and
give new vision. Flood streams of prayer are going up, so the
watchmen on the walls will again take their position on the towers.
Now the walls will be rebuild again. Rebuilding with one hand and
defending with the other. Some will adorn the Bride with beauty,
dignity and honour.
And some will equip the end time army with heavenly armour and
weapons – teaching them discipline and order so that they can take
up their positions in the ranks. An enormous net is being formed as
the knots start to be weaved together. Together we will throw it
and thousands will be harvested. I see people as far as the eye can
see assembling before the throne of God sounding like many
waters.
Then I hear a sound released in heaven that tears open the sky - a
decree like thunder. The impact of this sound are rippling go
through the land as if a stone was thrown from heaven impacting
the whole country and beyond. Lighthouses burst forth out of the
ground in many places that will pierce the darkness and set
boundaries where prayers will flow from night and day.
I see the tip of Africa burning as many pools of fire have fallen and
burn brightly. Out of the rivers of fire I see a shooting out of white
hot fire coals into Africa, Australia, America, Europe, China and the
world… carrying the message of revival. Then I see again the
enormous ancient gate at Cape point that will open from the south a pathway that will lead right through to Jerusalem.
The gates name is Redemption and Jesus Christ the Redeemer
knows the exact time to open it - for He alone carries the key. The
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King of kings will go through the gate first and then the angelic hosts
will follow. Then the four chariots will run swiftly with an urgent
message to the four corners of the earth. Many tribes of many
nations will follow, some will be on horses running swiftly devouring
the land and some will be on foot.
I see old men, young men, many women and children from different
tongues and tribes that waited, watched and prepared for this
moment to go through the gates of Africa to touch the rest of the
world with the Fire and the Glory.

Beloved hidden wisdom is revealed on earth for us so that the deep
of Father connects with the deep in our spirit. The Holy Spirit
impregnates us with revelation knowledge that is wrapped in the
seed of God’s Word. Treasure that was foreordained for us in Christ
is now being unlocked. This activates the forerunners to come forth
out of the wilderness that is now impregnated with revelation
knowledge in the womb of their spirit. They carry this seed and
steward the revelation in the midst of persecution and affliction
with great joy knowing that they must give birth to the plans of the
Spirit into the earth. In this season they speak and by the Spirit of
wisdom - revelation is made known of what was hidden long before
evil even existed. For the gates of hell cannot prevail against
revelation knowledge of God. The prophetic WORD that is forever
settled in heaven must now be established and manifested on the
tip of Africa.
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First of all, I encourage you to make petitions, prayers,
intercessions, and prayers of thanks for all people, for kings and all
others who are in authority, that we may live a quiet and peaceful
life with all reverence toward God and with proper conduct. This is
good and it pleases God our Saviour, who wants everyone to be
saved and to come to know the truth. For there is one God, and
there is one who brings God and human beings together, the man
Christ Jesus, who gave himself to redeem the whole human
race. That was the proof at the right time that God wants everyone
to be saved, He sacrificed himself for all people to free them from
their sins. I was appointed to spread this Good News and to be an
apostle to teach people who are not Jewish about faith and
truth. I'm telling you the truth. I'm not lying. In every church
service I want the men to pray, men who are dedicated to God and
can lift up their hands in prayer without anger or argument. 1Tim
2:1-8

34
Title:

A Prophecy for South Africa and Africa

Type of message:

Prophecy and vision

Messenger:

Pastor Amaka Abe

Nationality:

Nigerian

Date Prophesied:

12 September 2011, 23:06

Place prophesied:

Nigeria

Publisher:

Pastor Amaka Abe
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Date Published:

12 September 2011 23:06

Sources:

http://www.fireablaze.co.za/menuprophet
icwords/36africa/50-prophecy-for-sa-andafrica-nigeria

Comments:

n/a

I spent my time praying one early morning while traveling in Nigeria.
Suddenly I was in the spirit and I heard the voice of the Holy Spirit.
"Write down what you are about to hear." Suddenly I saw the globe
and the continent of Africa was in front of me. I saw myself walking
from the South to the North. Everywhere my feet fell, I saw rings
similar as when a stone is thrown into a pond. These rings went
from South Africa all over the continent of Africa, the sea and to the
other parts of the world. I asked the Spirit what the meaning of this
was and this is what the Holy Spirit told me.
"The rings you see are the healing, saving and miracle power that
will start from the Southern tip of Africa. This will be a mighty
outpouring of my Spirit and many will come running into my
Kingdom. AFRICA WILL BE SAVED!!
Many people from all over the world will come to experience the
power of God. You will see things you have never seen before. THIS
IS NOT THE SO CALLED END TIME MOVE, but this is a move where
sons of God will raise up and take their rightful place."
As I moved to the North, these rings just increased in magnitude
and as I stepped into Israel, I turned around and looked back to
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Africa. I stood amazed as I saw the cross over Africa. The foot of the
cross grounded in South Africa, the left and right arms on the horn
of Africa and on the Western coast of Africa and the top of the cross
on the North edge.
Suddenly the Spirit spoke to me again...
"My time is now, where I will make My Word come true, Africa will
be saved and this Gospel of the Kingdom of God will go from South
Africa to the rest of the world. From now on Africa will evangelize
the world, and this initiative I will start from South Africa. The best
time in the Spirit is on your doorstep South Africa, now you will see
My power and love in action. In the darkest moment My light will
shine and no darkness will quench it.
I'm raising sons who will stand on My Word and will proclaim what I
say. Do not let your heart be troubled, don't flee South Africa; God
will bring the knowledge back to South Africa. A white cloud (Gods
Glory) is rising from the South and the Glory of the Lord will cover
the earth."
About 3 months later, one morning in a church service, I was caught
up in the Spirit again and God showed me another vision. This was
strange because I have NEVER experienced such visions before.
This is the vision: I was sitting in an airplane and had a window seat.
We were flying very high, as if we were in outer space. As I looked
out of the window, suddenly I saw a giant cross. Behind the cross I
saw the globe and again the continent of Africa was facing me.
Suddenly the cross fell down and as I watched it, I saw it was on its
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way to the earth. The cross went straight to the Southern tip of
Africa and it pecked itself in the Southern tip of Africa. Again I saw
the rings as when you throw a stone into the water. I heard the
same voice saying, "That is my healing and miracle power that will
flow from South Africa to the rest of the world. It will start there. I
have a plan and no one will stop me".
Suddenly I saw the Southern tip of Africa becoming blood red and it
moved upwards into Angola, DRC, Nigeria till it covered the whole
of Africa. Again I heard the voice of the Spirit, "I will move mightily
and soon you will taste My might and see what I have in store for
My children. It is time for the Spirit-filled to come together as one.
Don't look to colour, for this move is not prejudice. Change your
minds and seek Me with all of your hearts. It is time to leave your
petty arguments and seek My face", says the Lord, "for I have a
plan. I am about to bless My people abundantly more than what
they can think.
Supernaturally you will experience My provision. Be faithful with
what I give and I will open for you a window of heaven".
This word must reach each and every South African. Send it to the
South Africans overseas. Be sure, God has chosen this nation to
show the world what and who He is. Send this to your friends, pray
together and help us as South Africans to call Gods Word into
action. Families, call on the Lord, seek His face and He will heal your
houses, your businesses, your government and your churches and
you will live in peace and no harm will come to you. He knows the
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plans He has for us, plans of a great future and of a good hope. In
Jesus Name, AMEN.

35
Title:

Cape Town – Global Prophetic Hotspot

Type of message:

Prophetic conversation

Messenger:

Danie Slabbert & Rick Joyner

Nationality:

South African & American

Date Prophesied:

6 November 2012

Place Prophesied:

Charlotte, USA

Publisher:

Prophetic Perspectives, Morningstar
Ministries

Date published:

6 November 2012

Sources:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7DSFZehnoU
http://www.danieslabbert.info/
www.morningstarministries.org

Comments:
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Excerpt (conversation between minutes 22:35
- 24:00) of an interview with Rick Joyner of
MorningStar Ministries

Danie Slabbert: I believe that the revival in our nation, South Africa;
I believe that God has earmarked the city of Cape
Town. I believe it with my whole heart. I have been
running and standing on that prophetic promise for
more than 22 years. That Cape Town is marked by
God to be the city, the gate way to Africa.
Rick Joyner:

Oh yeah.

Danie Slabbert: The place where, I love to call it a hotspot, where
God has marked the city to be the portal that will
usher in the revival awakening.
Rick Joyner:

That’s what He showed me: that Cape Town,
everything would enter through Cape Town, but it
would bless and touch the rest of Africa and He
showed me a unity come into Africa. Like the
United States these nations were gonna unify. The
Lord was gonna raise up a great leader and would
bring great prosperity. I don’t know, you know, cos
we’re getting near the end of the age.

Danie Slabbert: This is it. I believe, I believe that we are the
generation that we’re predestined and
foreordained, foreordained by God, to usher this in.
Rick Joyner:

Oh. Absolutely.

Danie Slabbert: It’s us. We are the generation. I believe it sir.
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Rick Joyner:

Well, I do too. Your generation. I hope I am here for
most of it anyway.

36
Title:

Cape Town is the Keyhole

Type of message:

Vision

Messenger:

Elsabe Briers-Bakkes

Nationality:

South African

Date Prophesied:

November 2012

Place Prophesied:

Durbanville, South Africa

Publisher:

Elsabe Briers-Bakkes, One Voice Prophetic Ezine, Agape Life Ministries

Date published:

June 2013

Sources:

One Voice Prophetic E-zine, Issue Nr3, 2013
http://elsabebriers.com/wp-content/uploads/
2013/05/ONE-VOICE-Issue-Nr-3.pdf
alm@agapelifeministriesinc.com - Elsabe
Briers-Bakkes email

Comments:

n/a

I saw the Prophetic Word being "woven" throughout the land along
rivers and mountain ranges – winding through into every corner 84

the airways being filled with God's Word, erasing the words of the
enemy. Prophetic unity will come and this "voice/trumpet" will blow
from the Cape right through to Cairo, then to the rest of the world,
Cape Town being the Keyhole and the Word the key to unlock the
treasuries of God's promises for the continent of Africa and then
beyond.

37
Title:

Vision for Cape Town

Type of message:

Vision

Messenger:

Kathleen de la Hunt

Nationality:

South African

Date Prophesied:

November 2012

Place Prophesied:

Cape Town

Publisher:

Elsabe Briers-Bakkes, One Voice Prophetic Ezine, Agape Life Ministries

Date published:

December 2012

Sources:

One Voice Prophetic E-zine, Issue Nr1, Dec
2012
http://elsabebriers.com/wp-content/uploads
/2013/03/
ONE-VOICE-FINAAL-1.pdf
office@theoasischurch.co.za - Kathleen de la
Hunt email
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Comments:

n/a

Whilst praying for Cape Town and the Prophetic conference, I
was taken up over Cape Town and I saw Table Mountain with
blood flowing off it - felt it was the blood of sacrifices that had
been made over many generations. I then saw the Houses of
Parliament and above them was a black/grey cloud shaking.
It was full of violence , spears, weapons and words being
spoken that release violence and chaos all over our country. (It
was as if the cloud was full of physical weapons and words all
moving - something like a balloon full of water -and evil was
being released- power given to the enemy to steal,kill and
destroy).
Then I saw the churches in Cape Town, many many Churches - all
with fortresses built around them. The walls where high and they
were built as a protection against each other - Churches that
were hurting so much, that they see each other as the enemy.
They were all very busy, involved in their call - doing their 'little'
thing. But they were not being very effective in the bigger
scheme of thing. They were also not prepared to go beyond their
walls, to link arms and to join vision so accomplishing a much
bigger thing - building the Kingdom of Heaven together.
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I ask God what would change this situation and I felt Him say




Recognition of each other's part in building the
wall
Honouring the Fathers and those who have
given all for the sake of the gospel
Love -ushering Abba Father's love into every
situation

I felt Him say the churches needed to look and recognize what
each one had been called to do and to see what they had
already accomplished, not just in this generation but in every
generation that has been.
He is the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob and it was vital to
recognize the generations of men and women of every colour,
who had gone before, to fulfil the call of the Father. Then there
needed to be an





"Honouring the fathers" for what they had
established and for the flavour each of them had
brought into the City.
Honouring of the intercessors that have prayed
for the City, over many generations
Honouring each other for being His children that
have been called to work together in this time.
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There was a need to reach out with Abba Fathers Love -to see
each other as sons of God and love each other deeply with a
love that can only come straight from His heart. As this started
happening - I saw the fortress walls beginning to crumble and
fall down and colours mixed with aromas started flowing out of
each church. Each church was reflecting its own colour. There
was red, yellow, orange, green, blue, indigo and purple. As the
colours flowed alongside each other they created a magnificent
rainbow. The rainbow lifted up over Cape Town and covered the
city.
As it covered the Parliament Buildings I saw it wipe away the
dark cloud, releasing the fullness of light over the Buildings. It
then lifted up and covered Table Mountain and as it did this I
saw the blood and blood stains being washed away. Then as I
watched, it lifted up into the air from Cape Town and blew over
the whole of Africa and then arced down to land in Egypt. As the
rainbow of God touched down in Egypt, I sensed the power of the
blood of Jesus pour down and covered the whole of Africa
washing it, the continent. This resulted in God's Glory cloud rising
up off Africa. As I watched this happen, God reminded me of the
Ark of the Covenant and the two cherubim.
The arc formed between their wings protected the glory of God
that lifted off the Ark. I felt in the same way the act of
obedience of the Churches in Cape Town would ignite a
supernatural power release of glory and holiness that would
ultimately affect the whole of Africa. I felt that the deepest
darkest Africa was going to experience a super natural release of
God's power and glory resulting in it becoming the continent of
light to the rest of the world. Africa would be sending people to
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the north, south, east and west that will be bringing in a mighty
harvest- the harvest of the multitudes in the valley of decision
making.
This is the hour for Cape Town to hear the voice of the Lord and
to rise up and be united with one heart, one mind, one voice,
one Spirit, one King, one God for the sake of the Kingdom of
Heaven.
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38
Title:

Slingshot Planted on the Southern Tip of
Africa

Type of message:

Vision

Messenger:

Kobus Fouche

Nationality:

South African

Date Prophesied:

2013

Place Prophesied:

unknown

Publisher:

Elsabe Briers-Bakkes, One Voice Prophetic Ezine, Agape Life Ministries

Date published:

June 2013

Sources:

One Voice Prophetic E-zine, Issue Nr3, 2013
http://elsabebriers.com/wp-content/
uploads/2013/05/
ONE-VOICE-Issue-Nr-3.pdf
kfouche@mashova.com Kobus Fouce email
alm@agapelifeministriesinc.com – Elsabe
Briers-Bakke email

Comments:

n/a

Firstly I saw a waterfall. Although I tried to reach the water by
sticking out my hands, I could not because the water splashed out
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of my hands. The Lord told me that this was His church, worshipping
from afar. Unless we step into the waterfall (His glory presence), we
will not encounter Him (drink from His presence).
I saw a nut. Then a nutcracker cracked the nut open: “This is my
church, hard on the outside through many hardships, suffering and
disappointments, but I have placed the softness of My Spirit inside. I
will crack open
My church and exposed show that which is inside to the world”, the
Lord said.
Lastly I saw a huge slingshot planted on the southern tip of South
Africa! There was a huge basket. Then all the white (pure) soft food
that came out of the nuts was placed into the basket. A huge hand
(God’s hand) loaded the very full basket into the slingshot, pulled it
back and released the basket. It was shot all the way north over
Africa until it reached the top of Africa. It then changed direction 90
degrees to the west and travelled quickly around earth. I could see
the whole of earth as if from space. The last movement around the
earth was very quick. “I am going to allow my church to drink and
drink of My Spirit and My Word. Then I will bring forth the softness
of My life inside of them. I will launch their testimony over Africa
and across the world. This will be a quick process and working of the
Spirit says the Lord.”

39
Title:

Prophetic Word for 2014 and the Years
Coming

Type of message:

Prophecy

Messenger:

Dr Christo Nel
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Nationality:

South African

Date Prophesied:

7 January 2014

Place Prophesied:

unknown

Publisher:

Dr Christo Nel

Date published:

7 January 2014

Sources:

nchristo@lantic.net
http://www.nuwewyn.co.za
https://www.linkedin.com/pub/christonel/33/113/b5

Comments:

Excerpt of prophetic word, full word available
from Dr Nel website

All around you the first drops of the rain of revival I’ve promised
over so many years already started falling. Expect in 2014 and the
years coming to experience this revival as a veldfire to spread from
the Western Cape all across Southern Africa and up in Northern
Africa. And to jump across into Europe and Asia and the rest of the
world.

40
Title:

Fires of Restoration

Type of message:

Prophecy

Messenger:
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Pastor Leigh Roberts

Nationality:

South African

Date Prophesied:

10 February 2014

Place Prophesied:

unknown

Publisher:

Elsabe Briers-Bakkes, Agape Life Ministries,
One Voice Prophetic E-zine

Date published:

10 February 2014

Sources:

One Voice Prophetic E-zine, Issue Nr5, Feb
2014
http://elsabebriers.com/wp-content/
uploads/2013/05/ONE-VOICE-Issue-Nr-5.pdf
alm@agapelifeministriesinc.com

The Lord says stop looking at your past. I am going to do something
new. I will pour out My Spirit in a new way across this land. I tell you
the past is behind. My time is now for South Africa, from whence I
will make My Word come alive once more. South Africa will be
saved and this Gospel of the Kingdom of God will go from South
Africa to the rest of the African continent. Know that I have chosen
you South Africa to show the world what and who I AM. I the Lord
am shattering the strongholds of darkness, corruption, injustice,
violence and unrighteousness that have been prevalent across your
nation.
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I say to the church across this nation. Now is the time to arise and to
intercede for South Africa and the 2014 elections for I have destined
South Africa to be a leading country in the African continent.
Church it is the season to get unity. There must be unity between
the church denominations. Without unity I cannot move says the
Lord. I am raising up intercessors and they must stand up in the
authority and power I have placed upon them. Prophetic
intercession will play a key role in this season. I tell you that it is
time for My intercessors to decree and make declarations so that
the stronghold of the enemy will fall. As My intercessors fast and
pray for South Africa, you will see new leaders arise that stand for
righteousness in this nation.
It is time to light the fires of restoration across the nation as you call
the people to return to Me. There are many promises and plans that
God has revealed to the intercessors and prophets across South
Africa. Intercessors and prophets, you need to sort through them
with prayer continually praying over every prophetic promise’s. This
is the season for intercession for new grounds to be taken across
South Africa for My Kingdom says the Lord. Blessings.

Open Invitation to add to the list
I wish to make an open invitation to anyone who knows of a
prophecy that meets the eight selection criteria to send it to me for
inclusion. What a great cloud of witnesses and testimonies we have
and the more we have the better.
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Identifying the Common Elements of STAFP
Let us now attempt to join the dots, find the theme and synthesize
the common elements of all 40 prophecies to create a general
overview of the message God wants us to hear.
We can identify below prophetic symbolic elements in most of the
dreams, visions, trances, revelations, prophetic actions and various
other prophetic utterances as above. To rightly interpret prophecy,
we need a handle on the symbolism the Holy Spirit uses when he
uses a messenger to deliver a message.
1.

Fire has two affects when it consumes a fuel, it produces
heat and light. This fire referred to here is to produce
spiritual light and spiritual heat as it consumes the spiritual
sacrifice (the fuel). The Continent of Darkness will be
renamed the Continent of Light as this fire burns bright and
the continental glow of the fire burning in Africa dispels
darkness on a global level. The second affect, it will heat up
cold or lukewarm hearts and the fire of burning of holiness
will burn away the impurities in the bride. The spiritual
temperature of Africa is rising but will sky-rocket when the
fire is released from the altar here in the Southern Tip of
Africa. Light and heat. Oh God bring the hot spiritual fire
and give light to the world as you have inspired your people
to believe time and time again! Our God is like a consuming
fire.

2.

Almost always a map or outline of the shape of the
continent Africa is seen in the visions or dreams. The shape
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of Africa has prophetic significance to God. Think about the
high heeled boot of Italy and fashion? The physical
geography speaks to the spiritual geography. The STAFP is
really about Africa and Africa’s shape is prophetically
important.
3.

The link between Cape Town and Africa is continually made.
The city of Cape Town and the continent of Africa are
prophetically linked. Cape Town is a birthing city, it’s a
mother city, a ‘gateway’ city. A birth canal is a gateway.
Cape Town gives birth to things that affect not only South
Africa but Continental Africa.

4.

Location: the revival fire always starts in the Southern Tip of
Africa and most words clarify that to be Cape Town, not
Cape Agulhas which is the southernmost tip of Africa. There
is a difference. It could also to refer the whole country of
South Africa, which is the southern part of Africa. What are
the specific locations for revival fire to start? Cape Flats
(Lentegeur?) and Sea Point have been places that have been
repeatedly indicated as a specific place of ignition of the
fire. If we are looking, this is a good place to watch to see
what He will do. The descendants of the Khoi-san live in the
Cape Flats. How fitting that revival start with the First
People.

5.

Fire and smoke. Symbolically speaking, fire speaks of
sacrifice and sacrifice speaks of surrender through
repentance in a New Testament covenant view. Smoke
speaks of incense. Incense symbolises prayer. Repentance
and prayer, fire and smoke.
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6.

The fire that starts is small – “tiny speck of fire” or “small
specs of light” is a re-occurring specific theme. This does not
start in a big way but in a small way but suddenly and in one
day. Important difference. If you are extending your faith
and opening your eyes, looking unto the hills for God’s
move, look for small fires. Lots of small fires. It will not be a
large, massive to start with. Do not despise the day of small
beginnings. It will be a baby in a stable. A huddle of dry,
broken people around the Holy Spirit. The Spirit
represented by the Bushman rubbing his hands on a stick
just in the same way one holds your hands in prayer. Here a
huddle-of-broken-all-sorts and fragments will be ignited by
the sparks generated by the Holy Spirit upon the fuel of
surrendered souls. As with all Holy Spirit movements across
the globe, Jesus is the sole initiator and sustainer and
accordingly, the sole One that gets all the glory.

7.

Mentions of ‘kindling’, dry grass, dry wood, ‘bits and pieces’
is used to ignite the fire.

8.

Movement direction: the direction and path of movement
of the fire is a Cape to Cairo to Jerusalem northwards
movement. Can fire burn downwards? Smoke always rises.
When it starts, it will burn fast like natural fire does. Fire
cannot burn slowly; it is an absolute unavoidable reality.
The fires movement is always north at first, sometimes then
east and west, then it always spills over into the Middle East
and India and the rest of the world. Some words say it will
first form a triangular movement between South Africa, East
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Africa then Angola area, a sort of triangle of fire. Then it will
move northwards.
The direction of movement is important and the Lord has
indicated it repeatedly in so many of the words, it is
northwards, sideways east, sideways west and then out of
Africa movement. Why is movement direction important?
Think of the Toronto Blessing revival – it jumped all over the
place, from Toronto to Tokyo to London to Cape Town to all
over. It was a global revival that had a specific place of
origin and sort of spread everywhere.
There is a difference in the STAFP to other revivals. What
makes the STAFP collection of prophecies so unique, is they
all speak of a Southern Tip of Africa origin and then and
African movement north, and then and then only, and
importantly, it moves to the rest of the world. Africa gets
revived first. It is an African revival that touches the world.
This is supremely important characteristic of the revival’s
personality. Not all revivals move the same and have the
same spreading movement, the STAFP movement is very,
very specific. Since it is so specific, we can rightly identify it
when it happens, or happens again. The Global Day of
Prayer, the prayer revival (that is what many call it)
demonstrated this movement. It originated in Cape Town,
spread northwards through Africa as an African Day of
Prayer and then, after it burnt through Africa, it went and
became the Global Day of Prayer.
9.
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Movement action: when the fire moves, it will move in a
fast jumping movement.

10.

This theme is about the progressive nature of the build up
to the ignition point of the revival. The tipping point is
reached when enough prayer-incense has risen through to
the north of Africa from Cape Town and the spiritual
temperature has reached ignition temperature (150 deg.
C!). Another similitude is water filling a container, the
shape of Africa being the bucket. Cape Town is the tap from
where the water can flow out. The muzzle of the gun where
the bullet exists the gun-shaped Africa. Another, pressure is
filling the balloon of Africa. Enough stress has to be built up
in the earth’s crust, for release to come in the form of
revival and God’s wind, lava and fire. Escalation and heat
build-up, like the method the Khoi would use to start a fire,
like volcanic pressure, is how this revival fire begins. The
ignition comes from the friction of affliction, is a strong
theme. The theme of pressure building up is key. It is
gradual building. Like the prayers in heaven, only when the
bowl is full, it is poured out on earth (Rev 5:8). We have had
the bowls in heaven bumped occasionally (Hippy Revival?)
and the bowls spilt a little of its contents which fell down to
earth causing the small spattering’s of fire but the raging
fire is coming in fullness.

11.

Corruption in all forms of political and economic
governments will be burnt by the fire, the corruption will be
cleansed in Africa by God’s fire. Human resourcefulness in
policing policy will not do it.
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12.

The Khoi/ coloured community in Cape Town has a special
place in God’s purpose for Cape Town and future revivals.

Clearly Jesus’s plan is to change Africa’s reputation from the Dark
Continent to the Continent of Light through his Glorious Bride, the
Church of Jesus Christ for His own purpose! Praise Him forever.
Read with me Isaiah 48:3, 5
"I have declared the former things from the beginning; and they
went forth out of my mouth, and I showed them; I did them
suddenly, and they came to pass ... I have even from the beginning
declared it [the prophecy] to thee; before it [the prophecy] came to
pass I showed it [to] thee [before the prophecy occurred]."
We know God has warned us fire is coming, coming again. Fire is
terrifying. Fire is purifying. Thankfully he has warned us! Holiness to
the Lord!
In that day shall there be upon the bells of the horses,
HOLINESS UNTO THE LORD; and the pots in the LORD'S
house shall be like the bowls before the altar.
Yea, every pot in Jerusalem and in Judah shall be holiness
unto the LORD of hosts: and all they that sacrifice shall
come and take of them, and boil in them: and in that day
there shall be no more a Canaanite in the house of the
LORD of hosts. Zechariah 14: 20-21
God plans to cleanse his house, separating the holy from the
unholy, through fire.
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Introduction
If you have taken the time to read the 40 prophecies comprising 15
000 words of authentic prophetic utterance in Part II, do you also
stand, as I and many others, in awe and wonder of the goodness of
God to Cape Town and South Africa? How great and precious are
His promises! Cape Town is not only one of the most beautiful cities
in the world, it is also one of the global prophetic hotspots in the
spiritual world. What a great privilege to be called and destined to
live out your faith as a Capetonian Christian in such a time as this.
I think as a member of the Church in Cape Town, we have been
guilty of despising the very precious prophetic word gifted to us by
His servants the prophets. We need to repent as a prophetic
community for hiding in caves and mothballing our trumpets. The
church and church leaders need to repent of despising the
prophetic promises and considering them of no or little value. May
God give the church in Cape Town the great gift of repentance in
this regard!
Prayer that is not linked to the blue print of his purpose for a city is
like building a tower without plans – an elaborate exercise in
frustration. The church should pray in line with the blue prints given
by God through the prophetic eyes and ears of the Body of Christ –
that is the prophets and prophetesses. God does not cast His pearls
before swine. Do we? Do we feed our prophetic promises to the
pigs?
Can we be found worthy to handle the true spiritual riches of
Christ? May we have more fear and respect and honour for the
prophetic word given by the Holy Spirit to the church and not fall
into the danger of despising and sweeping them by the wayside so
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that no platform of space is given to prophecy in our church
programs! It is like building a structure without knowing what the
structure will be used for.
It is building, but building blind. Do we know the purpose for the
structures we are building? No wonder the house we are building
looks so crooked and God only visits and does not inhabit. Prophets
hold the plumb-lines as given by God – are the structures we are
building being built according to these plumb-lines? Why do we see
so few prophets with plumb-lines in their hands at church building
sites? Or at church elders meetings? “No more building blind”, says
the Lord.
Repentance and prayer will clear our vision to receive the prophetic
word afresh and interpret it correctly. Now a dream and vision
without the right interpretation is useless and becomes a torment
rather than a blessing. Consider Pharaoh’s sleepless nights. But
interpreting is the trickiest and most challenging part of working
with prophetic utterance. Therefore, sound interpretation is key to
unlock the prophecies and visions and dreams and make them
practically useful.
It is with the utmost reverence to Christ and complete honour to all
the prophets and prophetess and seers and faithful Christians who
brought us these revelations from God’s throne that I attempt,
together with many others, to offer biblically sound and spiritually
accurate interpretations for STAFP. God help us!
There are, it may be, so many kinds of voices in the world,
and none of them is without meaning.
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Therefore if I know not the meaning of the voice, I shall be
unto him that speaks a foreigner, and he that speaks shall
be a foreigner unto me.
Even so you, since you are zealous of spiritual gifts, seek that
you may excel to the edifying of the church.
1 Cor 14:11-12
It is the purpose of this work to attempt to unlock the meaning of
these prophecies and so help edify the church. A tongue without
the interpretation does not benefit the church just as a symbolic
prophecy does not edify unless it is interpreted. May the wonderful
church of Jesus Christ be re-inspired, re-encouraged and motivated
to pray through and weigh the following tools of interpretation and
then the interpretation. May we obey God’s will to be done on
earth as it is in Heaven. It is with these prophetic promises in hand
that we can pray down God’s will for Cape Town and obey. Before
we can begin to offer interpretations to the STAFP phenomenon
and attempt to answer the very valid question on so many people’s
lips: “Has not the STAFP already been fulfilled?”
Before we do that, I wish to offer first, two key principles for
interpreting corporate prophecy. Without these tools or special
glasses to study the words, we will only scratch on the surface of
their symbolic and spiritual depth and end up making shallow, or
worse, erroneous interpretations.
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Principle 1 of interpreting prophecy
The Holy Spirit gives spiritual interpretations
The interpretations of divinely inspired dreams or visions can only
be interpreted correctly through the agency of the Holy Spirit. A
mindy, intellectual, rationalistic or statistical approach will just
perpetuate our man-centred prejudices of God’s intention and
purpose with His church in the world. Spiritual things need to be
interpreted through the Spirit. Humanistic and intellectual lenses
will lead us down that well-trodden, dry and barren place: manwithout-Godville. Oh how we need to be where God is and leave
our own well organised parties where God only appears as a guest
star on our program, rarely the main actor. There is no manual, no
manmade system to break the 888-bit encrypted spiritual code God
veils his secrets with. Only the Holy Spirit inspired interpretations
can unlock the revelatory secrets in authentic prophetic Christian
utterance.
“We have also a more sure word of prophecy; to which you
do well that you take heed, as unto a light that shines in a
dark place, until the day dawn, and the day star arise in your
hearts: knowing this first, that no prophecy of the scripture
is of one's own interpretation. For the prophecy came not in
old time by the will of man: but holy men of God spoke as
they were moved by the Holy Spirit.” 2 Peter 1:19-21
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Principle 2 of interpreting prophecy
Understanding the Recursive Nature of Biblical and extra-biblical
prophecy
It is essential to understand the repetitive, re-occurring, recursive
manner in which the Holy Spirit releases the same or similar
prophetic revelations over long periods of time to a church in a city,
such as the STAFP.

A
The Recursive Nature of Prophecy explained by Natures
Maths
For the sake of clarity, let us lend understanding from a
mathematical concept called ‘recursion’. First we need to
understand what a mathematical constant is, then we can grasp
what the law of recursion is. Please be patient with this little maths
diversion, there is good reward in gaining understanding in this!

A mathematical constant is a special number, usually a real
number, which is "significantly interesting in some
way". Constants arise in many different areas
of mathematics, with constants such as e and π occurring in
such diverse contexts as geometry, number
theory and calculus.
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What it means for a constant to arise "naturally", and what
makes a constant "interesting", is ultimately a matter of
taste, and some mathematical constants are notable more
for historical reasons than for their intrinsic mathematical
interest. The more popular constants have been studied
throughout the ages and computed to many decimal places.
Source:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematical_constant#Euler.
27s_number_e

The golden ratio {φ} is one such mathematical constant and is a
great visual way to explain recursion. It appears in the famous
Fibonacci sequence and is most often related to growth
by recursion. The golden ratio has the slowest convergence of any
irrational number. An irrational number is a number that has an
infinite number of digits after the decimal point and can never be
known exactly. It is approximately equal to 1.61803398874.
Recursion is the process of repeating items in a self-similar way such
as can be seen below with the exquisite Nautilus shell. See below
how elegantly nature visually explains to us the recursive nature of
prophecy.
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Crossection of Nautilus shell

See the ‘the process of repeating items in a self-similar way’ in the
shell. Each compartment is the same as the previous one, just
bigger. The precise shape of each compartment is identical but yet
they are differ in magnitude and place in the sequence. These
compartments precise design are all governed by the mathematical
constant of the golden ratio. The latter temple is greater than the
former but self-similar. The latter rain is greater than the former
rain, but still rain. And when the latter and former rain join you have
– caboosh! Our Jesus designed this. How awesome is He! Each
recursion, is the same but different, it is self-similar … Awesome!
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So too with prophecies and that is why you can have the same
prophecy repeat itself decade after decade in a self-similar way.
God is saying and doing the same thing to Cape Town in a selfsimilar way in the Southern Tip of Africa fire prophecy over the past
106 years. It’s a repeated pattern, it’s the cyclical nature of
fulfilment of prophecy.
Each Generation has the mandate to preach the gospel in a selfsimilar way … the truth changes not but the context, the age, the
magnification level etc. does – the clothing of the generation is all
that changes, to quote David. There is nothing to add to the gospel
message, it only needs to be repeated with a greater amplification
… greater glory. There is no amplification of glory without
successively repeating and so building the gospel in a self-similar
way. Like an oyster adds layers upon layer of nacre to form a pearl.
Layer by layer of the same substance creating a beautiful pearl. This
was the same way the Nautilus shell grew. It’s a process. The
substance God will use in the CICT is fire not nacre so much. Holy
Holy, Holy Ghost fire.

B

The Recursive Nature of Prophecy - Biblical Examples

Below is an example of this principle of repetitive re-occurrence and
re-cursion in scripture.
In order to illustrate our point, let us take the example of the
prophecy that Jesus would have a forerunner to pre-cede him.
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In 701 BC Isaiah prophesied (Isaiah 40:3):
The voice of one crying in the wilderness:
“Prepare the way of the LORD;
Make straight in the desert
A highway for our God.”

In 445 BC Malachi prophesied again 256 years later in a similar way
(Malachi 4:5-6):
Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet
Before the coming of the great and dreadful day of the LORD.

In AD 30 the literal fulfilment only occurs (Mathew 11:1-15):
For this is he of whom it is written:
‘Behold, I send My messenger before Your face,
Who will prepare Your way before You.’
And if you are willing to receive it, he is Elijah who is to
come.
He who has ears to hear, let him hear!
In AD 2050 (?) the ultimate and final or eschatological fulfilment is
still to come (Rev 11:3):
And I will appoint my two witnesses, and they will prophesy
for 1,260 days, clothed in sackcloth.” Traditional scholarship
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usually identifies the witnesses as Elijah and either Enoch or
Moses.
As we can see from above example, God repeats himself through
the prophets and the spiritual DNA of a message is maintained
through literal, intermittent (for encouragement purposes) and
ultimate fulfilments. God needs to repeat himself because we the
church forget and are hard of hearing. He repeats the same
essential message through different instruments at different times
with different levels of fulfilment.
You can see the genealogical development (self-similar) of the
preparation-type ministry in the Spirit of Elijah, with the last and
fullest fulfilment and eschatological one, on Christ’s second coming.
From glory to glory.
C The Recursive Nature of Prophecy – explained by a Russian Doll
The Russian Doll (or Matryoshka Dolls) will also help us to get to
grips with this tricky concept. Below is a visual illustration of the
recursion principle using a set of Russian Dolls.

The Russian Dolls below, they all look the same, they all start with
the original ‘mother’ but have multiple expressions that vary in
scale and over time and proximity (next to another). Yet, they are all
one and the same original doll or ‘prophecy’ for the purpose of our
illustration.
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Multi-generational, city church, extra-biblical prophecy follows the
same pattern. Prophecy is layered, with multiple expressions over
time. There may be multiple fulfilments to the ‘same’ prophecy over
time. They speak the same things to many events over many years
and through many successive generations.
The latter temple will be greater than the former says Haggai. God’s
last things have inflation built into them. It is compounded glory.
The last doll is the greatest, but last. The first doll, is first but
smallest. So God builds in his pride-eliminator safety mechanism for
each dolls which represents a generation. A repeated prophetic
message is like the dolls above, they express God’s image (the
pretty smiley face with red and yellow), which changes not, in
different magnitudes, over different time spans in different ways,
each representing their own generations. The identical DNA over
many years has still produced the same looking doll. It’s the nature
of progressive revelation. From glory to glory. Building from the
small tabernacle of Moses, to the temple of Solomon, to the temple
made without hands … Each step, a greater level of detail and glory.
This is so in our God’s nature. True progress. From glory to glory.
If you do not know what the end doll looks like, you need only look
at the original doll. I would say if you know what the first doll looks
like, you could identify the last and biggest one with confidence. The
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latter house can be identified by the smaller but older former
house, store this in your mind for later when we attempt our
interpretation of these prophecies.
Oh may our generation be faithful and believe God to see his glory
in our city, country and continent!
D

Conclusion

I expect we will still have prophets prophesying of a fire coming to
the Southern Tip of Africa in 100 years’ time and the Lord will have
fulfilled it every time fully or partially (depending on our level of
surrender) between now and then and in his time and in multiples
of greater glory, if the Lord does not come first. Hallelujah!
It is as Jesus said, ‘… if you are willing to receive it’ …This may be an
unconventional approach to understanding that extra-biblical
prophecy has multiple levels of fulfilment over time and through a
wide variety of dimensions including: literal, symbolic, physical,
mystical-spiritual and ultimate fulfilment, but I believe it should
prove to be very useful framework in which to help us understand
what the Spirit says to the CICT and South Africa and how to
interpret this messages. This is the challenge: that our generation
does not miss the fire he has promised in the day of his visitation.
What will we be looking for? Perhaps the fire comes where we do
not expect, will we say it is then not the promised fire? What is the
fire? What will it look like?
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The Genealogy of a Prophecy – looking to the
mother of the Russian Doll
Finally, just before we begin our interpretation of a multigenerational corporate prophecy, such as STAFP, it will be very
helpful to understand what I call the ‘genealogy of a prophecy.’ As
with the dolls above, all four dolls to the right of the smallest doll
are the ‘descendants’ of the first ‘mother doll’. She gave them birth
so to speak. They are Mother Russia’s lineage. So too with
prophecies, these divine messages carry their genes with them
through the passage of time and space. The Holy Spirit breathes the
same words to different messengers and the seed falls and
produces trees ‘after its own kind’. Like begets like.
God declares ahead of time his plans for us (Amos 3:7). God has told
us, he plans to send a revival fire to Cape Town that will spread
throughout Africa and the world. Has he not already done that? Is
he doing it now? Will he do it in future? God’s pattern is to use
forerunners, scouts and spies that taste of the land of milk and
honey.
We have had forerunners of the stature of John G. Lake sent to this
country who brought the first experience of Latter Rain blessing to
us, we now are going to taste the more glorious showers upon
showers of Latter Rain. Praise the Lord for the Latter Rain! Now that
we have a better understanding of the recursive and genealogical
nature of prophetic utterance, we can attempt a 2014
interpretation of the STAFP.
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Note 3. For further reading here is an excellent article on the reoccurring nature of biblical prophecy, please see:
http://www.biblicalresearch.info/page58.html
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Part IV
Four Interpretations of STAFP
Contents
The Origins of the STAFP
The Unquestionable Foundational Legacy of John G. Lake in
South Africa
An obscure Boer Prophet named B. Quarles van Ufford and
Lake
Bridging the gap between Lake and Gschwend
Dr Desmond Rose and the AFM/AGS churches

Four types of revival – four different interpretations
Prayer Revival Interpretation
Church Revival Interpretation
Purpose Revival Interpretation
Eschatological Revival Interpretation

Has the STAFP been fulfilled or not? Following the principles for
interpretations laid in Part III, I would like to submit four
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interpretations for weighing by the church. God will help us to
together break the seal so we may know the meaning of the
collection of 40 dreams and visions.
The Origins of STAFP
However, before we can begin with the four interpretations for the
STAFP promised fire revival, it will be helpful to examine the first
recorded prophecy related to STAFP. In Part III we discussed that
prophecies have a genealogy to them, a starting point, a genesis. To
interpret with spiritual understanding, we should understand the
genealogy of the STAFP prophecy phenomenon. The foundations of
things often explain most clearly their purpose as in the reliable law
of first mention used in scriptural interpretation.
The earliest verifiable record of the prophecy is dated in April 1908.
It is listed as Prophecy no 1 in Part II of this prophetic work. But first,
a brief bio on the man, John G. lake.
The Unquestionable Foundational Legacy of John G. Lake in South
Africa
To get perspective, let us read some quotes as to the legacy of Lakes
incredibly short 5 years of labour between 1908 and 1913 in the
Union of South Africa, one hundred odd years ago.

“In retrospect, the work of Lake was the most influential
and enduring of all the South African Pentecostal missions’
endeavours. According to Cecil Rhodes, the South African
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"Empire Builder," "His (Lake's) message has swept Africa. He
has done more toward South Africa's future peace than any
other man." Perhaps the highest accolade was given by no
less a personage than Mahatma Ghandi who said of Lake,
"Dr. Lake's teachings will eventually be accepted by the
entire world."
Source: Oral Roberts University
http://webapps.oru.edu/new_php/library/holyspirit/pentor
g1.html

“The success astounded Lake so that he wrote: “From the
very start it was as though a spiritual cyclone had struck.” In
less than a year, he had started one hundred churches.’
Source:

http://www.godsgenerals.com/
person_j_lake.htm

“While reading this document, keep in mind that Lake
continued his work in Africa even after losing his wife only 6
months after their arrival. Lake also had his 5 children with
him. Even with all this “going against him” he managed to
set the course of Africa and wrote the South African
National Constitution.”
Source: John G. Lake’s Writings from Africa, Rev Curry R.
Blake, Xulon Press, p. 139.
Quite a testimony from Ghandi and Rhodes … I wonder if Lake did
more for laying the foundation for black and white African freedom
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than Nelson R. Mandela? He laid a spiritual and even the civic
foundation of the Union of South Africa.
See below excerpts from the first booklet published by Lake in 1908
for the work in RSA, in it you get an impression on the purity of the
seed laid here by these faithful Apostles of Christianity in South
Africa.

Quote
Forerunner of God’s Latter Rain
Behold the Bridegroom Cometh!
These Apostolic Faith missionaries who are now in our
midst, Brother and Sister Thomas Hezmalhalch, Brother and
Sister John G. Lake, Brother Jacob O. Lehman, and Sister Ida
F. Sackett, are humble men and women who
unquestionably have been sent of God to South Africa at this
time with this message. They represent no organization, and
their ministry is to the people. There is no board behind
them. As in all Holy Ghost work throughout the earth, they
trust God and God alone for their support. No charges of
any kind are made for religious services, prayers for the sick,
or otherwise. No salaries are received, each individual
relying solely on God for his and her maintenance, as the
apostles did in the early days. (See Luke 9:1-6.)
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Marvellous testimonies of miraculous healing are invariably
heard at the meetings. These meetings are simply
evangelical services where the Spirit of God controls: God in
many cases using boys and girls as well as older persons to
deliver messages and pray with the sick.
Unquote

Source: Roberts Liardon, John G. Lake: The Complete Collection of
his Life Teachings. Whitaker House, 1999, p.43 + 46
Lake was a man of radical integrity, radical obedience, radical
availability and a verifiable giant of the Christian faith worldwide. A
true father and foundation layer to the church in South Africa.
Note these salient characteristics of the Lake work, as he says is the
same for “all Holy Ghost work throughout the earth”.

1.

A forerunner message focussed of the arrival of Latter Rain
and of the Bridegroom

2.

Both men and women were the sent ones

3.

They represented no organisation

4.

Ministry was not to existing church leaders or the existing
church but to the people, all people (black, white, Asian)

5.

No salaries for Christian workers, self-supported
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6.

No charges of any kind raised for services or prayer for
healing

7.

The Spirit of God was in de facto control of the meeting
order

8.

Children played a prominent role in preaching and prayer
for the sick

9.

It became a vigorous church planting movement

You will have noticed this sounds pretty organic and non-organised
in nature. No control by man, no organisation involved but lots of
organisation by the Holy Spirit!
Bee Quarles van Ufford prophesied to Lake: “That these
manifestations of the Spirit would eventuate in a profound
impression of the majesty and power of God upon the minds of the
people of South Africa and in later years would create a stimulus of
faith in God throughout the World.”
If this is true, then the ‘later year’s fulfilment is going to have the
same nine characteristics as the first Lake revival had. This is what
we can look for. If the revival that was seeded in the 1908-1913
work will indeed spring up again in later years, then that seed will
bear the same fruit as it did before.
Remember the principle of recursion? It is the mathematical process
in which nature repeats shapes, forms or items in a self-similar way?
This is what is going to happen. The coming move will not be
identical to the first move, but it will be ‘self-similar’
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Have we seen this manifest to the same degree as it did with Lake
yet in Cape Town or South Africa?
Lake and his generation were the forerunners of the Latter Rain. Are
we the blessed generation that will see the church en masse enter
the Latter Rain? The latter temple will be greater than the former
temple … How awesome will be the temple God will inhabit in the
next fulfilment of the STAFP!
Oh God, bring us such a demonstration of your rule and reign with
compounded glory. What times we live in – God is promising to
move again. Hallelujah. Bring us to the place of total consecration to
your glory, on the altar of your sweet and unyielding love! Help us
yield to your unyielding love oh Christ of Heaven.

An obscure Boer Prophet and Lake
This obscure boer prophet, whom our research shows, to be one
Mr. Bee Quarles van Ufford, served as an official in Paul Kruger’s
government. Besides what we have recorded by Lake in No2, I
wonder what else Bee Quarles van Ufford prophesied to Lake at 75
Hamilton Road, Pretoria in August 1908?

Dear reader, here is an open invitation and request to the whole
body of Christ in South Africa - if anyone has any of B. Quarles van
Ufford material, journal, notes or any written thing, please speak
up! It is a worthwhile spiritual treasure hunt to find his material. It is
nothing less than the genesis of the story of the STAFP.
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I do believe Mr Quarles van Ufford was prophesying the Southern
Tip of Africa Fire Prophecy for the first time when he met with Lake
by divine appointment as per word No2. Our compilation of
prophecies continuously affirms that the fire will start in RSA and
spread into the rest of the world, in ‘later years’. In Lake’s own
vision he saw the whole of South Africa ‘wonderfully illuminated”.
This was the first or ‘Old Pentecost’ that God brought to South
Africa through the AFM founders. They were the forerunners of the
latter rain, we carry the last relay baton in the race of spreading the
gospel of the glory of God in the world. Let us carry the baton as
worthily as our spiritual ancestors did 106 years ago.
I believe the nature of the fire revival promised by God through
these 40 STAFP will look something like happened at ‘Old Pentecost’
with Lake and the work of the early Apostolic Faith Mission, just as
like begets like. From Lakes diary, “From the very start it was as
though a spiritual cyclone had struck.” In less than a year, he had
started one hundred churches.” It was a church planting movement
with signs and wonders and a divine flavour to it.

This is the original utterance from which so many subsequent
prophecies have their spiritual DNA, so to speak. Lake believed they
were the forerunners to the Latter Rain, they brought the Latter
Rain to this country. May our generation go the whole way with
God in absolute surrender and be conduits of such manifest glory of
Jesus, as they were and more also.
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Bridging the gap between Lake and Gschwend
In the incredible prophetic research journey since March 2006,
when I started to try put together the prophetic puzzle of the
STAFP, I struggled to understand why all the words were so similar
over so many decades. But how can you reliably link the Lake
prophecy of 1908 to later prophesying’s of the Holy Spirit through
STAFP? It was a long time ago and what has not been forgotten in
human memory has been erased in any documented accounts of
prophecy. Prophecy was all but considered quite crack-pot until the
1990s when God began restoring it to the church at large and it
became acceptable to speak of extra-biblical prophecy as being
credible and more than that – directional to church life.
Well, the Lord was faithful as you will see in this email I received
from an Elder at His People (Baxter congregation), Michael Swain

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Michael Swain <michael.swain@dreamsmiths.com>
Date: 14 February 2014 12:08
Subject: RE: fire starting at the Southern Tip of Africa
To: Andre Baard <andre.baard@gmail.com>
Cc: "Pete & Justine Storm - Every Nation South Africa
(pstorm@hispeople.org)" <pstorm@hispeople.org>
Hi Andre
I first heard the prophetic pronouncement about a fire of the
Holy Spirit starting at the tip of Africa and spreading upwards
through the continent to the nations of the world in 1982. This
was told me by a wonderful Christian woman called Elizabeth
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Klopper, who was 93 years old at the time and attended the
Assembly of God in Constantia. Peter Watt was the minister at
the time. She said that this prophecy went back to the early part
of the century when a Holy Spirit revival had begun under the
ministry of John G Lake, who in turn had experienced the
outpouring of the Holy Spirit at the Azusa Street revival. She
was an amazing woman of God and for some reason took a deep
interest in me and was highly instrumental in my own
discipleship process for a period of about two years.
Granny Klopper (as we called her) had received Christ as her
saviour and Lord at the age of four and her family we’re all
Christians. They lived in Muizenberg, were fishermen and John G
Lake would stay with them when he was passing through Cape
Town. Somewhere I have a book that Granny Klopper gave men
and on the cover there is a drawing of Africa with this flame
starting. However, with the best will in the world, the likelihood
of my finding this after three inter-continental moves in the past
8 years is very slim as most of my books are still in boxes. . So
this is only anecdotal evidence at best, but it does show that this
has roots going back to the early days of what some call “Old
Pentecost”.
I hope this helps?
Thanks!
M

(Underlining mine)
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Thank you Elizabeth Klopper and Michael Swain! Michael has
verifiably bridged the 50 year gap in between 1908 to 1950s to
when Gschwend received his vision. The book Swain refers to is of
course The Burning Candle of JR Gschwend. From Gschwend
onwards we have many prophecies but not so many from Lake to
Gschwend. Importantly we have shown that the prophecy had its
genesis in the Lake work. You are thinking, that is a long shot on the
testimony of a 93 year old fisherwomen from Muizenberg … but are
not these the people God uses?

Dr Desmond Rose and the AFM/AGS churches
A further evidence of the link between the STAFP is more a mystical
one. Our dear brother, Dr Desmond Rose who wrote the book
“Write the Vision” about the STAFP in 2009, mainly focussing his
book from Gschwend onwards, informs me he has had by far the
most receptivity to his book about STAFP from the AFM and AGS
churches. I wonder why? Do they know they have it in their DNA?

Further anecdotal evidence is that I am aware Dr Isak Burger, the
leader of the AFM/AGS in South Africa, lives with eager expectation
for this long prophesied fire to come in the way it came with Lake.

Four types of revival – four different interpretations
Now, with the understanding of the recursive nature of prophetic
fulfilment, where a prophecy can have multiple fulfilments over a
long period of time and with the knowledge of the genealogy of the
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STAFP prophecy, we by God’s help layout four interpretations or
four approaches to understanding the 40 dreams and visions.
I have divided the interpretations into four types of revival, knowing
that we can have prophecies already come to pass and some still to
come to pass again but in four different ways. “An example from
Scripture again please?” I hear you ask. The messiah was prophesied
to come. He came on donkey. He will come again on a horse. Same
word, the Messiah is coming, different fulfilment. So we have a
church revival, a prayer revival, a purpose revival and finally an
eschatological fulfilment.
What is a revival? To quote Brian Edwards; ‘A true Holy Spirit revival
is a remarkable increase in the spiritual life of a large number of
God’s people, accompanied by an awesome awareness of the
presence of God, intensity of prayer and praise, a deep conviction of
sin with a passionate longing for holiness and unusual effectiveness
in evangelism, leading to the salvation of many unbelievers. Revival
is remarkable, large, and effective and, above all, it is something
that God brings about.’
Douglas Shields wrote in 1905 in ‘The World Today’: ‘‘There is a
theory that all social and moral advance may be traced to religious
revivals.”
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10.

Prayer Revival Interpretation

In this first interpretation we see how prayer could be what is
referred to in the prophecies. Fire produces smoke. Prayer is like
incense and incense is like smoke. God fulfilled the STAFP but
initiating an unprecedented prayer movement from Cape Town.
Prayer rooms mushroomed up all over the country in the past
decade since Newlands 2001. South Africa began to pray. I believe
the gezillions of hours of prayer to God is filling up the incense bowl
of Heaven and the tipping point has come … we have not seen the
result of all that prayer to the degree I believe the prophecies
indicate in their fullest sense.
Characteristics of a Prayer Revival
Leadership:

para-church organisations, prayer network
leaders

People targeted:

mainly Christians

Purpose:

Get the church to pray for church revival, endtime missionary effort and transformation of
church and secular communities

Historical Examples
1.

William Duma, Nicholas Bhengu, Richard Ngidi, NJ Sithole –
men of prayer who laid prayer foundations

2.

The Global Day of Prayer prayer movement
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Unquestionably, the prayer movement God initiated though
Graham Power catalysed the church to pray. The church was
divided and prayerless compared to the decade after the prayer
revival that began at Newlands Stadium on 21 March 2001. It began
in Cape Town and spread like fire to the rest of the world, creating a
global awakening to pray for the church, the lost, for societal
transformation and the end-time harvest.
Now divine transformation of city cannot be organised just like you
cannot organise how a fire burns. You can transform a city by the
will and energy of man and with manmade fire but then it is just
that, man-made.
As in all Holy Ghost work throughout the earth … there is a pattern
of God-inspired revival that produces God-size depth and scale
which is sustained by God himself through on going prayer of the
saints.
Prayer, then fire
‘When Solomon finished praying, fire came down from
heaven and consumed the burnt offering and the sacrifices,
and the glory of the LORD filled the temple.’
2 Chron 7:1
This above scripture profoundly explains where we are now, I
believe. After we are finished praying, fire will come down from
heaven as happened with Solomon. The house of the Lord was
complete and there were sacrifices on the altar – then God sent a
house warming to remember! Divine fire warming a house God
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approved of, built according to his pattern. Is there a spiritual house
for God to dwell ready in Cape Town?
Many believe, as I do, the prayer revival started and expanded from
Cape Town is not the ultimate fulfilment of the STAFP. It is a
measure of fulfilment, a layer of fulfilment, a dimension of
fulfilment but not in the manner of the Lake revival. And it needs to
have a resemblance to that if the prophecy to Lake was true. Just as
prayer is not the answer of prayer, so the prayer revival that began
on 21 March 2001 at Newlands stadium is not the fullest fulfilment
of promise prophesied by Bee Quarles van Ufford and so many
more after him. The Lake revival was a church and kingdom of God
revival that looked different to the prayer revival that came out of
Cape Town.
Do you sense there is more?

2.

Church Revival Interpretation

Only once we have had a prayer revival can we have church revival.
The first interpretation we can make of the 40 STAFP prophecies is
that God has and will send a classic revival entailing signs, wonders,
miracles and salvations akin to the Lake revival. Apostles and
healing evangelists will take the lead.
Considering the principle of recursion in prophetic fulfilment, we
have a number of literal historical fulfilments of the STAFPs in Cape
Town in the form of a classic revival.
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Characteristics of a Church Revival
Leadership

apostles and healing evangelists lead the move.

People targeted

the lost inside and outside the church.

Purpose

salvation through signs, wonders, miracles.

Historical Examples
Below are 6 fairly recent revival examples which are not an
exhaustive list but representative.
1. The Kwasizabantu Revival - Rev Erlo Stegan – 1966-67

2. Jesus People revival in Cape Town in the 1970s
This is an excerpt from the blog compiled by Jessop Sutton and
others chronicling the revival that began in the 1970s in Cape
Town.
Author:

Jessop Sutton

Sources:

jessopsutton@vodamail.co.za
www.capetownforjesus.wordpress.com/
www.hippyrevival.blogspot.com
For further reading:
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http://www.nuparadigm.co.za/Bond%20Book
/Hippie%20Revival.html
Date:

1968-1978

Place:

60 Harfield Road, Kenilworth

“The move of the Holy Spirit in the Churches in Cape Town in
the late sixties and early seventies had a lot to do with the
vision, testimony and ministry of Brian O’Donnell, a converted
leader in the Hippie world of the time, concerning a vision
given many years ago to one J R Gschwend. Brian is now
powerfully under the conviction of the Holy Spirit of God that
the time is now ripe for a great resurgences of the Spirit,
commencing in Cape Town and extending throughout our
country and upwards into Africa in accordance with that vision
of The Burning Candle.”
This is an excerpt from an email sent me from Noel on 15 April
2014. Noel was a leading figure in the Hippie Revival/ Harfield
Road Revival.
Author:

Noel Cromhout

Sources:

noelcromhout@gmail.com
http://www.harfieldchurch.co.za/our-story/
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Date:

1968-1978

Place:

60 Harfield Road, Kenilworth

“Merle and I joined John Bond at Harfield Road Assembly
around 1973. Already the Hippie Revival was in progress, and I
doubled between "Downtown" in Loop Street in midweek, and
Harfield Road on Sundays. The work continued to grow and the
downtown branch had to move -first to the Presby Church,
then after about a year, to bigger premises in Sea Point.
Due to the moving of the Holy Spirit, over the next 10 years 10
assemblies were planted. Among them, Constantia, Fish Hoek,
Pinelands and of course Sea Point. More importantly, ministries
emerged from these congregations, that's about all I can share
up to this point Andre.”
3.

Toronto Blessing Revival - 1992 to 1995
Rodney Howard-Browne, born in PE is synonymous with this
revival between 1992-1995 that affected Cape Town and
indeed the world. Although not starting here, it was a
revival of the manifestation of the Spirit and a South African
was instrumental in it. Mini-waves perhaps, to prepare us to
contend with the coming spiritual Tsunamis? If Lake was a
forerunner with the first-fruit Latter Rain – what on earth
will the last days Latter Rain 100 years later look like?

4.

New Covenant Ministries International (NCMI), Every
Nation, His People and other church planting revival
originating in South Africa in 1980s with global impact.

5.

Angus Buchan’s Mighty Men, men’s revival
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6.

Rheinhard Bonnke African evangelical crusades –
evangelical revival started in RSA.
“I HAD A DREAM that changed everything. I saw a map of
Africa. Not South Africa, Not Lesotho, not Johannesburg,
but the entire continent. In my dream the map began to be
splashed and covered with blood. I became alarmed. I
thought surely this meant some kind of apocalyptic violence
was coming – perhaps a bloody Communist revolution. But
the Spirit whispered to me that this was the blood of Jesus
that I saw. The terrible violence that spilled His blood
happened 2,000 years ago on a cross. Then I heard the
words, Africa shall be saved.”

Living a Life of Fire: An Autobiography, Reinhard Bonnke,
2009, Ch 19
Some have argued these were the fulfilment of the STAFP. Fully, I
doubt it. Partially, perhaps? Did God send us these splashings,
spillings as a foretaste of what is to come?

3.

Purpose Revival Interpretation

God needs not only restore prayer to the church but he also needs
to restore the original purpose of the church, then only can the end
come. The restoration of the church and the restoration of the
purpose of the church are closely tied. What Royal & Rich
Bridegroom brings his bride into an incomplete house? The church
needs to mature and get herself ready for the Bridegroom cometh!
We need to ensure the dwelling place for God in the Spirit is fit for a
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king. And a king has good taste. He wants the temple to be built
exactly according to the planned purpose for it. What is that
purpose?
‘In him you also are being built together into a dwelling place
for God by the Spirit.’
Ephesians 2:22

Is the CICT matured into this purpose? Is the CICT ready to host God
in the Spirit?

Characteristics of a Purpose Revival
Leadership:

Prophets and apostles

People targeted:

Apostolic Fathers, Christians in business,
politicians and teachers in the church

Purpose:

Focused on the lasting effect of the salt and
light of the church on the world and the church.
A revival that re-aligns the church to its
foundational purpose.

Could it be that God’s intention is a revival or restoration of his own
purpose to have a house and bride? Going full circle to the booklet
that was used to open Lakes campaign in South Africa: Forerunner
of God’s Latter Rain. Behold the Bridegroom Cometh!
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The Eternal Purpose of God
Now all this prayer is getting the church to realise the eternal
purpose of God - he wants to obtain a wife! The Bridegroom has the
intention of marrying! The following are excerpts from Chapter 7,
p136-137 of Reimagining Church by Frank Viola:

“Consequently, behind the practice of the church stands an
enormous and incredible purpose. Paul calls it the "eternal
purpose" (Eph. 3:11)1. The book of Ephesians is a breathtaking unfolding of that purpose. In it, Paul puts the most
sublime truths into human words.

Ephesians teaches us that the purpose of God stands far
outside the reaches of redemption. From eternity, God the
Father has been after a bride and a body for His Son, and a
house and a family for Himself. These four images — the
bride, the body, the house, and the family — comprise the
grand narrative of the entire Bible2. They are God's ultimate
passion, His eternal purpose, and His governing
intention. To put it another way, God's eternal purpose is
intimately wrapped up with the church.

Most of us view the gospel as being primarily centred on
human needs. The plotline is one of a benevolent God
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whose main purpose is blessing and healing a fallen world;
that is, saving man's spirit/soul (evangelism) and/or saving
his body (healing the sick, delivering the captives, helping
the poor, standing with the oppressed, caring for the earth,
etc.). But there is a purpose in God that is for God. That
purpose was formed in Christ before the fall ever
occurred. God did not create us primarily so He would have
someone to save. The meeting of human needs is a byproduct, a spontaneous outflow, of an eternal purpose that
preceded our fall and is independent of it.”
Revival is in fact an indictment on the church because the Lord,
lovingly revives that which is flailing, listless. He does not need to
revive that which is alive. So what is the purpose of the church in
Cape Town besides being an agent of salvation to the lost?
“His intent was that now, through the church, the manifold
wisdom of God should be made known to the rulers and
authorities in the heavenly realms, according to his eternal
purpose that he accomplished in Christ Jesus our Lord.” Eph
3:10-11
He wants the bride-church to make a public spectacle of the devil.
And ‘public’ includes all the hosts of wickedness in the spiritual
places over Cape Town. God’s manifold wisdom needs to be made
known, according to the eternal purpose to the hosts of demons
and angels. The church in Cape Town needs to build and restore the
temple according to the divine blueprints, a dwelling place fit for a
bride and bridegroom. God’s governing intention in any revival or
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move of restoration is to have a bride, body, house and family. It is
Abba Fathers Dream. It is the Fathers Dream and ours too!
Do we interpret the STAFP in light of this, his eternal purpose? Or
are we hoping for another refreshing and our expectation is only an
evangelical one?
Manifold wisdom implies manifold, not monofold wisdom. The
church in each city of the world has a different aspect of wisdom it
needs to be making known to the rulers and authorities in the
heavenly realm … just like in the seven churches in Revelation, each
church had its unique calling. The church in Cape Town also has a
unique calling.
How do we interpret prophecy? By the Holy Spirit. What is the
colour of the lenses through which we look at promised revival and
restoration? What exactly is the kind of fire that will start in Cape
Town and spread through Africa and reach and touch the world? A
fiery revival or restoration of purpose will change the DNA of a city,
country and continent forever!

Table Mountain – the Grand Altar of Sacrifice in Africa!
The fire that will start small and spread through the rest of Africa is
the corporate sacrifice that will be placed on that great altar called,
Table Mountain. The fire of God will consume the corporate
sacrifice. Where you find a great sacrifice, you find great fire. But
you need a great altar for a great sacrifice and what a great altar we
have in Table Mountain. Here the CICT is sovereignly called in its
divine destiny and purpose to lay down its life and sacrifice that
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ultimate evil of racism in the human heart! That is the unique calling
of the bride of Christ in Cape Town! Can you see Table Mountain as
a place of altar, level and all? Are you drawn to identify with the
death and resurrection of Christ on the altar of the Church in Cape
Town? Table Mountain is God’s altar and unique gift for the Church
in Cape Town. It is for this reason it is a portal like Bethel, the place
where Jacob saw the ladder to heaven.
In numerous prophetic investigations in 2001-2002 to what is God’s
purpose for the church in Cape Town, the Lord spoke in the
prophetic group called Meeting on the Mountain of the issue of
racism. We need a revival in purpose, a deep, lasting revival of the
unity of the church to dethrone racism. This is the church in Cape
Town’s redemptive purpose for the benefit of South Africa and
Africa and the world. Cape Town is a prophetic hotspot, God intends
here for racism to be dealt a fatal blow on a corporate church level.
This restoration can only happen at city church level since no one
congregation can face such a stronghold: a revival of redemptive
purpose, a restoration of our redemptive purpose.
There has been no previous deliberate and intentional restoration
of this in the South African church history, to my knowledge outside
to reactionary responses to the political changes in the country.
Now, the CICT was to manifest the wisdom of Christ by living in
racial unity but in fact the very opposite occurred, not strangely so?
The devil loves to twist the very purpose of a person or church or
city to the opposite of what God destined for that person, church or
city. The horror of apartheid was crafted into law here. Yet that
great rock, Table Mountain cried out “Come to the mount of the
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Lord and lay your life down here, and let race hate die on the altar
of the cross!”

The fire of the revival of purpose is most needed. The prophets
need to blow their trumpets. Get in line with your purpose oh
Church in Cape Town! God intends to use Cape Town as a blueprint,
a prototype City for the word, to shame the rulers of darkness, for
his own sake and not for our comfort!
In Part V (The Revival/Restoration of Purpose coming to Cape Town)
we will examine in depth what the prophets and prophetesses are
saying about what the purpose of the church is in Cape Town and
the steps needed to restore it.

4.

Eschatological Revival Interpretation

Only once we have had the eternal purpose of the church restored,
can the end come, the Eschatological Revival.

Characteristics of an End-time Revival
Leadership:

All five-fold ministers working together

People targeted:

called out ones

Purpose:

Prepare and mobilise the church for the last
days
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Dr Des Rose adopts this approach to interpreting the STAFP from a
eschatological point of view in his book, Write the Vision. He brings
our attention to scriptural references to fire coming from the south:
Fire in the Forest
Furthermore the word of the Lord came to me, saying, “Son
of man, set your face toward the south; preach against the
south and prophesy against the forest land, the South, and
say to the forest of the South, ‘Hear the word of the Lord!
Thus says the Lord God: “Behold, I will kindle a fire in you,
and it shall devour every green tree and every dry tree in
you; the blazing flame shall not be quenched, and all faces
from the south to the north shall be scorched by it. All flesh
shall see that I, the Lord, have kindled it; it shall not be
quenched.”
Ezekiel 20:47-48

Simon of Cyrene helped Jesus carry his cross the last few steps
before Calvary (Mat 27:32). Cyrene was a city in Libya, Africa. And
how appropriate is it not that the Church in Africa helps carry the
cross of Christ the last few steps before His Return? Africa will bear
the cross of Christ at the end of the church age as Simon of Cyrene
did at the beginning of the Church age. And is Africa not already
doing that?
Behold the Bridegroom Cometh! The Bride of Christ will need to
ready herself for the arrival of her Bridegroom.
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Be glad then, you children of Zion, and rejoice in the LORD
your God: for he has given you the former rain faithfully,
and he will cause to come down for you the rain, the former
rain, and the latter rain in the first month. And the threshing
floors shall be full of wheat, and the vats shall overflow with
wine and oil.
Joel 2:23-24
When the spring (former) and the latter (autumn) rains come
together in one combined supernatural double season – then you
know the end move of God on the earth has come!
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Part V
12 Prophecies on the Restoration of Purpose
Contents

Introduction
12 Prophecies on the Restoration of Purpose of the CICT
1.

Cape Mountain Zebra’s Stripes (1990)

2.

The Wind in Sea Point (1997)

3.

Prophetic Blueprint of Cape Town (1999)

4.

The Corporate Altar of Cape Town (2001)

5.

One New Man (2001)

6.

Purposes of God in Cape Town (2001)

7.

Vision of Three Men in a Boat (2001)

8.

One Diamond but Seven Colours (2001)

9.

The servant leaders and the restoration of the city (2002)
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10.

The Prophetic Destiny of the Khoi People (2009)

11.

South Africa will have the Victory over the Ultimate Evil of
Racism (2012)

12.

Vision for Cape Town (2012)

The Prophetic Destiny of Cape Town displayed in its People,
Mountains, Climate, Flora and Fauna (2012-2014)
Identifying the common theme on the Prophecies on the
Restoration of Purpose

Introduction
[The purpose is] that through the church the complicated,
many-sided wisdom of God in all its infinite
variety and innumerable aspects might now be made known
to the angelic rulers and authorities (principalities and
powers) in the heavenly sphere. This is in accordance with
the terms of the eternal and timeless purpose which He has
realized and carried into effect in [the person of] Christ Jesus
our Lord, in whom, because of our faith in Him, we dare to
have the boldness (courage and confidence) of free access
(an unreserved approach to God with freedom and without
fear).
Ephesian 3:10-12 AMP
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When David had served God’s purpose in his own
generation, he [died].
Acts 13:36

The follow selection of prophecies addresses the purpose of the
CICT. The eternal purpose of God directly involves the church
manifesting God’s multifaceted wisdom. The agency of the church is
essential to the demonstration of God’s wisdom. To use the
vernacular language, the church has the sole agency agreement
with Heaven to represent Heaven on earth. Therefore, it is to the
church we look to see how God will move here at the Southern Tip
of Africa.
The prophecies selected here address the CICT, not individual
congregations. There is one church per city according to Derek
Prince. In his seminal work “Rediscovering God’s Church” he
demonstrates through thorough biblical exegesis (for what is world
famous for) and a philosopher’s keen mind the biblical view of
considering only one church per city. This is an important key to
understand and interpret these prophecies correctly. I dare say
because unless we adopt God’s view of the church, we will with
open eyes remain blind to his purpose. Please read Note 4 in Part
VIII the Extended Reference section where Derek Prince’s so clearly
and forcefully argues against the notion and practice of seeing many
churches in a city as opposed to the biblical view of seeing one
church in a city. One City, One Church.
The prophecies all speak to One Church in Cape Town. This is how
God sees the CICT and hence the prophets and prophetesses speak
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by default of One Church in Cape Town. Have you ever seen it that
way? Read them and then repeat reading them and notice the
language, it always points to one church in the city. Do we act and
plan and direct and align our ministries as though there is just one
church? Whether we like to or not we are one in God’s eyes!

Gate City Three times over
Since the prophecies address Cape Town they also address South
Africa. Cape Town is the foundation city to South Africa, a mother
city of South Africa and her DNA is transferred throughout the
whole country. Cape Town is a unique city in that it is a spiritual
gate three times over. It is political gate with parliament, an
economic gate with the origin of seagoing trade originating here
and geographical sea gate of importance.
He who possess the gate of a land, possess the land. He who
possesses the gate of continent, possesses the continent. Do we see
the link between Cape Town and Africa? Cape Town is one of the
four corners of the world for which Jesus bled and died. It is
unquestionably a prophetic hotspot with a prophetic purpose that
the prophets have been declaring this for decades. Does the church
hear? And importantly, does the church align their missions with the
mission of the greater body of Cape Town? There is only one church
in Cape Town, according to the eyes of the Almighty.
If ‘All social and moral advance may be traced to religious revivals’
(Douglas Shields) is a true statement, then the moral and social
advance of Africa has to come through a God initiated restoration or
revival. And God will do this through the agency of the church, who
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are God’s appointed ambassadors on this earth. What is the hope of
Africa? Oh that God would move through his church and display his
awesomeness for his own sake and bring glory to his Holy Name!

In so doing the very fabric of society is and will be changed for the
good. Human programs can create transformation but are doomed
to fail as the best energy of man is simply not enough and quickly
becomes exhausted. An infinitely good and righteous and loving
God has to intervene. Fire does not start of itself! Profane fire can
be lit by man but true divine fire, no man can start. Starting our own
manmade fires is the temptation we need to avoid at all costs. We
should not find ourselves a Hagar because Sarah will not get
pregnant.

Let us now read what the prophets and prophetesses have been
saying about the unique prophetic purpose of CICT.
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12 Prophecies of Purpose for the CICT (Church in Cape Town)

1.

Zebra Stripes

Mel Tari
Soos ‘n Magtige Wind, First Edition, 1990, p 5-6

‘Soos ‘n Magtige Wind’ was the Afrikaans translation done in 1990
of the famous little book by Mel Tari called ‘Like a Mighty Wind’.
The piece below is a forward by Mel Tari of the book that has been
professionally translated into the English by Dr Jacques van den
Berg (bergen1@worldonline.co.za).

Quote
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Personal Message from Mel Tari ...
God has a plan for South Africa
Etosha Game Reserve
August 1989

A herd of animals moved in the direction of our car and it
struck me immediately how free, proud and wonderfully
stunning they were. When we came closer to them, I could
see that it was a herd of South African zebra. I was amazed
anew at the lovely white, black and brown stripes which are
so characteristic of this unique animal.
Far beyond the borders of Etosha, where the horizon lies
in the south, I could also see in my spirit a vision of God’s
plan and purpose for this region. Yes, there I saw the birth
of a new country! I see a nation which is just as proud, free
and elevated as the animals of the open country ... a new,
prosperous, dynamic and strong nation, in which
discordance is something of the past. This is a South Africa
which will also be a shining light in the spiritual realm here
at the southern part of a struggling continent. God wants
to use the riches of this nation – not only the material
riches, but also the treasure of Christ’s love, to bring about
liberation on the continent.
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Just as the three colours on the zebra blends to form a
wonderfully fine-looking whole, the Lord wants white,
black and brown to live in peace and harmony together.
Colour differences are no reasons to fight each other, or to
allow bitterness, unforgiveness and hate in your hearts. It
will only cause damage to everyone and to the country
which you love so much. You have the riches of God’s
power and love at your disposal to build a new nation
together where everyone can live as a free person.
You are going to read in this book how He stepped in and
liberated Indonesia from the bondage of sin and
communism. You will see how He helped us build a new
nation and how lavishly He is blessing us. We thought the
traders from Holland was our problem, but we were wrong
– it was sin, things such as witchcraft that kept God’s
blessings from us.
My prayer is that you will allow Him to do the same in and
through your life in your country. During my previous
journey through this scenic country, the promise in
Deuteronomy 30:9, 10 occurred to me repeatedly: “Then
the LORD your God will make you prosperous in all the work
of your hands ... The LORD will again delight in you and make
your prosperous, just as He delighted in our fathers ... It
means that that you should turn to the LORD your God with
all your soul.”
Approximately a hundred and fifty years ago, on 16
December 1838, the Voortrekkers made a covenant at
Blood River, in effect making a pact with God. If He would
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deliver them form the hands of their enemy, they would
build a church for Him—it would be part of the new nation’s
task. He delivered them and they kept to that covenant.
The population of South Africa and the church of Jesus
Christ is still growing today. If the spirit of fear and selfdefence is allowed to grow, it may eventually lead to a
situation in which satan’s plan, namely destruction and civil
war, gain the victory in this country. BUT—Jesus Christ died
for all of humanity and came to establish his Kingdom on
earth—not ours.
God is again speaking to you as a nation. He wants to make
a new covenant with you, a covenant that does not only
relate to the descendants of the Voortrekkers, but in
which all believers in this country is included. And his
conditions are: “If my people, who are called by my name,
will humble themselves and pray and seek my face and
turn from their wicked ways, then will I hear from heaven
and will forgive their sin and heal their land” (2 Chron
7:14).
To each one of you who would like the “mighty wind” of
the Holy Spirit to touch you, blowing through you, so that
you will repent of your sins, showing forgiveness and love
towards all people ... to each one of you who wants to be
spiritually part of this wonderful country in which white,
black and brown merge into a magnificent totality—as
with the zebra ... to each one of you I dedicate this book.
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I greet you in His love
Mel Tari

Unquote
(Bold font mine)

Comments:
Mel Tari, the well-known revivalist from Indonesia here describes
and incredible vision about God’s plan and purpose “where the
horizon lies in the south” all of 25 years ago. The Holy Spirit drew his
attention to the lines of the zebra: his fur was not just black and
white but a brown line separated the black and white. It was not
just black and white, brown became the joining colour. The
coloureds of the Cape, descendants of the Khoi, black and white
have an unquestionable role to play in peace-broking and
reconciliation between black and white. Have they not done that
since Van Riebeeck’s days? Truly their purpose does not change
over time, it just gets more important as the stakes get bigger and
bigger … may I remind you of the recursive principle of interpreting
prophecy?
The ‘brown between the black and white’ is critical in their peace
role! Let us honour the coloured people for this honourable
function. They are the kingmakers politically too in Cape Town. Do
the coloured leaders know their crucial role in God’s plans here in
the Cape? May they be ignorant no longer!
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Tari emphasised the race issue. It is of unusual importance to the
church here in South Africa. This insight was given to him back in
1989, before the idea of ‘rainbow nation’ was even coined by
Desmond Tutu. God is going to use the victories won here over the
demon behind race hate to bless South African and then the whole
world. A revival fire spreading that changes the very fabric of a race
based society into a kingdom society, a society not race-based or
race-defined.
What is more incredible is, he quotes the now famous verse used in
the prayer revival of 2001, 2 Chron 7:14 as the scripture to describe
the conditions of the healing of the land way back in 1989 – 12
years prior to the prayer movement even began at Newlands. An
awesome confirmation to the accuracy and relevancy of his vision to
the purposes and plans of God for the CICT. The church has to
spearhead this change, the world cannot. He sees the birth of the
new South Africa, 5 years before it happened!
So what does he say is the plan and purpose of the country? That
the three colours blend to create the incredibly beautiful and
mesmerizing pattern of a zebra skin. How awesome a visual
prophecy for what the purpose of South Africa and Cape Town are!
Cape Town is the prophetic and birthing city to the Continent, so
this has to happen first in Cape Town, then South Africa, then in
Africa.
What a great confirmation for the purpose of Cape Town from 25
years ago! Straight from the Holy Spirit to us from the heart of a
global leader in revival. May that mighty wind of God come like
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never before and blow the flame of the promised revival from the
candle onto the map of South Africa.
2.

The Wind in Sea Point

Dream of Melinda Bieler
1997
melindabieler@live.co.za

I stood with my father somewhere in the vicinity of Cape Town. We
were standing behind a wall, not too high, because I have lain with
my chin on my arms, and we were looking towards the sea. We
stood on a pavement, overlooking the sea. I could see Table
Mountain, but the area reminded me of Sea Point. On our left and
right hand were two enormous buildings, overlooking the sea.
These buildings stood in the sea. In the distance I saw a lighthouse
standing on a harbour wall in the sea. Next to the harbour wall, was
a passenger ship.
My father then told me that the 'city fathers' are preparing for an
event that is about to take place in the near future, and that they
are going to build a church between these two buildings for the
oncoming event. I also noticed that above the foundation on which
the church would be build, stood two huge power lines (I saw an
enormous rock foundation covered under the water). On my righthand side, two small rowing boats were lying on the seashore. I
then made the following comment in the dream: ’Father, the
forceful wind that normally blows here in Cape Town, will be
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buffered by this church building? And my father replied: ’Yes, and so
it shall be’.

The following are what some of the symbols represent:
My father: Our Heavenly Father.
Large buildings: The prophetic.
The top of the buildings: A place of revelation and to have the
ability to see and have insight.
The sea: Evangelistic vision, the nations and crowds.
The power lines: Power of the Holy Spirit, which is the source of our
strength.
The passenger ship: The leading of God’s prophets and more
specifically in dreams and visions. The ship also represents the
church where the Lord will allow the church to experience paradise
(the earth will be filled with His glory and the kingdom of God is
within us). It also represents rest and recreation and a ministry that
will bring repentance. As the ocean liner were still lying in anchor it
can indicate that she is waiting for the appointed time to set her on
her course to the nations … again Cape Town as the starting point.
Harbour: A starting point and a place for training the saints for
service. The harbour were standing away from the shore, which can
indicate that everything is not in place yet.
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Small rowing boats: Symbolizes people that will play an important
role in the activities in the various congregations and will be driven
by the Holy Spirit.
Table Mountain: Symbolizes promotion and victory. It stands for
our hiding place, elevation, joy and faith. It also symbolizes
pioneering something.
Lighthouse: Symbolizes Jesus Christ. It also represents a place of
revelation and protection.
The wall: Represents deeper revelations.
The pavement: Can represent our personal relationship with God,
and also for Jesus who is the Way, the Truth and the Life. It can also
represent the way of the Spirit.
The rock covered under water: Jesus, the foundation is already
there, and always was, but the fullness and restoration of the body
must come to join the two other buildings in the water. Jesus Christ
as the Rock and the Chief-cornerstone of the church.

The Southeast wind: Cape Town is well known for this wind. It
represents blessings, refreshing time, and cleansing. It also
symbolizes a new beginning and giving birth to something new. It
also symbolizes to be first. This confirms what I received through
the head of the horse concerning Cape Town. It will begin here.
City fathers: Can represent the apostles.
Sea Point: Symbolizes direction. From Cape Town, all vessels travel
up the west or east coast to their destinations around the world.
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Interestingly, Cape Town was used as a halfway house during the
1400’s for vessels to take in fresh water and food before leaving
again for India. Can it be that India will also be linked to what God
wants to do in Cape Town? Yes indeed!!!

3.

Prophetic Blue Print of Cape Town

Johan Boot
September 1999
Source:
http://journeytools.wordpress.com/prophetic/

Picture of a map of the Peninsula. The hand of the Lord was
breaking through on the map and there was something in His hand
and I looked at it. As His hand was breaking through there was a
rock in His hand and I asked the Lord, ‘Lord what is the rock?’ Before
He answered me, He threw the rock into the sea and he said, "This
is a heart of stone and I remove it."
And then I saw another hand coming through and there were two
hands lifted up – it is from the map and it came up like this and the
rain of God started falling. And it was as if the hands disappeared.
So the hands went up – the rain came down – then the hands
disappeared and it became a huge dam which contained the rain
that was coming down. It was capturing the glory. From there it
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spread. Then I saw that from the dam it changed into a foundation into a corner stone - and the Lord put a stamp on that corner stone.
There was a cross on it and He said that the purpose of Cape Town
is to be the cornerstone in Africa. The purpose of Cape Town is to
be the foundation - to be the Mother City of the continent. It is
here that I brought the gospel, it is here that I brought together
black and white – it is here that I have sent people and the devil
knows that this is a concentration. Whatever he can get right in
Cape Town he can spread throughout the continent.
And then I asked the Lord, ‘But Lord I don’t understand’. Then He
said that the purpose of Cape Town is to be a foundation. Until we
remove the heart of rock, we won’t have the glory of the Lord. Until
we remove that rock, the purpose of the cornerstone is not being
laid. We as the church have to remove the heart of rock – the heart
of apathy and of the love of this world - we have to remove it, for
Him to establish His cornerstone principle in this city.
From here, it is as if that cornerstone was being used as a blue
print for a stamp that would be used all over the world. I just saw
the Lord take that blue print that was made over Cape Town and
His hand going all over and He was printing it down. He says, "The
purpose is that I am bringing culture together. I am bringing
people together, I am bringing things together that the world says
are impossible. I am bringing together in this place and from here
it shall go off and it shall be a blue print to go all over the world."
And the Lord says even what we are doing now we have to
understand that He is using it as a blue print. We need to be
sensitive that He wants to establish His divine calling of that of a
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foundation, of that of a cornerstone, He wants to establish and it
needs to run all over.
The Lord has shown me a picture of all the churches in the
peninsula and they were like trees, all these big trees, and he says
that’s the way we see them in the natural. There were big trees and
small trees and all these trees were all over. Then I saw the sword of
the Lord come and I saw him cut all the trees, every single one of
them - equal – and then on each stump I saw the holy seed of the
Lord but there were many of the trees that did not have the holy
seed on it. Then I saw a river come and the river ran from one tree
stump that had the holy seed to the next tree stump that had the
holy seed and I saw the trees grow that had the holy seed and I saw
the other trees wither.
And the Lord said that this will be the true church that he is going to
raise up out here. You will know each other and will be identified
with each other through your growth and through the connecting of
my spirit connecting the different churches and I saw the light and
the growth happen. They grow and I saw other churches start to
fade away and fade outside and they still took part in multi-cultural
things – they still took part in unholiness and ungodliness but God
said I will grow my true church. They will be recognised by my holy
seed that cannot be corrupted. My spirit will bind them together
and you will know – there will be a discerning in your hearts that
you will know that these are the true church. The church called by
my name in this place.
(Bold font mine)
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4.

The Corporate Altar of Cape Town

March 2001
Johan Boot
I saw a group of leaders in the church walking along a path. They
were from different denominations, cultures and races. They came
to huge gates. There was a sign on the gates: “The Gates of Unity.”
An angel came from the side and spoke to me. “These are the Gates
of Unity. These gates will now be opened because men in authority
have come together in unity. Yet before the blessing of the Lord
will fill the church and Cape Town, there needs to come a unity in
the Spirit. Today there is a unity of authority, but true unity comes
when men lay down their own authority and serve one another in
humility and love.”
I saw how the angel opened the gates and the men were allowed to
pass through them. They came to a barren valley. I was surprised
not to see blessing, but only a barren field. The Lord stood at the
one side and said, “Before the rain of the blessing of God will fall,
there needs to come the death of selfishness and pride. True unity
and reconciliation can only come through the work of the cross, so
that one new man in the Spirit might arise.” The angel then gave to
each of these men a book to eat. Upon each book was written, “The
Ministry of Reconciliation.” As they tasted it, each of these men ate
it with great difficulty because it was bitter. Some of them paused
from time to time, while others completely resisted. Those who ate
the book were transformed. Slowly they became completely snowwhite as the light of the Lord entered them. I saw how robes and
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cloaks of the flesh and human wisdom and traditions fell off, and
the Lord clothed them with new garments. Those who resisted to
eat of the book were taken to one side by the angel. There they
were given a cup to drink. There was an inscription upon the cup,
“The love of the Lord.” Then the Lord spoke, “Unless you are
touched by My love and allow Me to heal and restore you, you will
not eat the Book of Reconciliation.” As these men drank of the cup
of love, I saw how scales fell from their eyes, and they received a
deep understanding of the love of the Lord. They were then again
given the Book of Reconciliation to eat. I knew that the more a
person ate of the book the sweeter it became. Some were
completely unwilling to eat from the book and was taken back
through the gates.
Then the angel led the men to an altar. Upon this stone altar was
an inscription: “The altar of love.” Then the Lord said, “Unless each
one of you are willing to lay down your life for your brother you will
not see My redemption come upon this land.” I saw how one by
one these men laid down their lives upon the altar. As a person laid
there it would disappear after a while and the next person would
ascend the altar. “This is the death of the life of each of these
groups. Through death I will be able to birth new life in this nation.
The old order of pride and selfishness is being replaced by love and
humility. Each one will live to bring life to another.”
I then saw how a new man arose from the altar. This man was
completely transparent and radiated the glory of the Lord. He did
not represent any of the old divisions, only the newness of Christ.
Then I saw how the Lord poured His love into him. He became filled
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with radiating love and compassion, truth and righteousness.
“When My love touches you and allow Me to transform you
through the work of the cross, you will become a vessel of My grace
and glory. Without love you are nothing.”
The angel then gave a trumpet to this man. Upon the trumpet was
an inscription: “The Rain of Restoration”. I then saw how this man
changed into 12 men, each with a trumpet in his hand. They split up
and each went to a hilltop. They turned towards one another and
started to blow their trumpets. As they blew, it started to rain. Yet it
was not normal rain, but the rain of love. It rained continuously and
the valley of barrenness was turned into the valley of plenty. I saw
how a spirit of death and violence, abuse and strife departed from
the land. The blood crying out from the land was silenced and the
love of the Lord flowed into the ground. I saw multitudes coming to
this place to see the life that has come forth. They all came to drink
of the life that was in this valley.
These men then turned outward and started to blow their trumpets
again. Yet this time it was as if fire was released from the trumpets.
The fire going forth reached many faraway places, and ignited
revival in the hearts of the church. The love of the Lord was being
declared and demonstrated to the heavenlies. In each place where
the fire touched there was a deposit of love and an imprinting of the
heart of the Lord left upon that place. “Your purpose is to
demonstrate the Ministry of Reconciliation and Love. I have given
you the mission to impart My heart of love to the nations, and
demonstrated that My love can heal any land.”
(Bold font mine)
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5.

One New Man in Christ

Meeting on the Mountain
Johan Boot
April 2001

Today I am calling the church in South Africa to enter the purposes
which I have established for it since the foundation of the earth.
There have always been some who have understood the purpose
yet the end is near and I desire to bring My whole body into this
purpose. There are callings upon nations, cities and regions, and at
the end I will ask an account from those who were given the
authority to steer the church into My plan.
Spiritual fathers are called to prepare the church for the times and
seasons which comes after them. They are called to see, understand
and release the children which I have given them into their callings.
They are to lay the foundations upon which the next generation
might build and My kingdom might stand stronger in the future. Yet
many times men who were called to become spiritual fathers were
not willing to enter their purpose. They stayed in their own camp,
prepare food for themselves and build up their own strength. Many
of those mighty and strong in battle in their youth, are not willing to
take on a new role. Even when they are old, they still want to prove
themselves and go and fight battles which I did not intend for them
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to fight. Then they get wounded and the enemy comes in to steal
from them. If they would have stepped up into their fatherhood
responsibility they would have gone much higher and wider, yet
because of the love of the battle and own satisfaction, many go into
decline and loose the chance to direct the next generation’s fighters
and builders.
Today I am again calling the fathers in the city and nation, to stand
up and fulfil their purpose for the release of those to battle. I am
calling them to see the greater picture beyond themselves and their
own viewpoint. Today is a very crucial time in the history of South
Africa. The devil is trying his utmost to destroy this country and its
redemptive purpose. Yet, I am preparing and equipping an army
who will destroy the plans of the enemy. But at this time the fathers
need to arise and see what I am doing. Their function is to put in
place the foundations so that the next generation might step into its
purpose. I want to give them the understanding of times and
seasons, and show them the things I will do.
Today the greatest call upon the prophets and apostles are to lay
the foundations of one new man in the church. South Africa has
been a divided country since its beginning and at different times I
have been able to cross over the barrier of culture and colour, but
at this time the church needs to realise that I am creating one new
church in South Africa. In this new body there will be no colour or
race or culture, but only My call towards My sons and daughters.
The fathers need to lay the foundations so that the church might
become one. Without this unity in the one new man in Christ, the
purpose of South Africa will not be fulfilled.
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The only way this one new man in Christ will come forth, is
through the death of the cross. The death of selfish ambition,
reputation and recognition will mark these men. They will preach
the death of culture and prejudice, and will establishment a new
standard of holiness, humility and love.
By breaking down the dividing wall I will give them keys to unlock
the purposes in Africa. And the revival fire of God will sweep
across Africa.
(Bold font mine)

6.

Purposes of God for Cape Town

Meeting on the Mountain
Andre Baard
1 April 2001
I believe there are going to be more citywide meetings. God will call
the church to repent and make public confessions of her sins –
things such as compromise with the world, lack of love, idolatry,
competition, pride and prejudices. But after this I see God calling His
church to hold love feasts in all the communities in the Cape
Peninsula. The church has been robbed of this blessing of true
community when we share in the Lord’s Supper. I see whole cricket
pitches and rugby fields dotted all over the Cape filled with God’s
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people holding love feasts to Him, in true love and humility
esteeming others higher than themselves. I see a day long (or day’s
long) feast for which everyone eagerly awaits every year
(twice/three times a year?) because they love the gathering of the
saints so much. I see an annual Passover Event – with spit-braai’s
and eating and drinking making melody in our hearts to the Lord,
singing spontaneous songs of joy in the Spirit, dancing and
celebrating the Lord’s Passover. I see families dancing before the
Lord, young men and woman dancing to the Lord, children and the
aged all rejoicing in the feast to the Lord. “I am restoring true
feasting to My bride,” says the Lord. “No longer will you delight in
the parties of the world but you will learn that My joy is your
strength. My bride does not know how to feast before me and I Am
going to teach My bride as I prepare My table for her.” I see God
using these feasts in the process of transforming Cape Town and
to bring it in line with her redemptive purpose. Because of our
love for one another the world will see and know that we are His
disciples. I see these “love days” as places of fire, lighting up the
Cape sky, releasing a sweet smelling aroma to the Lord- an
acceptable sacrifice indeed. We make warfare through our love for
one another – the enemy has turned the race groups against one
another to hinder God’s purpose here but God’s purpose will not be
frustrated because perfect love casts out all fear. I believe the Lord
will do corporate healing in the body of Christ: racial healing, class
healing, family healing, father-children healing, and mother-children
healing. Here God will build true unity of the Spirit. But this
must/will start amongst the coloured communities first and spread
to the black, white and other groups.
Therefore I see after the phases of corporate, public repentance the
restoration of feasting and building of true unity and love in my
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church I will be ready to visit the unbeliever here as never before
and pour out salvation through my church. The Lord says, “I am
weary of the word ‘growth, growth, growth’! Who will build me a
house to dwell in here in Cape Town? I seek a tabernacle to dwell in,
that I my dwell with my people. But all I see are you praying that
your churches become bigger. This wearies Me. Learn from My
servant David who had a heart after Me – he desired to build Me a
house and for this reason I have blessed him eternally.” True
transformation to the greater community will only come when my
church gets transformed by understanding Almighty Father’s love
for the city.
I believe one of the important keys to unlocking the purposes of
God in Cape Town lie with the coloured community specifically. I
feel God in his wisdom has ordained it so, that these people
without clear identity will be used by God to unlock the Kingdom
on earth as it is in Heaven. God has become their Father and their
identity will come from Him and not from his white, Indian or
black ancestors. They hold the keys to true reconciliation between
black and white. Because they have been given the heavy yoke of
racism and oppression to carry here, they have also been given the
power to break that yoke. Some might think they will be used but
the Lord has decided to use the coloured community and we can
do nothing about that. “Many will take offence at this but I have
chosen whom I have chosen” says the Lord.
I heard the Lord say in Heaven, “Who will build Me a house that I
may dwell with my people?” It was as if the Lord put out a Tender in
the heavenlies for His purpose in Cape Town. There is a mighty work
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of salvation God has ordained for this land and he is inviting people
to take on the task. Who is he who may stand before the Almighty
but he who has clean hands and pure heart? “Who will stand in the
gap to bring My salvation?” says the Lord. “Who can I use to bring
healing to the land, because its violence has come up before me and
I have seen the suffering?” Salvation awaits you Oh Cape Town!
Where are you intercessors? Where are you that have married the
land – to you will I give the secrets of the land -in your hands lie the
redemption of Cape Town. Arise Oh you sleepers, awake – awake to
the Lord, awake to His righteousness. Arise Oh God! May your
enemies be scattered!!!! Praise the Lord! Hallelujah!
7.

Vision of Three Men in a Boat

Meeting on the Mountain
Johan Boot
18 May 2001

I see that as these 3 men walk together, as they lay down their lives
on the altar (one laying down his life for the other) it’s as if their
lives become bricks. Each time we have the same process where
people lay down their lives for each other, deny the division, deny
the lies, and deny the deception and the Lord opens things up. I
believe it’s going to be a process of working through things. It’s as if
the Lord is going to give (each time when that happens), the Lord is
going to give a building block. They are going to be transformed
when they lay down their lives and they empty themselves from
where they come from and they accept the life of Christ. They are
going to become living stones and those stones are going to become
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building blocks in the foundation for the purpose of God in South
Africa.
I believe there are key issues and my understanding of the 3 men
with the 3 groups that need to work together or that need to come
together in 1 boat, 1 laying down his life for the other: The purpose
of that is to work through different issues and to find the God given
purpose in those issues and when the God given purpose in those
issues are found they will become building blocks. They will become
foundations and these foundations, the Lord says,” I will build upon
those things, I will establish upon those things, there will be
wisdom, understanding and insight in those things and it’s gonna
release, it’s going to create a platform from which my blessing will
flow”.
It’s as if it will create an atmosphere. It will create a platform. “It will
create a launching pad for my blessing to be released in this nation
and therefore I am going to reveal things”, says the Lord, “but I am
going to ask the Fathers in the city, I am going to ask those in
apostolic authority to (in unity) move and lay these foundations, lay
these principals, lay these living stones. For these living stones will
become a temple unto me. “These living stones will become and
create a place, it will create a place where I could dwell, but at this
time” says the Lord, “I cannot dwell because of the division in your
own hearts because of the deception because you are enjoying
believing the lies. You are enjoying the deception you are enjoying
where you are”, and the Lord says that the church needs to come
and see these things, deny these things, die to these things and then
they will become living stones and this will establish a house for me,
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a house in which I will dwell, but at this time I cannot because of the
division within your own hearts.
(Bold font mine)
8.

One Diamond but Seven Colours

Meeting on the Mountain
Andre Baard
August 2001
I saw a picture of a prism (referring to the church in Cape Town). A
shaft of light from Heaven shone down on it and the prism split the
light up into the seven spectral colours and at the same time also
changed the direction of the vertical beam into a horizontal one.
The colours speak of God’s manifest glory and the prism of a truly
surrendered and pure heart. A prism and diamond both share one
important quality – they transmit light very well. We are the prism/
diamonds of God created to reflect His glory in a world in darkness.
A diamond has no intrinsic value – it is a carbon crystal; its
preciousness lies in its ability to reflect light very well. Diamond
merchants can measure this exactly and this quality is called the
“refractive index” of a diamond. A well cut diamond reflects light
100% but most lose some light. The vessel is not what is important –
it is what the vessel has inside – it is what it allows to be transmitted
through it that matters most.
The Father is calling us to reflect the light of Christ from a pure
heart, without distortions to His image. We are called to declare the
manifold wisdom of God to the principalities and powers of the air
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and to be a light to the world. When our own fleshly desires conflict
with that of the Holy Spirit’s, distortions in the received light of God
occur. Racial pride was such a distortion in the heart of many South
Africans, it was this distortion that led to the blindness and darkness
called apartheid.

The more we lose our natural, racial and cultural identity the purer
we can reflect the image of Christ and the nature of His Kingdom.
We are to shed the old man and our racial prejudice. Christ
transcends every human and carnal, cultural tradition of man and
so we are to do the same. We belong to another world – let’s put
away the filth of worldliness from us!
The seven colours represent the multi-coloured nature of the
church. Each colour is equally important yet different. We are
unavoidably different in the natural amongst the race groups that
comprise Christ’s church but in the Spirit the differences vanish
away to nothing. Let us act and conform to this already existent
reality in the Spirit!
May the Lord polish this rough-diamond-heart of ours! May we
become the spotless bride that only has one desire – to know Him
and make Him known. To have the Light of Christ and shine that
glorious Light!
(Bold font mine)
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9.

The servant leaders and the restoration of the city

July 2002
Johan Boot
The Lord showed me a city in ruins. Its outer walls were incomplete
and none of the houses seemed to be fully complete. Some were
actually simply 4 walls with no roof, windows or doors. I saw people
in these buildings and realised that the Lord was showing me a
picture of His corporate church in a city. At the door of most
buildings there was a leader or pastor. They were clothed in special
clothes and upon each building was a nice sign for the fellowship or
church. People were working on their own buildings and trying to
accomplish the ‘Great commission’ on their own. Yet, it struck me
that none of them were really ever completing their buildings.
There always seemed to be some areas of lack or failure, and
therefore these buildings looked rundown and dysfunctional. The
layout of the city also seemed to be non-existent. Buildings were
built anywhere, and some didn’t have any access to roads and other
services such as water and electricity. Then there was a trumpet call
in the heavens. It was a call to the church to prepare for the endtime harvest. I saw how the leaders of the churches assembled in
the centre of the city. They all came together to hear what the
trumpet call meant. The members from the different congregations
also came. The Lord was calling those in leadership to lay down their
lives, so that He could do a new and complete work in the church.
“Unless the shepherds come together to work as a body in the
restoration of My house, this city will never see My fullness come
upon it. I am calling those whom I gifted and called to start building
My kingdom, instead of their own ministries. Because of selfish
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ambition, pride and strife, My corporate anointing and call upon
cities and nations cannot be released.”
Then I saw how the Lord led each of the pastors to submit their lives
before Him. Each one had to lay down their beautiful robes, jewels
and crowns, as these were signs of their authority and gifting. “I am
calling My servants to submit and surrender the gifts and callings
that I gave them. There is coming a double portion anointing upon
the church in the last days. It will be the corporate anointing of the
fivefold ministry. I will cloth them with even more splendour and
power than before, yet it shall not be tainted by the markings of this
world.”
As each leader laid down their crowns and robes, he suddenly
became a step in a staircase leading into the sky. As the last leader
submitted himself to the Lord, the final step in the staircase was
formed, and a door appeared above it. On the door was an
inscription: “In One Accord”. Then there was another trumpet call,
and the door above the staircase was opened. As it opened the
wind of the Spirit of God started to blow into the city. As the Spirit
of the Lord blew through the city the eyes of the people were
opened and they could see the real state of their city. Many started
to cry and weep, and everyone called out to the Lord to heal their
city by His power and presence. The wind continued to blow until
the time of cleansing in the hearts of the people was reached.
Everyone received a new and deeper understanding of the purposes
of the kingdom of God.
Then the staircase with the door above it disappeared. The pastors
were back in the square in the centre of the city. Yet, they looked
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different. Each one of them was clothed in blue workman’s
clothes. Instead of jewels and specials robes each one carried a
toolbox with specialised tools. They then started to restore the
city. But it was clear that they were working as a team under
divine guidance and authority. None of them continued to work on
just their own building. It was clear that although many were
assigned to certain areas of building work, their function and
particular skill was more important than the location where they
worked. Each one seemed to be content to see the city restored
and completed according to a divine plan and design. There were
architects, town planners, engineers, inspectors and building
supervisors. As a result of the combined and united effort by all the
workers, the city was quickly changing. Because there was an overall
design, critical services such as roads and drainage, and the city
walls with its watchtowers received special attention. In a short
space of time everyone in the city started to rejoice. They became
extremely happy to see a full spectrum of services available to
them. People recognised that the Lord came to restore His church
and likewise build His kingdom.
“Today I am restoring the fullness of the fivefold ministry to My
body. I am destroying control and manipulation, and My servants
will truly be men of My kingdom, instead of their own ministries.
Unless My servants will allow the work of the cross to touch and
transform their lives, in order for Me to do a deeper work, I will not
be able to use them in these last days. Today I am calling My people
to humble themselves, surrender their crowns, turn from their
wicked ways and seek My ways and purposes.”
(Bold font mine)
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10.

The Prophetic Destiny of the Khoi People

Retha Venter
God’s End-time prophetic plan for the Coloured People of Southern
Africa (book)
2009
Pg 11
It is not difficult to see that up to now the enemy has made great
inroads into this nation at the Southern tip of Africa which God had
predestined to be a rainbow nation - a cohabitation of many varied
people of different cultures to be an example to the world that
true unity is possible through the redemption of Jesus Christ, the
only begotten Son of God.
Pg 14
It is encouraging to know that as early as 1917 God spoke about
His destiny for South Africa to a saint called Johanna Brandt
through an angel who appeared to her on various occasions. The
messenger told her that God sees South Africa as a pearl. He
would do great wonders in the beginning of the next century,
which is this very hour in which we live in. God said that through
what He does in South Africa other nations will be compelled to
believe in the Messiah and His second coming. God also said that
South Africa is a special instrument in His hands through which the
whole world will be blessed.
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The glorious revelation of the pearl is that God will use
suffering and turn it around to produce a jewel that will become a
pearl of great price to many If we decide to co-operate with God
and humble ourselves before Him. (Bold font mine)
As the translucent luminosity of the pearl reflects subtle rainbow
hues, so this nation is already termed the 'rainbow nation by the
world South Africa is an unique nation in the world. A melting pot of
thirteen differing tongues of varying origins, a richly glowing
tapestry of colours and cultures living side by side sharing one
nationality.
Pg 16
A rainbow is formed when a beam of white light is dispersed by a
prism (usually a three-sided transparent object) so that its rays are
arranged in order of their wavelengths, revealing each separate part
in its own beauty and colour. This prism coloured example is such a
beautiful description of God's picture for perfection. And this is our
sign as a nation. As every nation, tribe and tongue in South Africa
line up next to one another in unity, the light of God's grace will
shine through us and we will truly be a rainbow nation - reflecting
the glory and the ·covenant of God's goodness towards those who
choose His ways. In this book we endeavour to review the role and
prophetic destiny of the Khoi people as an integral part of God's
rainbow nation at the southern tip of Africa.
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11.

South Africa will have the Victory over the Ultimate Evil of
Racism

Rick Joyner (transcript from a CD of a sermon)
Lighthouse, Parow, South Africa
29 July 2012
01:19
I was also excited to come back here (Cape Town) because of the
purpose the Lord I felt here. Now the Lord showed me some things
about Cape Town back in 1990 and he showed me the Table
Mountain, I did not know which city it was in but I had to find out
but he showed me some things about a wellspring here of his
purpose and when I learned that it was Cape Town I said I got to
go to South Africa because of other things the Lord had showed
me about what he was going to do in South Africa. Everybody kept
telling me don’t go to Cape Town, you can’t get big crowds there
and there said it was the graveyard of preachers. They said you
must go to Johannesburg and I said no I must go to Cape Town. I do
not care about the big crowds, I care about the purpose of the Lord
you know. The crowds will come. This is a big crowd. That is not my
purpose.
02:40
07:10
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One of the things I was shown is this church Lighthouse church was
a wellspring church, it is a wellspring. Now there is new water
coming, fresh water coming but it is always good to honour the old
and honour the fathers and mothers. You know what was done
here, in the beginning, to open this church, this congregation to all
races and all cultures was an act of extraordinary courage when it
happened. It was a major victory against one of the major
strongholds we’ve all got to battle, one of the ultimate battles in
the end times is against the spirit of racism. Racism is one of the
ultimate evils that is why when the apostles came to ask Jesus
what are the signs of the end of the age he begins with “Nation
will arise against nation” and that word that is translated in the
English, I am not sure what it is translated from the Afrikaans but I
am still not sure. In the Greek, in the original language it was written
in, it was ethnos which we derive ethnic. He was not talking about
countries fighting each other, he was talking about races fighting
each other would be one of the ultimate signs of the end times.
What did Jesus say about his house? It would be a house of prayer
for all nations and it is that same word, for all races and one of the
things the Lord showed me about South Africa back in 1990 was
how it was fighting, it was the front line of the battle against one
of the ultimate evils of the human heart and that South Africa was
going to have a victory over this ultimate evil. World War II was a
racist war. More death has been brought into the world through
racism and bigotry. Now I believe the spiritual racism is just as evil
as the natural kind when we divide from one another because of
our race when we divide from one another for our denomination or
we are in different movements. We should have a vision for our
movement, we should have a vision for our church and there needs
to be distinctions and separate and different visions but just like
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the high priest had to carry the stones of all the tribes on his heart
we must all carry all of God’s people on our heart and I think that
also something else that has been sown into this congregation, we
respect the body of Christ, it is not just about us but we want to
keep our vision and focus but we love the body, we love the whole
body.
Aaron the high priest was a member of the tribe of Levi and they
had a specific purpose and function they needed to keep focused
but they also served the whole body. I have always appreciated this
congregation also loved to hear your African worship.
11.09
(Bold font and underlining mine)

12.

Vision for Cape Town

Kathleen de la Hunt
Oasis Church
November 2012
Whilst praying for Cape Town and the prophetic conference, I was
taken up over Cape Town and I saw Table Mountain with blood
flowing off it - felt it was the blood of sacrifices that had been
made over many generations. I then saw the Houses of
Parliament and above them was a black/grey cloud shaking.
It was full of violence , spears, weapons and words being
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spoken that release violence and chaos all over our country. (It
was as if the cloud was full of physical weapons and words all
moving - something like a balloon full of water -and evil was
being released- power given to the enemy to steal,kill and
destroy).
Then I saw the churches in Cape Town, many many Churches - all
with fortresses built around them. The walls where high and they
were built as a protection against each other - Churches that
were hurting so much, that they see each other as the enemy.
They were all very busy, involved in their call - doing their 'little'
thing. But they were not being very effective in the bigger
scheme of thing. They were also not prepared to go beyond their
walls, to link arms and to join vision so accomplishing a much
bigger thing - building the Kingdom of Heaven together.
I ask God what would change this situation and I felt Him say
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Recognition of each other's part in building the
walls



Honouring the Fathers and those who have
given all for the sake of the gospel



Love -ushering Abba Father's love into every
situation

I felt Him say the churches needed to look and recognize what
each one had been called to do and to see what they had
already accomplished, not just in this generation but in every
generation that has been. He is the God of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob and it was vital to recognize the generations of men and
women of every colour, who had gone before, to fulfil the call
of the Father. Then there needed to be an

"Honouring the fathers" for what they had
established and for the flavour each of them had
brought into the City.



Honouring of the intercessors that have prayed
for the City, over many generations



Honouring each other for being His children that
have been called to work together in this time.

There was a need to reach out with Abba Fathers Love -to see
each other as sons of God and love each other deeply with a
love that can only come straight from His heart. As this started
happening - I saw the fortress walls beginning to crumble
and fall down and colours mixed with aromas started flowing
out of each church. Each church was reflecting its own colour.
There was red, yellow, orange, green, blue, indigo and
purple. As the colours flowed alongside each other they
created a magnificent rainbow. The rainbow lifted up over
Cape Town and covered the city.
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As it covered the Parliament Buildings I saw it wipe away the
dark cloud, releasing the fullness of light over the Buildings. It
then lifted up and covered Table Mountain and as it did this I
saw the blood and blood stains being washed away. Then as I
watched, it lifted up into the air from Cape Town and blew over
the whole of Africa and then arced down to land in Egypt. As the
rainbow of God touched down in Egypt, I sensed the power of the
blood of Jesus pour down and covered the whole of Africa
washing it, the continent. This resulted in God's Glory cloud rising
up off Africa. As I watched this happen, God reminded me of the
Ark of the Covenant and the two cherubim.
The arc formed between their wings protected the glory of God
that lifted off the Ark. I felt in the same way the act of
obedience of the Churches in Cape Town would ignite a
supernatural power release of glory and holiness that would
ultimately affect the whole of Africa. I felt that the deepest
darkest Africa was going to experience a super natural release
of God's power and glory resulting in it becoming the
continent of light to the rest of the world. Africa would be
sending people to the north, south, east and west that will be
bringing in a mighty harvest- the harvest of the multitudes in
the valley of decision making.

This is the hour for Cape Town to hear the voice of the Lord and
to rise up and be united with one heart, one mind, one voice,
one Spirit, one King, and one God for the sake of the Kingdom of
Heaven.
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Cape Town –

CITY of the Rainbow Nation
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The Prophetic Destiny of Cape Town as displayed in its –
People, Mountains, Climate, Flora and Fauna

André Baard
2012-2014
Let us look at the natural world around us with prophetic eyes.

Table Mountain (finally) speaks

Table Mountain – Grand Altar of Love & Sacrifice
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Do you see Table Mountain as it is: an altar of love, surrender and
sacrifice? A place, the place where the church can corporately lay
her life down, surrender it to his will! A large altar for a large
sacrifice. A large living sacrifice (Rom 12:1).
“…these I will bring to my holy mountain and give them joy
in my house of prayer. Their burnt offerings and sacrifices
will be accepted on my altar; for my house will be called a
house of prayer for all nations."
Isaiah 56:7

I demand that you love each other as much as I love
you. And here is how to measure it—the greatest love is
shown when a person lays down his life for his friends; and
you are my friends if you obey me.
John 15:12-15
I believe this is the stone altar of love that Johan Boot saw in his
vision of the Corporate Altar of Cape Town (pg 86). What a
magnificent visual of this natural altar created millions of years ago
for us to understand now its real spiritual significance, an altar upon
which the one church of Cape Town can be united around in love,
demonstrated by our willingness to lay our life down. How long,
long, long has God waited for us to catch on? I see many leaders
and Christians climbing Table Mountain in symbolic and prophetic
acts of laying down their life for their friends. The world will then
truly know we are his disciples!
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Another open invitation –to the prophetic artists out there – how
awesome would a painting of Table Mountain be as the Grand Altar
of Love and Laying Down? I see thousands of people queuing up
Lions Head side and Dove’s Peak (the old Devils Peak) for their turn
to climb onto that great ancient and neglected altar, Table
Mountain to their lay down their life for the Lord’s purpose to be
accomplished in the city, a spiritual temple made up of living stones
… From there God will resurrect the one new man once he middle
wall of separation (Eph 2) is broken down, once the dividing wall is
broken down, broken down, broken down in Christ. This needs to be
painted.
I call all those who in the CICT to come lay down your weapons used
to fight one another and lay your life down on the Stone Altar of
Table Mountain for your fellow Christian brothers in this prophetic
city. We simply must, for South Africa and Africa’s sake.

Table Mountain – the Birthing Stool
Table Mountain is like a heavenly birthing stool. It is where the
continental purposes of God are birthed. It is an enormous birthing
stool for an enormous birthing of destiny in the Spirit. Can you
receive this vision of a humble birthing stool of the iconic mountain
as a divine purpose for its existence? To describe to the world and
the church, God provides us with such a magnificent 3D sculptured
form as a reminder to the spiritual purposes of God for this city –
the Mother City, the Birthing City of God’s purposes for Africa!
Amen and Amen!
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Womb of Table Mountain
The mountain hides in her womb a reservoir of water, a fountain
head where the waters from heaven gather to produce life. Where
the water breaks, she births the purposes of God. Out of the womb
of the mountain come the plans of God purposed before the
foundation of Table Mountain was laid.
Purposes that existed before the fall … a beautiful purpose - to have
a bride for his son, a family for himself. A river of life flows out from
her. The twelve Apostles seated, friends of the bridegroom,
guarding the Mother City giving birth. The Lion of the Tribe of Judah
sitting in radiant glory beside the table, beside the altar. A truly
eternal awesome drama, forever sculpted in the rock. We truly live
in a prophetic city, in every natural and spiritual way. The richest of
symbols surround us.
Table Mountain Singing
Can you see Table Mountain singing? Lord Jesus, open our eyes to
hear your prophetic destiny being sung by the voice of Table
Mountain. May we all hear the sweet voice of Table Mountain,
calling us up to her lofty heights to worship, the worship of laying
down our ministries and congregations for the greater good for the
church in Cape Town, which is to the highest glory of God, our
solidarity and unity. Unveil to us your purposes for this city in the
everyday things our blind eyes don’t see and our deaf ears don’t
hear. We want to hear and see as you hear and see because we
want to know your joy and obey your will.
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The mountains and the hills
Shall break forth into singing before you,
And all the trees of the field shall clap their hands.
Isaiah 55:12b
I wonder what Table Mountain would sing about if she had a human
voice? She has a voice because the word says the stars utter speech
night after night. Of course mountains sing, even my eight year
daughter knows that! 
Let the rivers clap their hands,
let the mountains sing together for joy;
(Psalm 98:8).

Perhaps she would say “I am the altar of the one church” or “ I am
the table fit for the Bridegrooms marriage feast”? A grand table
waiting for the master to sit down with his wife to be? A table
spread out before its enemy. Table Mountain stands in all its lofty
glorious beauty before Devils Peak, mocking it with its bounty filled
abundance. Oh Windberg, as you were once called, come back and
silence the devils beak.

East meets West, West meets East
Look at a map of Cape Town. A city that brings the warm Indian
Ocean in contact with the cold Atlantic. A city where balance is felt.
East meets west. Cape Town joins east to west. Balance is found in
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Cape Town. The port of Cape Town, a tavern of the seas. A sight for
saw eyes for many a weary sailor. A place of refreshment and
resourcing and a harbour city of refuge. A harbour of refuge for
Africa. Cape Town is sub-Sahara Africa’s main harbour.
God’s prophetic words are sculpted in rock and water all over Cape
Town. How is it that we did not see it? Can you ever see Table
Mountain the same again?

Cape People speak!

The coloured people of Cape Town must be of the most colourful
people groups in the world. Think of the Kaapse Klopse! A study
recently done on the DNA of the Khoi-descended Cape coloured
population indicated it is the most diverse gene pool on earth!
Diversity is in our history, diversity in our genes, diversity in our
flora, fauna and climate. The hyper-colourful and diverse natural
order of things here, speak of a spiritual prophetic purpose of
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manifesting God’s manifold (and colourful) wisdom to the world.
May the church align to this purpose and begin manifesting the
manifold wisdom!

Cape Fire speaks

A terrifying fynbos fire
Yes believe it. The Cape is famous for its natural fire!!!! Fire and the
Cape are linked. Spiritual fire and natural fire.
Fire and wind are also linked. The fynbos fires are controlled by the
wind. For the fire to burn the dead fynbos branches must be in
abundance, which they are in 2014. There is much dryness and
brokenness in the church. Are we finally ready for a fire? We are
ready for the good and terrifying fire. Where will it begin? Where
will the Holy Spirit find the most dryness and brokenness? Are you
hungry, dry and broken before the Lord Jesus?
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Is it not profound that Cape Fynbos needs Cape Fire to ensure
survival and it needs it repetitively? Anything ring a bell? The
recursive principle in nature at work in the flora … God works in
seasons and cycles not like human projects with deadlines. God
never seems rushed, even in a life threatening storm. The STAFP will
keep on being prophesied, just like nature keeps prophesying – I
need the fire to burn away the dead dry old growth, to make way
for the new growth! Hallelujah.
The Ruach wind of God will blow where it wishes and so set the
country aflame. Once ignited, a Cape Fire is unstoppable. A fynbos
fire last century is reputed to have swept from Swellendam to Port
Elizabeth, a distance of 500 km. (Fynbos Year, Liz McMahon). That is
how it spreads and it spreads fast. A blessed fire, that is essential for
re-generation of all the diverse species in the fynbos biome. The
death of the natural gives birth to the spiritual. The death of the old
man, gives way for the life of the spirit-man. Our God is a
Consuming Fire of holiness. He makes us holy. He will cleanse his
church – consecrate yourselves oh church in Cape Town.
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Cape Fynbos speaks

The king of flowers, the King Protea on Table Mountain

The Almighty decided to clothe the city with its own unique
covering. So unique it has its own biome to cover it, fynbos is one of
he only six biomes on planet earth. The Cape has its own dress, its
own unique dress. And since no clothing is neutral, it all speaks of
the City of Cape Town’s identity, her purpose, her destiny. Let us
investigate the Nature of the Cape and see what it can tell us about
the destiny and purpose of Cape Town.

Fynbos exceeds that of a tropical rainforest in species per square
meter. Fynbos is the most diverse plant group in the world in
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measured in unique plants per surface area. Its uniqueness is its
incredible diversity of species and their hyper-endemic nature. Talk
of harmony in diversity …. Talk of specialization! Talk of valuing
differences and colourfulness. A biodiversity hotspot of global
importance.

Any endeavour in business or ministry that aligns itself with Cape
Town’s prophetic purpose, I believe will do very well. Ever
wondered why the creative industries thrive in Cape Town? Perhaps
you do now. Creatives are drawn to diversity of colour, form and
function. This is why Cape Town is the Design Capital of the World
this year – even the world understands the importance of being
linked to the prophetic purpose of a geographic place.
Cape Town has a purpose - for coloured, black, white and Indian, all
race groups to live in harmony in Christ alone. Not competing, just
complimenting. This speaks to the multi-coloured rainbow nation
purpose of Cape Town. How the world needs to see racial harmony
at work in the church! When we demonstrate our love as a church,
showing that there is no Jew nor Greek, no black nor white in Christ,
we honour the Lord. We do not negate the differences, we
acknowledge them and celebrate them but too few churches get
this right.
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Fynbos needs fire. Cape Town needs fire.
Fynbos needs it to be burnt to ash to survive every 7 years. The
Cape Fire brings harmony to the Cape Fynbos, God is upholding the
perfect, sustainable balance of nature by his own hand. Fire is
essential to its health and survival. This speaks directly to STAFP and
Cape Town's prophetic purpose.. There is this link between fire and
the maintenance of diversity. Unity and harmony in diversity speaks
from every roadside – think of the bunch of pretty vygies or
Namaqualand flowers huddled together in fellowship on so many
roadsides in Cape Town. Cape Town needs fire to survive and thrive
and keep its diversity.

If there are no fires, the domination of the larger and more vigorous
species soon take over. Destructive fire ensures creative diversity.
Do we see this in our congregations? This need for valuing diversity
is not a side show, this is central to part of God’s purpose in Cape
Town – his purpose to display his manifold wisdom to the angels
and demons of love for one another across every natural or human
barrier. The world will know you are my disciples for your love for
one another. Oh Church in Cape Town let us pray for God to align us
to his unique prophetic purpose in Cape Town. The link between
creativity and the predictable destruction of past built structures
(branches) is a mystery the church in Cape Town needs to pray into.
He will cut off the branch that does not bear fruit.

The King Protea, a royal flower speaks of kingly praise on the
mountains where they grow. This speak to Davidic style worship of
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God. The worship of a king before the King of Kings. May he restore
the Tabernacle of David in Cape Town.

Cape Animals speak

Cape Mountain Zebra

Only known photo of a live Cape
Lion, ca. 1860

The Three Stripes of the Zebra - confusing the attack of the prowling
lion
The Cape Mountain Zebra – black, white and brown in perfect
harmony. Mel Tari’s profound and touching vision of this unique
animals, unique skin pattern, explains this very eloquently.
Interesting how God speaks to his servants through the indigenous
nature of an area. But some explanation will be helpful. Are the
zebra stripes, black on white or white on black or white and black
on brown? There are in fact three stripes on a zebra skin. God
chooses us to live in the safety of the paradox. The three stripes
create an illusion in the bush and effectively confuse lions (their
main predator) during the hunt.
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This survival technique speaks to the church in Cape Town’s
purpose. We are to unite in individual colour, not lose our colours,
not blend so to speak, just stand in unity next to one another …
and the effect will dazzle he enemy so that he cannot catch us!
Praise Jesus!
The colour red cannot boast it is superior to the colour blue … it is
absurd but Satan will have that “nation rise against nation” (the
Greek is “ethnos rise against ethnos”) and so create war and death
based on a foolish idea. Hitler got it badly wrong. South Africa needs
to get it right to stop the future Hitler’s satan is preparing for the
end game.
The extremely sad picture of the Cape Lion in above picture was the
second largest and heaviest of the lion subspecies: a fully grown
male could weigh 230 kg and reach 3.0 m in length. As eagles speak
to the prophetic, lions speak to apostolic authority. Heavy weight
apostles will be raised up here from Cape Town and by God’s grace
they will not become extinct  as the Cape Lion. We have not been
good stewards of the natural bounty here in Cape Town. Who know
perhaps the Lord can restore the indigenous Cape Lion back?
Apostolic Fathers, where are you? Come out from the high walls you
have built around your family and come join the Apostolic Table,
where God is sitting at his own table. May the church align to this
plumb line! Align to the plumb line! Align to the plumb line in the
Spirit.
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Cape Climate speaks

South Easter in Camps Bay
‘And after these things I saw four angels standing on the four
corners of the earth, holding the four winds of the earth’
(Rev 7:1)
Here, Cape Town is referenced in the bible, with the Angel in Cape
Town holding back and delaying the winds of judgement in the end
of days.
What climate is more diverse than Cape Climate? As the saying goes
“three season in one day”. Fog, sunshine, rain and a suntan all in
one day!
The weather of Cape Town speaks of winter and summer
winnowing. Do you recall JR Gschwend’s vision of a wind blowing
the candle flame onto the map of Africa? That was in all likelihood
the Cape Doctor! A powerful south easterly wind that will fan the
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flame of revival in Cape Town. It is a blessing in the natural but the
real meaning God will have us understand: the Southeaster that
blows your hair in a mess is the “Cape Doctor” that will ignite revival
fires. It will spread revival fires of restoration and cleanse the
spiritual atmosphere of the powers of darkness that constantly
pollute the heavenlies with their uncleanness.
He has the winnowing fork in his hand and his strong wind blows
our faults and corporate sins into the sea! Hallelujah. Bless God for
it, do not curse it because it is a prophetic sign of what God intends
for this place – to have clean air in the dwelling place for God in the
Spirit in Cape Town. Wind of God, blow in Cape Town. Let the wind
of your spirit blow! Praise the Lord for all the good he does for us
that we are not even aware of.

Our National Coat of Arms Speak

Within the shield are images of the Khoisan people, the first
inhabitants of the land. The figures are derived from images on the
Linton Stone, a world-famous example of South African rock art. The
motto of the coat of arms - !ke e:/xarra//ke - is in the Khoisan
language of the /Xam people, and means "diverse people unite", or
"people who are different joining together".
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The masonic triangular symbol in the secretary bird is unfortunate
and a reminder that our warfare against the powers of darkness are
every with us.

Identifying the common themes in the Prophecies on Purpose
All these words speak to the restoration of the prophetic purpose of
Cape Town. When God brings revival we immediately expect it will
bring salvation but it will also bring the Church in Cape Town (CICT)
to maturity. When we are mature, we will demonstrate our unique
gift to the world as a church in this city. However, we first need to
obey the Lord and keep the unity of the Spirit then the gift of the
church in Cape Town will be visibly demonstrated.
1.

Pre-requisite for Revival – Church Unity
These prophecies that touch the purpose of God for the
church in Cape Town make very clear the importance of
unity to Jesus’s heart. It is repeated many, many times. And
unity in diversity, just as the coat of arms says. It is so
before us.
These all continued with one accord in prayer and
supplication, with the women and Mary the mother of Jesus,
and with His brothers. Acts 1: 14
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And when the day of Pentecost was fully come, they were all
with one accord in one place.
And suddenly there came a sound from heaven as of a
rushing mighty wind, and it filled all the house where they
were sitting. And there appeared unto them separated
tongues like as of fire, and it sat upon each of them. And
they were all filled with the Holy Spirit, and began to speak
with other tongues, as the Spirit gave them utterance. Acts
2:2-4

Prayer, unity, wind – and then fire. Prayer, unity, wind and
then fire. These four elements are linked. Unity is where
God commands the blessing – life forevermore!
2.

God is weary of prayers for Growth Growth Growth
(building of church fortresses)
Church growth does not equate to success. Why are we so
pre-occupied with the growth of our own local
congregations? Do we feel part and do we have a heart for
the Church in the City? If the church focused on fulfilling the
purposes of God for the Church in Cape Town, we will
conquer the land. So many words address the building of
empires and fortresses. "Is it a time for you yourselves to be
living in your panelled houses, while this house remains a
ruin?" (Haggai 1:4). The corporate house in Cape Town is in
ruins or at best in very poor shape and in need of repair.
Who will build it?
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Are you labouring in the part of the vineyard God has called
you oblivious of what he is doing elsewhere in the vineyard?
We should labour in sync with one another, aligned to the
purpose of God in this city, in our generation, together. We
cannot fail if we do this. May we serve God’s unchanging
purpose in our uniquely expressed and varying ways, in this
generation.
3.

Colourfulness
What is the gift? It is colour. Harmony amongst the colours.
It is conquering the ultimate evil of racism. Racism is where
blue boast against red and says I am better than you. As the
church in Cape Town overcomes racial envy, strife and
division, so too will South Africa overcome it. If South Africa
overcomes it, Africa will overcome it. When Africa
overcomes it, it will spread through the world like a raging
fire and burn all the dross of racial prejudice and hate
within the body of Christ and so the world will be blessed.
The world already looks to Africa as the model to deal with
race hate. How did we do it? Through God. But we are far
away from the fullness. If we lose ground in this area, what
example will the world have if South Africa degenerates into
race war? Let’s us direct our prayers into this. The Salt and
Light of the church of Jesus Christ will have done its work,
while we occupy and wait for the King to return and begin
ruling in his millennial kingdom of peace.
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4.

First Nation People First
Coloureds.
Colour.
‘Coloured’ is certainly not a derogatory description! It is
descriptive of the most colourful people in the world!
If you are blessed to be from the Coloured community,
happy are ye! Your tribe is full of prophetic destiny!
The Khoi descendants, the Coloured people of Cape Town
are a prophetic tribe amongst the tribes of South Africa and
no wonder they have first place in God’s plans for Cape
Town! They are keys to unlock the fortress of racism. Have
you ever wondered why the Cape Flats (mainly Coloured
area) sits neatly between the black areas of Khayalitsa/
Langa and the white northern and southern suburbs? The
Coloureds form the go- between, the reconcilers-of- theraces, the bridges-of-the-race gap.
Consider the stripes of the zebra. Between the black and
white stripes lies the brown stripe. All three blended
together creates a striking pattern that confuses the
enemy – satan who roams the earth seeking whom he may
devour. In a zoological sense, the stripes of a zebra are
designed to confuse predators. In a spiritual sense it is
used as effective camouflage when the zebra (stripes
speak of diversity run together (together speaks of
unity).The unity of the three colours is the perfect
camouflage to distract Satan. Remember the three men in
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the boat vision? Three stripes on the zebra …not just two
…
Oh Coloureds arise! We wait for you to unlock the fortress
of race hate and your unequalled dryness and brokenness
will be the ignition tinder for the STAFP. What group in
South Africa is as broken as the people of the Cape Flats
where gangsterism and drug addiction is taken to the
extreme and filling the void left by forsaking of God and
broken families? Do you know the importance of your
calling? Remain in fear no longer and boldly take your
ground in the middle and become peacemakers (not
peacekeepers) that you are destined be and are. Amen!

Much has to be done before the Lord can return. These words all
speak with a great consistency. I believe they represent the mind of
Jesus concerning Cape Town, the city where the fire prophesied for
so many years will be fulfilled (and have been fulfilled in varying
measures).It is in Cape Town that they will reach there climax and
fullness and the manifold wisdom of God will shame the powers of
darkness in a spectacular way. The colourfulness of God’s rainbow
of peace will obliterate the foul fog of black mist that hangs over so
many deceived and ignorant minds
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Part VI
Applications of STAFP
Contents
By the testimony of two or three
Divine conditions to be met before the STAFP will be fulfilled
Prophetic alignment and the Candelabra
What must we do?
What must we not do?

By the Testimony of Two or Three
We need to serve our generation in Cape Town according to God’s
eternal purpose. The STAFP is a guide and help for us to know God’s
plans for the CICT. What actions should be added to our existing
corporate faith that he will do what he has promised?
What actions have already been taken by people in the Body of
Christ to position and align themselves with the STAFP? Below are
three mature believers’ stories, written in their own words:
A

Dr Christo Nel
http://www.nuwewyn.co.za
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nchristo@lantic.net

A Vision of Revival
During April 1997 we were invited to Ceres in the Western
Cape, to minister over there. As a family we decided making
a holiday out of it and decided coming by train to the
Western Cape. We departed late one afternoon from
Potchefstroom, slept on the train and on our way to the
dining room on the train the following morning, I suddenly
had this vision of revival.

Let me say immediately that I don’t see visions and don’t
even dream dreams. Up to that moment I saw myself as this
very logical, rational, unemotional person that could never
ever have an experience like this. Coming from
Matjiesfontein, just outside Touwsriver, on a farm which I
later understood was called, Konstabel (Constable), I saw a
vision of revival going on the pane of the window, as in a
movie.

And I heard God saying, “Do you see, it’s revival!” I said,
“Yes, Lord, I see.” God said, “It is as in the revival of 1860-61,
in the time of Andrew Murray.” To which I responded, “Yes,
Lord, You know I know the detail of that revival.” (Because
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I’ve read at least three books on the detail of that revival at
that stage).God said, “There is another revival similar but
bigger than this one coming, and it will also start in the
Western Cape, flowing all across South Africa, Africa and the
rest of the world.”

I responded, “Lord, I will pay You a million rand to be there!”
God said, “I want you to be there, but it will mean that you
need to go back to Potchefstroom, sell everything and come
in faith to the Western Cape to be here when it start. “As
suddenly as the vision started it was gone.

Well, to make a long story short, during the next week God
convinced my wife and I to sell everything we had in
Potchefstroom, give over the leadership of the congregation
we’ve planted, and move to Hermanus, a small coastal town
on the South Western Coast of South Africa, a 120 km from
Cape Town. This we did in May 1997. Since then we’ve been
living and ministering here in the Western Cape, while
anxiously waiting on the fulfilment of that prophetic vision
we had.
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B

Tony Cooksey
http://tonycooksey.blogspot.com/
tony.cooksey@ymail.com
Our move to the Cape for Revival
It was the beginning of our second year in Cape Town. We
had arrived in January ’96. Obedient to the word of Our
Lord, I had handed over my leadership of the Zoé Christian
Fellowship church in Florida, near Johannesburg, in
November 1995. I had founded and pastored that prophetic
church for thirteen years. I appointed two of my young
friends, Andrew as pastor, and Nick as assistant pastor. They
had walked with me for nearly seven years from their early
youth and had grown from youth leadership to eldership
within our more senior elders’ team, and then into five-fold
ministry.
For three years Our Lord had been speaking to me about a
transition for revival. I knew we would be moving on from
Zoé but, being cautious to test these things, I left it “on the
shelf” for the Lord to guide our steps. On our return from our
holiday in the South Cape in January 1995, we drove from
Plettenburg Bay over the hills through the Tsitsikama forest
and saw the sunrise over the eastern horizon; then I heard
the Lord say, “You will not return this way again.” And I
knew that ’95 would be different.
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It was during middle of that year that I received the clear
impression that we should move to Cape Town to be part of
the coming revival prophesied to start there. Many visions
and prophecies have foretold that the fires of revival would
start in the Cape and spread through the country. It was
time to give up the leadership of the church and we moved
to the Cape to be part of the coming revival.

C

Paul Daniel
https://www.facebook.com/gatewayCFC
pauldaniel101@gmail.com
December 2014

The Promised Fire
In 1987 I was doing a Pharmacy locum in the Free State and
had gone into the back office of the shop to have my lunch
and to read Winkie Pratney’s book ‘Revival’. While I was
reading the book the Holy Spirit unexpectedly came upon
me and in a clear vision I saw a fire break in Cape Town and
then spread from the Western Cape up through Africa and
into the nations of the world.
I knew that God was calling me to Cape Town and that I was
to be obedient to the heavenly vision (Acts 26:19). I also
knew that God was calling me to begin a ministry at UCT
amongst the university students.
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I called an estate agent to find a home and without ever
seeing it my wife and I sold our new home (that we had lived
in for 6 months) and with the proceeds moved to Cape Town
to pursue what we felt God was calling us to do. We began
the ministry amongst the students at UCT - which later
became known as His People Christian Ministry.
During our early days in Cape Town I heard from several
other Christians that they too had seen the fire and that the
prophecy was not new to the Christian community.
Having clearly seen the vision of this great revival fire I am
persuaded that the fullness of it is yet to come! This fire, I
believe, will be the consuming fire of Holiness unto the Lord
and that many souls will turn to God and find salvation in
Christ. I also believe that this will be more than a local
revival but an awakening that will spread to the nations of
the world.
My prayer is that God will hasten this to the city and that
the church will hear the call to holiness and prayer in
anticipation of this revival fire!
My exhortation to the Elders and leaders of the city is to
seek unity in fellowship and prayer in asking God to
command His blessing on the city (Psalm 133) and for God
to rend the heavens and come down, for the promised fire to
fall. (Isa 64)
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Acts 26:19
Whereupon, O king Agrippa, I was not disobedient unto the
heavenly vision:
2 Chronicles 7:14
If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their
wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will forgive
their sin, and will heal their land.
Psalm 133
Behold, how good and how pleasant it is
For brethren to dwell together in unity!
2 It is like the precious oil upon the head,
Running down on the beard,
The beard of Aaron,
Running down on the edge of his garments.
3 It is like the dew of Hermon,
Descending upon the mountains of Zion;
For there the Lord commanded the blessing—
Life forevermore.
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Isaiah 64
Oh, that You would rend the heavens!
That You would come down!
That the mountains might shake at Your presence—
2 As fire burns brushwood,
As fire causes water to boil—
To make Your name known to Your adversaries,
That the nations may tremble at Your presence!
3 When You did awesome things for which we did not look,
You came down, The mountains shook at Your presence.
4 For since the beginning of the world
Men have not heard nor perceived by the ear,
Nor has the eye seen any God besides You,
Who acts for the one who waits for Him.
5 You meet him who rejoices and does righteousness,
Who remembers You in Your ways.
You are indeed angry, for we have sinned—
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In these ways we continue;
And we need to be saved.

These are all men whom God has used to plant churches and serve
him over many decades. They moved their entire households and
ministries to position themselves for the promises spoken of in the
STAFP.
What do you hear the Holy Spirit saying to the church in Cape
Town? Have you asked yourself the question, “How can I position
myself as they did to be ready?”

Divine Conditions to be met before the STAFP can be fulfilled
What are the God-given conditions of fulfilment of the STAFP?
“If my people, who are called by my name, will humble
themselves and pray and seek my face and turn from their
wicked ways, then will I hear from heaven and will forgive
their sin and will heal their land”. 2 Chron 7:14
It starts with humility.
“When Solomon finished praying, fire came down from
heaven and consumed the burnt offering and the sacrifices,
and the glory of the LORD filled the temple.” 2 Chron 7:1
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Here we see the following conditions:
1.

Corporate repentance, turning - stop building our own
house and starting building his corporate house in the city.
Lay down our crowns, titles, platforms for the establishment
of his crown, title and platform.

2.

Priestly and Kingly (business leaders) prayers of dedication
of the temple (the church) - prayer

3.

Burnt offerings were placed on the altar (free will laying
down your life for the Lord) - worship

4.

Unity, the whole of Israel gathered at the dedication of the
Temple

5.

A completed temple (church aligned with its purpose). God
needs a dwelling place.

After the above five conditions were met, the fire came. What
phase of God’s fulfilling his promises of STAFP do you think the CICT
is in?
God help us and may he intervene since we are slow of heart to
understand his ways!

Prophetic Alignment and the Candelabra
In order for us to apply the prophetic word to the CICT properly, it
would help to understand the symbolism of Moses’ Lampstand,
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which is a glorious metaphor of a city church. Note, for our work we
are assuming you agree there is one church in the city, comprised of
many congregations.
And the LORD spoke to Moses, saying: “Speak to Aaron, and
say to him, ‘When you arrange the lamps, the seven lamps
shall give light in front of the lampstand.’” And Aaron did so;
he arranged the lamps to face toward the front of the
lampstand, as the LORD commanded Moses.

The most fascinating aspect of the lampstand is the peculiar
arrangement of the seven lamps of the lampstand in Moses
Tabernacle.
God is not looking for single, solitary "candles" that stand apart,
unwilling to join with others to create a blazing light together, as the
body of Christ was designed to do in any given city. He is searching
for congregations that will co-operate to produce a combined light
which will shine into the remote corners of darkness in the city. The
Lord values the unity of the combined light of all the congregations
in any given locality that they must all orientate themselves to all
shine in the same direction.
This speaks beautifully of the whole CICT city-church having a unity
of purpose, they are all aligned together for one purpose.
Expressions-of-light-congregations, together combining their light to
create a brighter light, together, expressing God’s manifold wisdom
to the powers of darkness, according to his pre-sin planned purpose
for man. This aspect of “positioning” of the lamps speak of
assemblies in a city “considering” other assemblies so that all the
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assemblies' lamps shine in the same direction, and in so doing
create a focussed beam of light that expels darkness with its
brightness.
By so doing, no ‘shadows’ or dark spots are left. “No more
competition just complementation!” says the Lord. How little of this
corporate alignment is happening in the church in the city… Some
progress is being made, praise God, especially in the past 2-3 years
but we far from seeing the fullness of unity of purpose.

Practical Interpretation and Application of Gschwend’s Vision
Remember the Gschwend vision? He saw a burning candle, on a
candlestick which stood on a table. The map made the fourth main
symbolic element to this profound vision. What is the symbolism of
these elements? The burning candle is the Spirit of God being
hosted in the church, which is symbolised by the candlestick (Rev 2
compares the church to a candlestick). But what is the table? What
is the object that supports the church? Could this table he saw not
symbolise Table Mountain? The great Altar of Love & Sacrifice of the
Cross of the CICT?
So when (finally) the CICT comes to unity (only one candlestick) and
the candlestick is placed on that great base called the Altar of Table
Mountain, on which the CICT is called to lay down her life, we will
see the wind of the Holy Spirit blow the flame of the Church in Cape
Town onto the map of the world, which represents the world, the
people of Africa. And kaboom! Raging fires of revival sweeping
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Africa and creating enough Light to light up the whole planet!
Hallelujah! Praise the Lord! It will be frightening, terrifying and the
only lasting anti-dote to sin and corruption and darkness.
Aligning your ministry, your calling, congregation, multi-site church,
hou-sechurch, community or business with the Prophetic Purpose of
Cape Town, will ensure you move with God’s wind and not across it,
or worse, against it. This is the reward of prophetic alignment. You
will be well positioned to have the wind at your back and not
straining against it! Any endeavour in business or ministry that
aligns itself with Cape Town’s prophetic purpose, I believe will do
very well.

Now we know the unity is not a unity of doctrine, liturgy,
organisation, form, ecclesiology, methodology or church practice; it
is a unity of the Spirit and a unity of purpose. One accord.

Practical Application of the Corporate Altar vision of Johan Boot
Do you remember the vision of the corporate altar? The Lord
required the Apostolic Fathers in Cape Town to lay down their lives
for one another on the stone altar that had the inscription “Altar of
Love”. The challenge is for the fathers in the city to come to the
stone altar, symbolised so magnificently by that great and Grand
Stone Altar of Love and Sacrifice, otherwise known as Table
Mountain, and to publically demonstrate their love for Christ and
one another by laying down their titles and platforms, willingly. In
so doing they unlock the future, they unlock and complete the unity
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of the CICT. This will take a powerful miracle. But God plans to do it.
Can you see it? God will surely do it, if not in our generation, the
next or successive generations. May it be our generation that has
sufficient love for Christ and one another that we willingly go up to
the stone altar and there lay down, still, awaiting the salvation of
our God. Where are you Abrahams of Faith in this city, in this
country? Come up to the mount of the Lord! Amen.

What must we do?
1. The prophets in the city need to arise and prophesy the
purposes of God into existence.
2. The apostles and fathers in the city need to love one
another and prove it by laying down their lives for one
another publically, esteeming one another higher than
themselves and clothe themselves with blue overalls and
pick up their toolboxes and build the house of God, not
only their own houses.
3. Prayerfully consider these prophecies and no longer deem
them of zero value.
4. Prayerfully examine if you need to align yourself or business
or ministry to the purpose of CICT in accordance with this
eternal purpose of God, the purpose that predated sin.
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5. Prayer for the spirit of wisdom and revelation to be given
the church because “… blessed are your eyes because they
see, and your ears because they hear.” Mat 13:16

What must we not do?
1. Try make it happen in human strength, try organise it into
reality.
2. Try, through expert organisational skills, make it happen
3. Try own it.
4. Try control it.
5. Take credit for it because all glory belongs to God.

Tears are the blood of the soul.
The tears of the church need to be poured out over the spiritual
table-mountain-altar, just like with what happened with Abraham at
Moriah. The Lord has already provided the offering in a thicket
nearby. God will do it, our part is to lay still on the Grand-Altar-ofSurrender just like Isaac did. Surrender, after all we have to give
him. The Father will accept the CICT corporate act of surrender, I
believe with all my heart.
Will you climb onto the altar, be bound to the purposes of God on
the altar, lay still and wait for the fire of God to burn up the
acceptable offering? Let us go up to the mount of the Lord together.
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What is the Spirit saying to the CICT? I am persuaded and convinced
much of what has been revealed through these reoccurring visions
of the STAFP is what He is saying. May this work provide some of
the vocabulary necessary to prophecy and intercede and act to see
its fulfilment in our day because God is willing. Are you willing? Will
you obey? Will our generation obey?
Church of Jesus Christ - Arise and be Glorious!
Amen and Amen.
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Part VII
VISUAL PROPHECIES of STAFP
"A picture I drew in about 1993 when the St. James
Church massacre happened and sent to all the Pastors
with a small letter saying we must war according to
prophecy." - Marge Ballin
Source:
http://elsabebriers.com/wpcontent/uploads/2013/05/ONE-VOICE-Issue-Nr-2.pdf

Jenny Rademeyer, a Cape Town artist and visual prophetic voice.
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Source: http://elsabebriers.com/wpcontent/uploads/2013/05/ONE-VOICE-Issue-Nr-2.pdf

The CICT laying herself down on the grand altar of God, Table
Mountain. We die daily.
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Anna Baard - The Bride of Christ dancing in the Fire – 2010
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Gschwend JR. A Burning Candle. All Nation Publishers. Pretoria.
1965., front cover
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Part VIII
Extended Reference Notes
1.

Bee Quarles van Ufford, boer prophet to Lake.

OPEN INVITATION TO THE READER
To find the secretary to Dr Leyds, as per Lakes description, was no
easy task but God was good to us and through Derick Griesel, a
professional archivist we found this photo of Bee Quarles van
Ufford. We are fairly confident this is the man Lake refers to in his
sermon. This is the man who prophesied so precisely to him about
WW1 and other global events, that all the things he said came to
pass. A gem in the church hidden in the ages gone by.
I have not been able to locate any of his writings or additional
biographical detail. How awesome would it not be to find his journal
or better still a memoir of his writings! Therefore, I ask if any knows
more about this obscure boer prophet, please let us know. What a
find it would be to find the visions he had for South Africa! Since
Lake provides us with no better witness to his accuracy, we can
know then his prophecies for South Africa are straight from God’s
throne. If anyone is a genealogist or has one as friend, please help
us locate more about this mysterious and unknown boer prophet – I
am confident it will bless the whole church in South Africa. Any of
our Pretoria based brothers and sisters, perhaps you can find more
about this man since he lived in Pretoria?
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Description on the back of the photo above

2.

Andrew Murray. With Christ, in the School of Prayer.

3.

The Law of Recurrence

Source: http://www.biblicalresearch.info/page58.html
Quote
CLOSELY ASSOCIATED with the law of double reference, the double
or manifold fulfilment of prophecy, is the law of recurrence. In many
passages of Scripture where we have the law of double reference,
we likewise find an application of the law of recurrence. To many of
those who are not familiar with this principle, especially
characteristic of the prophetic word, many passages of Scripture are
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just a jumble of words. The picture presented is one of confusion
until this law or principle is recognized; then the picture is properly
focused and appears in its true perspective.

I. Statement of The Law of Recurrence
As the word, recurrence, indicates, we may expect this principle of
scriptural interpretation to involve the record of an occurrence of
an event and the repetition of the account. A thing occurs and
then, if it is repeated, it recurs. It is by repetition that we learn
things. We must have experience after experience in order to
appreciate or to understand fully certain things. The adage that
practice makes perfect is true. Advertisers realize the importance of
this principle. An advertisement inserted in a paper once is
practically money lost. If it is repeated at least three or four times,
results begin to come. This is what advertisers have told me, and I
have tried and learned by experience that this is true. The Lord
understands human psychology and knows that a thing must be
repeated time and time again in order to make the proper
impression upon the human mind. It is therefore in accordance with
this principle that the Lord has adopted the principle of the law of
recurrence.
I might set forth this fundamental by calling attention to an artist
who is painting the portrait of one who is posing for his likeness.
After the artist has properly arranged his lights and shades and after
he has posed his subject to his liking, he can do in a very short time
what he terms "blocking out the portrait." It is impossible for one to
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maintain the proper pose and the correct attitude and expression of
face for a long period of time. The artist, therefore, after he has
posed a person properly, can very quickly transfer the likeness to
the canvas. But the mental strain upon the person posing cannot
endure indefinitely. He therefore can maintain one pose only a very
short time. A second sitting is necessary. At this time the artist, after
having posed his subject, will add new details that were not shown
at the first sitting. He will likewise bring out more clearly certain
features that he put on the canvas at first. In somewhat the same
way the prophets "blocked out the portrait" at the first "sitting."
Then they went over the portrait at a subsequent sitting and added
new details and brought out more clearly the things given at the
first sitting. We must now examine the Scriptures to learn the value
of this principle and see its importance.
Unquote

4.

One City, One Church

Source: Derek Prince, Rediscovering God’s Church, Whitaker House.
2006. p. 147-149
Quote
One City, One Church
I now enter a territory that I acknowledge is very idealistic.
Nevertheless, I suggest to you that it contains God's viewpoint of
the local church in a city. Let me offer you my admittedly radical
definition of the complete local church. If you accept this definition,
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it involves a revolution because it is not compatible with presentday Christian practice, as a whole. Simply stated, it is this: The local
church is that part of the universal church resident in any given
locality. There is no further qualification required. You never have to
"join" the local church because it is not your decision to make. If you
are in the universal church, then automatically, without further
qualification, you are also a member of the local church in the city
where you live. Again, you do not have an option.

In regard to the universal church, the only option you have is your
personal relationship to Jesus Christ, and if you are in a relationship
with Jesus Christ, then you are a member of the universal church.
The matter is settled. We have looked at two instances of the word
church in the Gospels, both of which are found in Matthew. In this
light, let's look at some interesting statistics about the use of the
word ecclesia, or church, in the entire New Testament. Here are the
different ways in which the word church is used, in both singular
and plural forms:

Church (singular) in a city
Church (singular) in a house

35 times
4 times

Churches (plural) in a province

36 times

Church universal

20 times

Church local, but not exactly define

16 times
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Churches (plural) in a city

0 times

Church (singular) in a province

0 times

Old Testament church in the wilderness

1 times

Assembly (of the city of Ephesus)

3 times

TOTAL

115 times

What is significant is the use of the singular and the plural. The New
Testament never speaks at any time in nearly forty occurrences of
churches (plural) in a city. In one small locality, there is never more
than one church. On the other hand, the New Testament never
speaks of a singular church in a province. A church can never grow
to a kind of vast organization that embraces people living in many
different areas.

In other words, there are only two defining areas of a local church:
One is a house and the other is a city. The important thing is that,
whatever we view as one unit of the local church within an area,
there is only one church.

There never can be two churches overlapping, much less competing,
in the same area. This is the vital conclusion. It is totally unscriptural
to speak of two churches overlapping or occupying the same area. It
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is completely ruled out by the usage of the New Testament, without
one single exception. The present pattern in a city is that there are
many local churches, each with one leader. However, God's original
order is different - one local church in a city with many leaders. This
is the practical and revolutionary conclusion.
Man's View versus God's View

Man looks over the church in a city and sees the Baptists, the
Catholics, the Presbyterians, and the Pentecostals. He sees all the
many churches, each with their single leaders. I submit to you that
God does not view the scene in this way at all. He looks down and
does not see the different denominations and nondenominational
factions. He sees only His people in a city. Actually, He views it as
different flocks (or congregations) comprising the church in a city.

Thus, we promote unity in ways that God does not accept. We try to
unify all the Baptists or all the Presbyterians or all the Methodists in
a city or a region. God does not acknowledge that effort, fine as it is,
as His best. His church in a city is comprised of men and women
from all these denominations, and no one denomination is the
complete church, if you can accept that.
Unquote
Note: Bold mine.
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5.
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Original Lake Diary Notes, AFM Archive Johannesburg.
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